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Vorwort 1 •
Wie die Mittelstufe de englischen Unterrichts
neben dem Lese- und Grammatikbetrieb gleichzeitig in
den Wort- und Phrasenschatz fur die Vorkommnisse
1 Benutzt wurden u. a. folgende Werke: "A Short History
of the English People" (John R. Green); "A hort History of
English Literature" (Prof. aintsbury); "Sports and Pastimes of
England" (J. Strutt) · "Book of Sports and Pastimes" (Cassel);
"The British Isles" (C. W. Crook); ,:commercial Geography"
(Herbertson); "Dr. Darwin's lLife" (by his on); 'Elementary
Geography" (Prof. Geikie); 'England and its People" (Houlston);
''En 'land before the Norman Conquest"; ''English Cathedrals"
(Farrar)· "The English Counties"; "Life and Times of Queen
Victoria"; "Lives of the Most Eminent Men" (Dunham); "London
at School" (Philpot); "National Sports of Great Britain" (Alken);
''Our English Home" (C. W. Crook)· "A Plain English Guide"
(Atkinson); ''Progress in the Reign of Queen Victoria" (Farrar);
"Schools at Home and Abroad" (R. E. Hughes); ''English
ynonyms" (Crabb) ; "English Dictionary" (Stormonth); 'English
Synonyms" (Taylor); "English Dictionary" (Webster); "Geschichte
der engl. Litteratur" (Engel); ' Kunstgeschichte" (Lubke); "English
Literature" (Brooke)· "Grundzuge der engl. Litteratur" (Schroer);
''England" (Wendt); "Whitaker's Almanack" ; "The Constitutional
History of England" (Hallam); ''Chambers's Encyclopaedia"; ' A
Dictionary of National Biography"· "Aus dem modernen England" (Steffen); "British Popular Customs" (Dyer); "Church of
England"; ''The Public chool Year Book" ; "Geschichte der
engl. Litteratur" (Wtilker); "The Growth of the English Contitution" (Freeman); " ew English Dictionary" (Murray) usw.

VI

Vorwort.

des taglichen Lebens einzuffihren hat 2 , so erwachst
auch der Oberstufe eine Doppelaufgabe. Neben der
Lektfire bedeutender fremdlandiscber Schriftwerke,
worin der Unterricht seinen Schwerpunkt suchen wird,
gilt es, einen ersten, aber doch moglichst umfassenden
Uberblick fiber die geistige und ma.terielle
Kultur, fiber Leben und Sitte des englis ch en Vo Ike s, zu erschlieBen.
In den Dienst dieser Aufgabe stellen sich die
folgenden Blatter, indem sie in einfacher, leicbtfa B 1i ch er Sp r ache in das erste Verstll.ndnis des
heutigen engliscben Kulturlebens einzuffibren suchen.
Die Mitarbeiterschaft eines gebildeten Englanders bot
dabei willkommene Gelegenheit, nicht nur im Ausdruck v o II a u s d e r I e be n d en S pr a c be zu
schopfen , sondern auch in der ganzen Darstellung
. und Auffassung das nation a le Ge pr age zu wabren.
Man vergleiche in dieser Hinsicbt z. B. das charakteristiscb bervortretende Vaterlandsgeffihl, die praktisch gescbaftsma.Bige Art, in der die Fragen der
Landesverteidigung behandelt werden, und den warmen
Ton, in dem hier vom Familienleben, von religiosen
Dingen, von den sozialen Aufgaben, von bfirgerlicher
und politischer Freiheit, von den Leibesfibungen und
manchem anderen gesprochen wird.
Es wird angenommen, daB ein so)cbes Buch sich
wahrend des ganzen Aufenthaltes auf der Oberstufe
andauernd in den Handen 1er Schfiler befindet, um
neben der Schriftstellerlekture der Pr iv at le kt 1i re
zu dienen, den Worts ch at z nach der praktischen
Seite, aber namentlich auch nach der Richtung der
2 Ygl.
Harnisch-Robertson, Methodische englische
Sprechschule, I. Teil. 3. Auflage. Leipzig, 0. R. Reisland.
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Vorwort.

abstrakteren Gebiete bin abzurunden, rlen Stoff ftir
Sp rec h ii bung en, kleinere Vortrage und freie Arbeiten zu liefern. Auch der Forderung der amtlichen
Lebrplll.ne , die t e c b n i s c b - w is sens ch aft l i c be
Lek t ii re nich t un berticksichtigt zu ]assen, dtirfte
damit gentigt sein, und ebenso den Berltirfnissen der
Sprechstunden englischer Lehramtsassistenten
und vielleicht selbst rler Universitatslektoren.
Die zahlreichen Umschreibungen etwa unbekannter
englischer Worter unter dem Text werden den Schtilern
die Vorbereitung erleichtern und es ermoglicben, sich
als Un terr i ch ts s p ra ch e au s s c b 1ief31 i c b des
Engl is c be n zu bedienen.
Manche Unvollkommenheiten wolle man mit der
Scbwierigkeit des ersten Versuches entschuldigen.
Be.,serungsvorschlage, die sich beim praktischen Gebrauch ergeben, werden gern entgegengenommen und
nach Moglicbkeit beriicksichtigt werden.
Kiel und London , Marz 1909.

D. H.
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I. Climate and Geography.
Situated between the lines of longitude 10 ° W.
and 2° E. and 60 ° to 50 ° of latitude, the British Islands
enjoy 1 a mild climate. Moisture 2, however, is an almost constant factor in the atmosphere. Fogs 8 and
mists 4 arise from land and sea, dews 6 are heavy, and
rain is frequent, especially in Scotland and Ireland
and the North of England. It is not necessary to enter
into all the causes and effects of this excessive 6
moisture, but it may be observed that it is favourable to agriculture in a high degree. High winds
and gales 7, away from the coasts, are infrequent.
The climate, as a whole, is healthy and agreeable although its variableness should make the stranger
careful. Generally speaking, the North wind brings
snow in winter and coolness in summer. The South
wind is to the native 8 distinctly suggestive 9 of sunshine and summer flowers. With the West wind frequently comes rain, while the East wind has a very
bad reputation 10 for its piercing 11 cold combined 12
with a dryness and general discomfort 18 which have
made it proverbial 14 :
'The wind that corneth 1 6 from the East
Is good for neither man nor beast.'
The English climate is less conducive 16 to habits
of indolence 17 , perhaps on account of its variableness
1 possess 2 slight wetness, humidity a a dense watery
vapour near the surface of the land - ~ a thin cloud hanging very
5
6
low moisture deposited by night extreme - 7 storm of
wind - 8 one born in a country, an original inhabitant - 9 fur.
nishing hints, calling up to the mind - 10 name, fame, character
11 cutting - 12 unite, join 18 uneasiness, trouble - " a proverb
is a short phrase conveying some useful lesson of prudence or
morality - 15 comes - rn helping - 11 habitual idleness, laziness.
Harni sc h-Pi c k e ring , Views of English N&tional Life.
1
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and tendency to temporary discomfort, than any other.
It may be then that this very uncertainty of the
climate which usually strikes the visitor as being
such a great disadvantage, is really for the inhabitants a blessing in disguise 18 •
In reference to the climate of England, Professor
Geikie remarks: "The fortunate position of this
"country projecting 19 so far into the ocean, has given
"it an 'insular' climate, that is, one of moderate
''heat and cold. .Places on the same latitude in the
"heart of Europe have, on the contrary, a 'continental'
"character, that is, one of extremes with hot summers
"and cold winters. But not only is the British
"climate tempered 20 by the proximity 21 of a vast
"surface of ocean - it is made far warmer than it
"would otherwise be, by the great warm current of
" the Gulf Stream which, by warming the overlying
"air, allows genial 22 south-westerly breezes to become
" the prevalent 28 winds." From the foregoing it will
be seen that, in reference to the English climate, the
question of latitude and longitude is modified by
other circumstances. The summers are warmest in
the South East of England where the July temperature averages 24 64 °, and coolest in the extreme
North where it is 11 ° lower. The winters are the
mildest in the South West of Ireland and England
where the temperature of January averages about
45 °, and coldest along the East coast of Scotland and
England where the mean 25 temperature of the same
month is about 38 °.
A glance 26 at the map of Great Britain will
show that it is divided into "Counties" or "Shires" .
This division into shh-es is generally supposed to
have originated 27 in the time of King Alfred the
Great, because the division or "sharing" of the land
began about this time. The oldest names of these
20 soften,
19 shoot out 18 dress for concealment, mask moderate - 21 nearness - 22 cheering, enlivening - 28 predominant,
most general - 24 make equal , show or have as a mean 27 begin.
26 sudden look 2 ~ middle -
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divisions contain the names of the races which occupied them. Thus Sussex was the home of the South
Saxons, Essex sheltered 28 the East Saxons and Middlesex
took its name from the Midclle Saxons. Nor(olk
meant originally North Folk, and Suffolk, South Folk.
Some of the divisions; such as Bedfordshire, Yorkshire etc., were named from tbe chief towns in them.
Others having "land" as their termination explain
themselves. The Saxons made two subdivisions,
nn,mely "Hundreds" or land holding a hundred families, and ,,Tithings" or land containing ten families,
but these two divisions naturally fell into disuse 29 in
the course of time. England is divided into forty
-shires, in Wales there are twelve, Scotland containb
thirty-three and Ireland bas four principal divisions
which are subdivided into many districts. And if the
-system of division of the land is old, so also are the
names of towns, rivers and districts as well as the
.customs of the people. In nearly every English village
there· is a "common". In Saxon times it was the
custom to set apart a piece of land which was free
to all and belonged to no one person. It was called
Folkland and was common to all. '' Ouse" and "Avon"
.are old British names for "water'', and "river".
"London" and "Carlisle" are old British names, and
many other instances 80 of this o1d time influence'
-could be mentioned.
The force of custom, tradition and history are
still farther marked in the distinctive characters of
the inhabitants of Great Britain. The Welsh people
were refugees 31 from England in tbe long past. They
called themselves "Cymry" and still have a language
-of their own though English is spoken by all cultivated 82 and business people. The word "Welsh"
meant "stranger". The Irish show also marked differences in their racial character and would offer, did
.space allow, an interesting subject for study. Their
afford protection, be inhabited - 99 want or neglect of use
example - 81 one who seeks safety or shelter in another
.country from persecution in his own - 82 civilised, refined.
28

-

80

l*
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land contains some beautiful scenery and its lakes arecelebrated. For the greater part the hills and mountains are near the coasts. A peculiarity of Ireland
is the bog 88 • Large tracts 34 of land are covered by
these masses of decayed 85 and decaying vegetation
which forms a useful fuel 86 known as "peat". Like
the Welsh, the Irish are brave and restless people
showing strong traces of the Celt in their character•.
With regard to the Natural Features 87 of England and Scotland, the student will at once observe that
there is no great mountain chain. There are, however,
some beautiful and striking elevations, such as Ben·
Nevis ("Ben" = a hill) in the Grampian Hills, the
highest summit in the British Isles, 4400 feet, and
Snowdon in the N. W. of Wales which is 3600 feet in
height. Of the eastern rivers, may be mentioned the
Tyne flowing eastward over the great coal district
of Northumberland to Tynemouth and Shields (pop~
100 000), the Wear with the seaport of Sunderland
(pop. 150 000) at its mouth, the Trent flowing southward through the Staffordshire coal plains to the
Humber, which is a broad estuary 88 , the Great Ouse
from the north of Buckingham through the fen 89
country, and the Thames (150 miles) running from
the Cotswold H.itls to London and the North Sea.
The western rivers are numerous, but, for the greater
part, short and narrow: The Mersey, upon which
Liverpool is seated, the Dee from Wales with an
estuary of 13 miles, the Severn, the Lower Avon.
and the Upper Avon. The chief southern river is
the Exe rising in Exmoor and flowing to Exeter.
Of the Scotch rivers we may mention the Tweed.
from the southern uplands to Berwick, the Forth,
with an estuary of 51 m., the Tay, the Dee from
the Grampians to Aberdeen (pop. 150 000), theClyde. The chief Scotch lakes are Loch 40 Lomond,
38 a deep soft marsh, a morass u a quantity of land·
of indefinite extent - 36 pass gradually from a sound and prosperous.
state to one of weakness or dissolution - 86 any matter used toproduce heat by burning - 37 form, outline - 38 mouth of a
tidal river, arm of the sea - 89 marshy ground covered whollyor partially with water - 40 ch = k.
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Loch Katrine, Loch Ness, and Loch Tay. The English
lakes are found in Windermere, Ulleswater, Derwent-water , Buttermere, Coniston and Thirlmere, all of
which are among the Cumbrian group of bills in
Northern England.
The best known part of the Coast Line of England is seen in the white cliffs 41 of the S. coast.
·On the east. there are high cliffs of igneous "' 2 rocks,
limestone 48 and chalk 44 • To the S. beyond Dover,
the composition is chiefly chalk and sand. The coasts
.of Devon and Cornwall are of granite and other hard
rocks with sandstone. The W. coast of Wales shows
slate 45 and ancient volcanic rock.
The six principal seaports of England are London,
Hull and Newcastle on the east and Bristol, Cardiff
and Liverpool on the west. Ships are constantly
arriving at and departing from these places, thus
keeping the country in close connexion with all parts
of the world. London receivet. enormous quantities
of coal from Newcastle. From the Mediterranean 46
ports, it receives fruit and other produce 47 • Egypt,
India and Australia send wheat 4 ~, wool etc. Furs 49
.are carried here from Canada, Russia and Siberia;
Tea from China and India; Coffee, Rice and Spices 50
from India and Ceylon. Spain, Italy and France send
wine and oil, and all this traffic 61 helps to make London
the centre of the world's trade. Liverpool (pop. 700000)
ibeing situated close to the great cotton 62 centre of S.
Lancashire, nearly all the cotton from America, Egypt
and India is shipped here, whilst most of the trade with
N. and S. America i~ done at this port. Further, the
great ship canal connecting Liverpool and Manchester
virtually 58 makes the latter city also a seaport. In
49 resulting from the action of
41 a high and steep rock :fire - 43 (.RnUftein) - " a soft stone of a white colour- 4 G rock that
can be split into thin plates (for covering buildings, for writing
upon, etc.) - 46 sea lying between Euro;e and Africa - 47 that
which is brought forth or yielded - 4 finest species of breadcorn - 49 skin with hair - 50 aromatic vegetable substance used
for seasoning rn.ie1oiit3e) - 01 large trade - 52 species of vegetable wool and cloth spun from it (!BnumtooUe) - 58 effectually,
really.
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Hull (pop. 200 000), the trade is largely with the
North of Europe and it exchanges H English produce
for timber 5 5 , tallow 56 , wheat etc. Newcastle(pop.260 00U)
sends its coal to all parts of the world and does also
a N .-European trade. Bristol tpop. 330 000), on the
Avon, has a miscellaneous 57 trade and Cardiff (pop.
165 000), on the Bristol channel 5 8 , deals 59 chiefly with
the produce of the S. Wales coalfield. Much iron
ore 60 from Spain is received here as well as cattle 6 1
from America. Ship-construction is carried on at
London, Portsmouth (pop.190000), Glasgow(pop. 760000}
(the latter is also a busy 62 seaport) and a large and
always increasing 68 trade is done at Southampton (pop ..
100 000), Plymouth (pop. 110 000) and other ports, to,
which space will not here allow further reference.
All round the English coast line. there are many
towns which are simply places of holiday 64 resort 05 r
but have developed 66 , in numerous cases, into large
residential 67 centres. To these seaside resorts or
bathing places the people of the inland towns go in
great numbers. Brighton , which is now a beautiful
little city (pop. 125 000), can be reached in an hour
from London and is considered almost as a suburb 68
of the capital. Margate and Rarnsgate are also favourite holiday places of the Londoners. Eastbourne,.
Hastings, Weymouth and other south coast towns arecrowded 69 in the season with visitors from all parts
of the country. Bournemouth and the Isle of Wight
are favourite places in the winter. Those persons
who prefer a bracing 70 air in the summer go to,
Scarborough or Whitby. When one has a liking for
6' give one thing for another M wood fit for building·
purposes - 66 hard fat of the ox or sheep (%nig) - 67 consistmg of several kinds mixed - 68 passage of water wider than.
a strait - 69 trade - 00 mineral compounds from which metals
are extracted - 81 oxen and cows - 62 fully occupied, full of
business - 63 extend, grow - 6 ' day of freedom from labour 85 (spr. s = z) going to, visiting 66 be formed by successivechanges - 67 to reside = to have one's dwelling or home , to,
dwell permanently - d 8 the parts of a city without the walls, theoutlying parts - 6 9 very full - 70 giving strength.
_
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rugged 71 hill scenery as well as sea air, Wales is
found to offer both. Its coast is in some parts wild and
romantic and, a little way inland, are beautiful glens 72 ,
mountain torrents 78 etc. The Isle of Man and Morecambe Bay are visited largely by the inhabitants of
Liverpool and Manchester.
There are, moreover, towns having medicinal
springs, where people go for the cure of gout 7 4,
rheumatism and other disorders. Bath and Cheltenham in the west, Leamington in Warwickshire, Tunbridge Wells in Kent and Harrogate in Yorkshire are
well known, and have been for centuries, some of them
indeed having been resorted to as places of cure by
the Romans when in occupation of Britain. The
Roman ruins at Bath are particularly interesting.
About two centuries ago, these places were much in
vogue 76 and were regularly visited by people of
fashion who went there to recover 76 from the fatigue
of the London season. They were called 'wells' 77 and
frequent reference to them may be found in the
comedies of the time. These English bathing places,
though still frequented by people in search 78 of a
cure, serve now chiefly as the favourite places of
residence of retired naval and military officers and
other persons of leisure 79 •
The Cathedral Towns of England offer a striking
contrast to the towns where manufacture or other
business is carried on. In the latter, we are constantly reminded of work, of commerce in various
forms. In the seaports, sailors and other seafaring
people abound 80 • Most of the tradespeople, especially
in the neighbourhoocl of the docks, are in one way
or another connected with shipping, and all day long
one hears the shriek 81 of the sirene 82 or the rattle 88
u rough, uneven - 72 a narrow valley - 73 a rapid-rushing
stream of water - ;74 a painful disease of the joints (@idjt) 7 ~ fashion, popular mode 7 d fow well 71 spring, fountain 78 seeking 81 a sharp
79 spare time ~ 0 be in ~eat plenty shrill sound - 82 wind instrument, sort of whistle - 83 a succession
of sharp sounds.

8
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of the steam crane 84 or the rumbling 85 of heavy
waggons carrying cargo 86 to and from the ships. ~
In the purely manufacturing towns, there is also constant evidence 87 of labour, but of a different kind.
There are long streets of foundries 88 , factories and
warehouses, and, at stated intervals, these streets are
crowded by the workpeople iu the pauses of their
employment. The factory chimneys 89 are around
us on every side and play a considerable part in the
prevailing atmosphere. The sound of machinery, of
steam engine, loom 00 , printing press and dynamo and
the roar 91 of the smelting furnaces 92 are in one's ears
and the stranger wonders how people can spend their
lives in such surroundings and be happy. But in the
Cathedral towns the scene is far different. All is
dignified repose aud the peace is broken only by the
hum 98 of the weeklv market and the recurrent 1t 4
chimes 95 of the minster bells. Canterbury, York,
Durham, Lincoln, Winchester and Gloucester are some
of the towns containing cathedrals which are connected
with theprofane 0 u as well as thereligioushistoryofEngland. Canterbury, founded by St. Augustine in the year
A. D. 597-8, is the see 97 of the Archbishop of Canterbury.
Part of the foundation 98 and walls is of Roman construction and formed the walls of the little church which
was given over to King Ethelbert and bis queen Bertha.
Here St. Thomas a Becket was assassinated 99 and
hither 100 went for centuries (and go still) pilgrims to 1
of all conditions to pray at his shrine 102 • Here the
"Black Prince" (who wore armour 103 oi that colour)
lies, bis motto "lch dien" being engraved 104 on his tomb,
8 ' a machine for raising or lowering weights 8 ~ a low,
heavy, continued sound - 86 a ship's lading - 87 ~roof, show 88 a place for casting metals 89 a passage for smoke 90 a weaver's frame (!!Ilef,ftu(J() 91 the cry of a great or wild
beast, the sound of the sea or wind - 92 an enclosed fireplace
~'5dJme{3ofen) - 98 a low buzzing sound - 94 returnin 9 9 the
~ sound of bells in harmony - 96 secular, not sacred seat of a bishop - 98 that upon which any thing is founded,
groundwork - 00 to murder by secret assault - 100 to this place
101 one that visits holy places 102 a case for the relics of
a saint - 103 llefensive coverings for the body - 10• to cut in.
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.and this motto is still used by the Heir 105 Apparent 100
(Prince of Wales) of the English throne. Durham
is closely associated 107 with the great St. Cuthbert,
who, like a Becket, was also a statesman and who died
A. D. 687. This cathedral, in common with most of
the others, was a place of sanctuary 108 where a person
.accused of crime could fly for refuge. Such a refugee
had to confess his crime, if guilty 109 , and was allowed
to remain thirty-seven days, during which time, if he
proved penitent 110 , a pardon was sought for him.
Lincovn Cathedral is one of the most beautiful
specimens m of church architecture and its foundation
is linked 112 with a very important event in English
history. Remy or Remigius, almoner 118 of the Abbey
of Fecamp in Normandy, contributed a ship and
twenty armed men to the invading forces of William
the Conqueror. Subsequently rn he obtained permission from William to erect 115 a cathedral at
Lincoln, where the founder was buried in 1092.
Here, as in most of the English cathedrals , the
windows are fine specimens of mediaeval 116 glass work.
The once royal city of Winchester, for it was Alfred
the Great's capital and he was buried here A. D.
901, has been memorable for centuries foriits)ninster.
The see appears to date from 676. Egbert, king of
Wessex, was buried here in 836. St. S withun, the
king's counsellor 117 and a famous bishop, did much
to foster 118 the see. The present buildings are later,
but records 119 remain not only of the bishop, but of
Canute the Great (1016-1035), of Queen Emma, his
wife, of Godwin, Earl of Kent and St. Dunstan, abbot
of Glastenbury and a great public man of his time.
Gloucester Cathedral, though mostly in the gothic
--~ he who inherits by law, a successor - 106 immediate -to join in company - 108 a sacred place, a refuge criminal - 110 one who repents of sin - 111 sample, pattern,
model - 112 to unite closely - 113 a person appointed by a religious house to distribute their alms to the poor (~fmojen)Jf(eger)
- m in the time following - 115 to build - 116 of the middle .
ages - 117 one who gives advice - 118 to bring up, to forward
119 a register, an authentic or official copy, a remembrance.
-

107
• 109
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style, shows the influence and work of the Normans,,
especially in the nave 120• There is a great painted
window illustrating the coronation of the Blessed
Virgin 121 • One may see there, too, the armorial
bearings of King Edward III, the Black Prince and
their knightly comrades who took part in the g_reat
battle of Cressy (A. D. 1346). This window 1s a
memorial of the great victory. The tomb of the
murdered Edward II (1307-1327) is also here with
many other celebrated monuments of the long past.
One of the most remarkable of these is the tomb of
the founder of the Abbey, Osric, "the Woden descended",
as he is called. He was a near kinsman of king
Pemia and king Ethelred (866), both kings of that
old division of England known as Mercia. Osric re-introduced Christianity into Gloucester and the district.
He became afterwards king of Northumbria and died
in 729.
The large and numerous Coal Fields of England
are not only sources of much trade in themselves,
but they are the cause of much labour and industry in the towns which have sprung up round
about them, and the interests of both are closely
hound together. The chief coal fields are in Northumberland, Durham, South Yorkshire, Derbyshire,
Leicestershire, South Wales, N. and S. Staffordshire,
S. Lancashire and Cheshire. On most of these coal
fields, iron ore and limestone are also found and, of
course, iron smelting is largely carried on. The best
iron ore comes from Furness and is called "hematite".
Large metal manufacturing towns are usually found
situated not far away from these coal centres, the
cost of transport of coal being a consideration 128 •
As an instance, Birmingharn (pop. 525 000) is near to
the Staffordshire coal fields and carries on a large
manufacturing trade in machinery of all kinds, brass 124
120 the middle part of a church extending from the choir to
the principal entrance - 121 maid, the Saviour's mother - L22 man
of the same race or family - 123 of importance - 124 a yellowcoloured metal composed of copper and zinc.
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and tin goods, metal drawing and rolling, tubes 125 ,
bedsteads 126 , buttons 127 , pins 128 , nails 129 , wire 130 ,
boilers 18 1, stoves 182 and all kinds of wrought 183 and
cast iron ware. Manchester (pop. 550 000) is near to
the Lancashire and Cheshire coal fields and, in addition
to its great trade in the cotton industries, has an
enormous interest in manufactures of other goods.
Sheffield (pop. 380 000) is situated in the centre of a
great coal field and is therefore admirably placed to
carry on its great manufactures of steel 13+< and iron
goods, especially cutlery 185 •
As regards the productions of England (manufactured and otherwise), the principal towns, such as
those mentioned, are well known. From the North
come machinery and iron. Seo tland, Yorkshire, Lincolnshire and Norfolk produce cattle. In central England,
metal goods, boots 186 , flannel, lace 187 , hosiery 188 ,
leather and leather goods, pottery 189 , carpets 140 , cloth,
machinery and railway requirements 141 are made.
Wales. supplies 142 lead 148 , flannel, slate, cattle, tin,
copper, a little gold, farm produce, salt and manufactured tin. In the South, lead, tin, copper, farm
produce, cattle, hops 144' , fruit are produced.
A perfect network of railways connects these
different parts of England with each other, the capital
125 pipe, long hollow body or cylinder 126 the wooden
or iron framework of a bed - 127 a small round article used for
fastening parts of the dress together (Sl'noµf) - 1 28 a small pointed
instrument used chiefly by women for fastening their dress (!Jlnbel)
129 a pointed piece of iron used to fasten wood-work 180 a piece of metal drawn into thread (5Dtn~t) 181 a vessel forboiling, that part of a steam-engine in which the steam is generated .
182 an instrument with a broad blade and a long handle
(@5dji.pl,Je) - 188 wrought iron is caet iron rendered tough and
mal~able (@5djmiebeeijen) - 184 hardened and refined iron 135 all kinds of sharp cutting instruments, as knives, scissors,
etc. - 136 a leather covering for the feet - 137 a fine kind of
network, texture, or trimming (eµi!Je, lBotte) - 188 stocking, socks,
shirts, and other articles of under-clothing (spr. z) - 139 all kinds
of earthen ware - 140 a cqvering for the floors of houses 142 to furnish, to contribute 143 a soft heavy
HI necessaries metal (l81ei) - 144 a climbing plant whose seeds or flowers give
bitterness to beer.
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and the other seaports. Rivers and canals also help
in collecting and distributing both raw 146 materials
and manufactured goods, whilst beyond the English
shores ships continue this same work of collection and
distribution.

II. Some Persons and Events in Engli h
History.
The first inhabitants of Great Britain are generally supposed to have been Celts who wandered there
by accident or design 1 • The Celtic are considered the
most ancient . of those races of people who travelled
into Europe from the plain of Shinar in Asia and
they showed themselves to be powerful and warlike.
Early visitors to England were the Phoenicians
who, in their coa:sting vessels, voyaged through the
Mediterranean Sea, along the shores of the lands now
ealled Portugal, Spain and France, and, crossing the
English Channel , landed in Cornwall where they
bartered 2 their produce for tin and copper. Some
people have thought that in Stonehenge and also in
some ancient customs, lingering 8 among the peasants
in remote' villages, may be traced 6 something of the
old beliefs of the Phoenicians or other oriental people,
but science is as yet unable to prove that the connexion between these distant nations and England was
more than a mere trading one.
It is usual to commence the history of England
fifty-five years before the birth of our Saviour. At
this time Julius Caesar landed in Britain with the
object 6 of conquest and eventually 7 the country became a Roman colony and remained so over four
hundred years. The Romans found the people brave,
but uncivilised. They worked metals, however, they
not spun or manufactured.
purpose, intention - 2 to exchange - 3 to remain long
- ~ distant, far off -- 5 to mark out - 6 purpose - 7 consequently, finally.
145
1
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respected women, and their religion (Druidism) taught
them that there was one supreme 8 God and that the
soul or vital 9 essence was immortal. The conquest
of the Romans was effected with delay 10 and difficulty. It did not extend to the northern and western
parts of the island and thither 11 many of the more obstinate 12 people sought refuge. But the greater part
of the country was developed, and very successfully r
according to Roman methods. Roads were constructed.
Towns like York and Chester were built and fortified.
London became a busy commercial centre. Grain 13
was cultivated and cattle reared 14 in all outlying
districts. Moreover, the tin mines of Cornwall, the
lead mines of Somerset and the iron mines of the,
Forest of Dean were actively worked; in fact the
colony became an exceedingly prosperous 15 one, not
only supplying 16 its own requirements, but exporting
some of its produce to Gaul and other countries. The
mines were probably worked by forced labour, there
was a crushing 17 taxation 18 and the Romans had
certain commercial laws restricting 19 men's liberty in
choice 20 of labour etc. The government was despotic
and was not able to foster 21 patriotism nor to impose
its customs permanently 22 on the people.
The legions of Rome were recalled from Britain
in A. D. 410 (for urgent 28 reasons which the reader
will know very well) and, after a terrible period of
civil war combined with a constant influx 24 of invaders
from all sides, which turned England into one huge 2 &
slaughter-house 26 , the Saxon conquest was practically
completed about 455.
9 pertaining to life 10 a puttin~
8 highest, principal off, ~indrance of motion - 11 to that place - 12 inflexible, unyielding - 13 all kinds of corn - u to bring up - 15 flourishing - 16 to furnish - 17 pressing, overwhelming - 18 taxes
or duties imposed by Government on the products of industry?
on property, and on mcomes - 19 to keep back within certain.
limits - 2b act of choosing - 21 to nurse, to feed - 22 durably,
lastingly - 28 pressing, earnest - 24 flowing in, coming in 25 vast, immense, very large 26 a building where animals are.
killed.
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"The Saxons" is the name given to those peoples
- Jutes, Angles and others of the Teutonic race who came from about the district in the heart of the
-peninsula 27 which parts the Baltic from the northern
seas. They were described as "fierce 28 beyond other
· foes 29 and cunning 80 as they are fierce". As these
people had prevailed 81 over the natives of Britain by
force of arms, they eventually prevailed still more
by establishing their language and customs in the
land.
Of the Saxon kings who reigned over different
parts of England from about 455 to 1016, there are
several whose names shine brightly through the mist
of time, but one of them, Alfred, surnamed "the
Great" (871-901), stands out a glorious figure in
this early history. "I have striven to live worthily,"
he wrote towards the end of his life, and no man
succeeded better in doing so. He overcame the most
troublesome foes of his country. He was a careful
student of laws, history, religion and languages. He
encouraged learning and religion and established
schools. He instigated 82 the building of ships and
the creation of a fleet. He caused a record 88 of his
time to be written. He encouraged agriculture. He
refortified and practically rebuilt London. He was
the protector of the poor and a strict 3 ' administrator
of Justice and he is considered to have established
the basis of English common law. In character he
was gentle and good-natured, he loved the old songs
of his race and found comfort in the Psalms 85 of
David. From his own example and the encouragement he gave to the makers of books, it is not too
much to say that with him the first true English
literature began.
From 1016 to 1042, a Danish dynasty ruled in
England. Canute (or Knut) was the most distinguished of the Danish rulers. At the outset 86 of
28 savage, violent <i land nearly surrounded by water enemy - 80 sly, deceitful - 81 to overcome, to fain iniiuence - 82 to encourage - 88 an authentic register - 3 severe,
exact - 35 = sam - 38 beginning.
29
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his reign, he shed a great deal of blood and caused
Eadric of Mercia , among others, to be murdered.
However when once firmly established, he ruled well
and wisely and so identified 87 himself with his
kingdom that his subjects forgot to regard him as
a foreigner. His great gifts 86 to the country were
peace and justice and he was both loved and respected. Under his sceptre, commerce and agriculture
throve 39 and the eastern English ports were busy
with exports and imports to and from Russia, Constantinople, the Mediterranean coasts, Germany, France
and Belgium.
In 1066, the great Norman conquest was effected
under William, Duke of Normandy. William's claim -lo
on the English crown was probably more or Jess of
the nature of a pretext 41 • His pretension 42 was
based upon his kinship 48 with Edward the Confessor
who, he said, had made him his heir, and he
alleged" that Harold had agreed 45 to this, though
why he should do so is not clear. The matter was
settled 46 at the bloody battle of Senlac (Hastings),
where Harold was killed. The Normans came over
in great numbers to England, introducing the refinements 47 of their advanced civilization and establishing
the feudal 48 system. Gradually 49 the two nations
were welded 60 together and formed a ,clearly defined 61 people. The student of the English language
will find in it eloquent 62 testimony 68 of the characters of the two races. Many words relating to
family life, feelings, domestic animals, agriculture,
the primitive 64 art of war, the phenomena 65 of
37 to make common cause with 88 present", anything
given - 39 to thrive = to prosper, to flourish - ,o a demand as
of right, a right to an thing - ' 1 a reason assumed as a cover
for concealing the rea motive - 49 claim - ' 3 relationship 45 to be of one
44 to produce as an argument, to · affirm mind - 46 to close, to regulate - 47 that which is refined or
polished, elegance - 48 held of a lord on condition of military
service (£le~nll<) - 49 by ·degrees, step by step - 50 to beat one
mass of metal into another when heated - 51 to mark out 52 persuasive, very clear 53 proof, evidence H first, original,
ancient - 5 ~ any thing remarkable.

1
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nature , the bare 56 necessaries of life are of Saxon
origin 57 • From the Norman come words connected'
with comfort, luxury, art, the chase, and other pleasures of life. One of the most important and interesting acts of William's reign was the production
of the "Domesday Book", which was completed in 1086.
It is a record of the names of holders of estates 58
in England with particulars of the population, present and past values of the land and the dues 59
payable to the crown. By this book the land-holders
were "doomed", or judged, as to the amount 60 of"
their taxes. The actual book is still preserved in
London and has proved a source of priceless 61 information to historians and others.
Richard I. , surnamed "Coeur de Lion", is a
romantic figure in history. He was a true knighterrant 62 , accomplished 68 , adventurous, strong, imaginative 64 , bold, patient, and never so happy as when
he was fighting. His generosity 65 is shown in the
ready way he forgave his brother John who tried to
rob 66 him of his throne. Though neglectful of his.
duties as a monarch and relentless 67 as an imposer
of taxes on his people, he possessed great shrewdness 68 ·
and ability as a ruler. ·'The devil is loose. Takecare of yourself", King Philip of France ouce wroteto Prince John. This French king was Richard's-greatest enemy and he was natural1y the friend of
John. Richard's adventures took him to Sicily, Cyprusand Jerusalem, he suffered shipwreck 69 , and was im-·
prisoned twice in Germany. Who does not know the·
famous and beautiful story of his rescue 70 through
Blondel, the wandering minstrel 71 , and how he was
killed at last by an arrow 72 whilst fighting in Normandy.
naked, simple - 57 source, root, derivation - 68 landed.
property - 69 debt, fee - 60 sum-total, whole - 61 invaluable,
inestimable - 69 travellin$ in search of adventures - 68 elegant,
well-educated - 64 fantastic - 66 a disRosition to give liberally 66 to deprive of hy force, to steal u unmoved by pity - 68 a.
strong portion of mtuitive intellect - 69 destruction of a vessel
by striking on rocks etc. - 70 deliverance from arrest - 71 a.
poet recounting heroic deeds and singing them to the harp ' 2 a pointed weapon of war shot from a bow.
• 0
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Richard was succeeded by bis brother John, a
man of charming manners when it suited 73 bis purpose. He was however false, cruel, treacherous,
cowardly 74 and superstitious 75 • The chief event of bis
reign (1199-1216) and one of the chief events of
English history was the signing of the Great Charter
conceding 76 certain rights to the people, which the
barons of England forced John to execute. It defined 77 the great constitutional principle that a tax
on the kingdom could be imposed only by the common council 78 of the Realm 79 • It provirled 8 0 for the
free administration of justice for the poor. Municipal 81 rights were granted by it. One of its stipulations 82 was trial 88 by jury 84 • This Magna Oharta
(signed 1215) is regarded as the basis of English
liberty. In order to force the observance 85 of it on
the king, a council of twenty-five barons was formed,
with power to declare war against John in case he
failed to keep to his engagement. War took place
with varying 86 resul.ts till the king's death in 1216.
"King John" is the title of one of Shakespeare's
great historical plays, wh erein you may read of the
crafty 87 cruelty of the king and some of the foreign,
political events which marked his policy 88 • The concluding lines are among the best known utterances 89
of the great national poet:

"This England never did and never shall,
Lie af the proud 9 " foot of a conqueror,
But when it first did help to wound itself.
.Now these, her princes, are come home again,
78 to fit, to agree, to correspond 74 fearful, destitute of
courage - 75 believing in supernatural powers - 76 to grant, to
yield - 77 to mark out - 78 assembly or body which represents
the people - 79 kingdom - 80 to take care of beforehand
81 pertaining to a corporation or city 82 agreement 88 formal examination before a judge 84 a body of men selected
and sworn to declare the truth on the evidence placed before
them (@efdjluotenengecidjt) - 85 keeping a law with strictness
86 changing 87 cunnin!:, sly 88 art or system of government, management of public affairs - 89 to utter = to pronounce - 90 having inordinate self-esteem, arrogant, haughty.
Ha.rnisch-Picke1·ing , Views of English National Life.
2
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Come the three corners 91 of the world in arms,
And we shall shoclc 92 them: nought 98 shall malce
us rue 94
If England to itself clo rest but true."
During the reign of Henry VI. (of Lancaster),
Richard, duke of York, claimed 96 the throne. Both
were descendants 96 of King Edward III. It is,
however, impossible here to discuss 97 the arguments 98
of the two great rival 99 houses. After a great deal
of fighting, the Yorkists eventually won the day and
Edward, duke of York, ascended the throne in 1461.
King Henry was not a strong-minded monarch, but
his consort 100 , Margaret of Anjou, was, and she did
much to help the cause of the Lancastrians, but fate
was too strong for them and the death of Henry in
the Tower, in 1471, finally crushed 101 their last hopes.
In the First Part of "King Henry VI.", Shakespeare
has taken the stirring 102 events of this period for
his theme 108 and, in the scene in the Temple Gardens
(London), he describes a meeting between Lords
Somerset, Warwick and others from which a few
words may be noted 104 :

Plantagenet. Let him that is a true-born gentleman
And stands upon the honour of his birth,
If he supp()Se that I have pleaded 10 • truth,
From off this brier 106 pluclc a white rose
with me.

Somerset.

Let him that is no coward, nor no
flatterer,
But dare maintain the party of the truth,
Pluclc a red rose from off this :thorn with me.

91 angle, end 92 to strike with sudden surprise nothing - 94 to lament, to grieve for - 95 to demand as of
right - 96 any one proceeding from an ancestor, offspring 99 competing, pur96 reason alleged, proof 9 7 to examine suing the same object - 100 wife - 101 to beat down - 102 exciting - 103 subject on which a person writes - 104 to cite a
passage from a work - 105 to argue before a court of justice,
to allege - 106 a prickly plant or shrub (SDotnftrnudj, .punbsi:ofe).
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Before we leave this subject, the reader may be reminded that, for centuries, the red rose has been the
national floral emblem 107 of England and the badge 103
of its royal house.
With Elizabeth (1558-1603), we come to a new
England. The language has developed into the more
modern form very little different from the English
we now speak. It is a time of peace. Commerce
and industry are flourishing. The port of London
is crowded 109 with heavily laden ships trading with
the continent and the East. From the S.W. coast,
the great navigators 110, Sir Frapcis" Drake, Sir Walter
Raleigh and their comrades, start m on their long and
successful voyages of discovery into unknown seas.
Sir Francis Bacon introduces his new philosophy and
publishes his essays which are famous still for their
power and the felicity 112 of their language. A new
.and beautiful literature springs into being under the
-creative and gifted 113 touch of Shakespeare, Marlowe,
Ben Jonson, Edmund Spencer, Raleigh, Sir Philip
Sidney and others. The Queen's foreign policy in.creased the prestige 114 and influence of the country
.among other European nations. She loved England
as no other sovereign had ever loved it and took
.care to choose wise ministers like Cecil and Wal.singham. Though the country was not entirely free
from strife 115 during this reign, there was really
-0nly one great war-cloud which threatened it seriously. That was the Spanish invasion, the principal
.attempt being made in 1588, when it was happily
frustrated 116 •
The circumstances leading up to the Great Rebellion and the establishment of the Commonwealth 117
under Oliver Cromwell as Lord Protector (1649 -1660)
.are to be traced 118 to Char,les the First's inability
107 symbolical representation 108 mark of distinction very full - no sailor - 111 to set out - 1 ' ~ ~eat happiness,
inward enjoyment -- 118 endowed by nature with gifts, talented 1 u moral influence derived from past successes 115 quarrel,
contention - 116 to defeat, to bring to nothing - 117 republic 11 8 to follow the line.
2*
109
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to deal effectively 119 with the problems of homegovernrrient. For a time, many battles between the
Royalists and the Puritans spread ruin and bloodshed
over the land. On the final triumph of the latter,
followed by the execution of the king, Parliament,
under Crom well, carried on the government of thecountry. But a change came over the face of things
which made the new regime 120 increasingly unpopular ..
It was due to the gloom 121 and intolerance of the
Puritans, under which freedom of belief, of thought,
even of action seemed to be passing away. The nation
chafed 122 at the rigid 128 rule imposed by the presumptuous H 4 man, w'ho did not hesitate to call himself "The Direct Instrument of God" and, after an.
existence of eleven years, the Commonwealth came toan end. During the period, two great writers appeared
and left noble legacies 125 to English literature, John·
Milton (1603-167 4), the blind poet, Latin scholar 1 26 ,
and secretary to Cromwell, and John Bunyan, itinerant 127 preacher and tinker 128 • The former, in "Paradise Lost" and "Paradise Regained", treated the
loftiest 129 themes with a nobility, grace, dignity and
grandeur never surpassed. The latter, with his simple,.
sincere convictions 180 , brings home 181 to the reader
with startling 132 distinctness the strenuous 188 life of
the earnest Christian in his daily contest 134 with
temptation 135 •
The Revolution (1688) is a comparatively 186 prosaic affair as we read of it to-day. In January 1689,
the House of Commons decided: "that King James II. ..
having endeavoured to subvert 187 the constitution of
this kingdom by breaking the original contract be120 (rezii'm) form.
119 powerfully, in an effective manner of government - 121 partial darkness, depression of spirits 122 to be excited or heated, to rage 1 23 rigorous, severe 124 arrogant, haughty 1 25 a gift (by will) of personal property
126 a man of letters, an educated person 127 travelling, not
stationary - 128 one who mends old brass or metal ware(.!?eif elf{icfet) - 129 high, sublime - 180 stron~ belief - 181 to,
convict, to show - 132 dreadfully surprising - 1 8 energetic, vigorous, active - 184 quarrel - 135 that which entices or seduces.
to evil - 136 more or less - 137 to overthrow, to destroy.
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tween king and people, and by the ad vice of Jesuits
and other wicked 188 persons having violated 189 the
fundamental laws anrl having withdrawn himself
,out of the kingdom, has abdicated 140 the government,
and that the throne is thereby vacant" 141 • William
of Orange - who was a nephew and son-in-law 142 of
the deposed 148 king - and Mary of England were pro.claimed King and_ Queen of England, on the 13th February 1689, and reigned thirteen years.
•
Early in the nineteenth century, when George III.
·was king, England appeared in danger from as great
.an invasion as that of Queen Elizabeth's day. This
time, however, France, not Spain , was the foe.
Napoleon Bonaparte's schemes 1 Jl 4 caused considerable
uneasiness 145 in England and all possible preparations
for defence were made. The great Corsican's plan
was, however, not realised and the careful student of
the history of Europe at this time will know why.
The real and final struggle between England and
France took place (after much political manoeuvring
by Spain and other European powers) off Gape Tra.falgar, on the 21 st Oct. 1805, when the two fleets met.
Every schoolboy knows the message 146 which Nelson,
the great English admiral, sent to all his ships:
"England expects every man to do his duty". Nelson
was killed that clay , but twenty French ships had
struck 147 their flags and victory was no longer doubtfol as he drew his last b;reath. His flagship, the
"Victory", still floats 148 in Portsmouth harbour 149
.and the patriotic sons of Englanrl visit it to gaze 150
with reverence 151 on the spot 152 where the great
Admiral fell.
By the time Victoria ascended the throne, in
188 sinful 139 to break, to injure by force 140 to resign,
-voluntarily to renounce - 141 empty, free, not occupied - 142 a
man married to one's daughter -- 148 to dethrone - 144 plan,
project - 14 5 agitation, trouble - 146 any notice or communi,cation sent from one person to another - 147 to lower, to take
.down - 148 to swim on the surface of water - 149 port 150 to look with fixed attention 151 veneration, awe, respect 152 a certain place.
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1837, England, by its trade with all parts of the
world, by its flourishing industries , by its vast 10 a.
natural wealth of coal, iron and other minerals, by
its numerous prqspering colonies and by its home
and foreign policy, no less than by its influence as
an armed though peaceful force , had attained 164 a
leading position. The colonies·, dependencies 165 and protectorates:
of England deserve a chapter to themselves; our
limited 166 space will allow but a brief reference to •
.them. Australia is a vast continent with great
tracts 157 of country still uncultivated, but having
prosperous cities like Melbourne, Sidney and Adelaide
and a large farming 158 interest. In the rich uplanrls,.
large sheep farms are cultivated. The increasing
exports include Grain, Meat, Wool, Timber 159 and:
Wine. New Zealand (a week's voyage by sea from.
Australia) receives, like Australia, a large contingent 160 of English colonists and does a flourishing
import and export trade. In these colonies, there is
an English resident 161 Governor, but the people·
manage 162 their own local affairs. The Dominion of
Canada is a favourite resort 163 for active young.
Englishmen, for the climate, though in some parts
very cold in winter, is dry and healthy and there is
carried on an enormous trade in Grain and Timber,.
whilst England exports largely of its manufactures.
to the country. India comprises 164 , an old and important group of various Oriental races dwelling
on a large continent. The land is, for the greater
part, administered 165 by the English nation. The
Indian Empire is a great market for English manufactures and it ships, in return, Cotton, Corn, Spices 166 ,
154 to come to, to reach by
153 immense, enormous efforts - 165 a territory or colony distant from the state to.
which it is subject - 156 narrow, restticted - 157 region, extent.
of country - 168 to cultivate land - 159 wood fit for building 161 dwellin~ 162 to conduct,
160 quota, share, proportion to govern - 168 a place of meeting - 1 • to contain, to include - 165 to manage, to conduct - 166 any aromatic vegetabl~
substance used for seasoning (@etoilqe).
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Tea, Coffee, Indigo etc. During the last hundred
years, the natives have acquired a considerable
knowledge of western methods of education, political
economy 167 and administration and many are now
associated 168 with the English in the management of
public affairs. The native hereditary 169 princes continue to rule over their subjects, and freedom in
religious and political matters is enjoyed 170 by all.

III. Constitution, Government, Public
Opinion.
The Constitution of Great Britain is a limited 1
monarchy, that is to say, the power of the monarch
is limited or restricted by Parliament. Parliament
consists of two deliberative 2 chambers known respectively as the House of Lords and the House of
Commons, the former being the upper or higher
authority. The Lords, as their name indicates 8 , are
the Peers or hereditary~ nobles of England and their
house, where the Bishops also sit, thus forming an
assembly of the Lords spiritual 6 and Lords temporal 6,
acts in much the same way as a second chamber
·acts in other countries. It considers Bills 7 which
have been prepared, discussed and passed 8 by the
Commons and may propose amendments 9 in them or
may accept them or refuse them. An amended Bill
is sent back to the Commons for consideration. A
Bill passed by both Houses is submitted to the
167 prudent management of public affairs, best system for
it - 168 to join in company - 169 descending by inheritance
from an ancestor, that which may be transmitted from parent to
offspring - 110 to perceive with pleasure, to possess.
1 to confine within certain bounds, to set bounds to 2 to
deliberate = to weigh reasons for and against, to balance in the
mind - 3 to point out, to show - ' that which may be transmitted from parent to offspring, capable of descending from a
parent to a child - ~ ecclesiastical - 6 pertaining to this life,
this world, worldly - 7 proposed or projected law - 8 to go
through the necessary stages and receive sanction - 9 improvement, change for the btitter.
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Sovereign for acceptance and signature. The Sovereign
has legally 10 the right to refuse agreement to such an
Act of Parliament, but it is so long since a King or
Queen has exercised the right, that to do so now would
be considered unconstitutional. The reader will not be
surprised to hear that King Charles I. exercised the
privilege 11• When an Act of Parliament has been signed
by the Sovereign, it is delivered to the Commons and
declarerl to be the will of the Monarch and the law
of the land (in the old Norman French words "le Roy
- or la Reyne - le veult"). As may be imagined, bills
amended or refused by the Upper House may be altered 12 time after time by both houses till they finally
reach a definite 18 and fully approved 14 condition.
The liberal Government under the leadership of
Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman, during the session
of 1907, expressed the desire to do away with the
House of Lords. For many centuries, Englishmen
have seen the two chambers and the Sovereign three distinct entities 15 - playing their allotted 16
parts in carrying out the Constitution and forming a
continuous 17 chain or bond 18 which holds together
and protects the interests of all classes of the people,
rich and poor, noble and simple, ignorant and educated. It does not appear to he within the range 19
of possibility that such an old and fundamental principle is to be easily set aside. It appears to be both
illogical 20 anrl futile 91 to express the desire to do
away with any one of these three entities, for the
principle of "Tria juncta in uno" seems to be innate 92
in the human mind when a constitutional government
is in question, the wide world over.
The three great elements of which the Constitution
consists are Religion as represented by the National
Church, the Parliament or Executive and the Esta11 peculiar advantage right 12 to
10 according to law 1
make a change - 18 fixed - u to be pleased with - 15 a real
being (~ejenl)eit) -. 16 to divide as by lot, to distribute, to
appoint - 11 closely united - 15 anything that binds, a tie 20 contrary to logic or sound reasoning 19 extent, compass 21 trifling, of no weight or importance ~2 inborn, natural.
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blished Law. The nominal 28 head of these, separately
and collectively 2 4, is the Sovereign. These three elements or forces - distinct enough in themselves .are so involved 25 that it is difficult to say in the
space at our disposal where one begins and another
-ends in the great fabric of the Constitution. Thus,
as weh ave seen, the Church, as represented by the
Bishops, has a powerful voice in the making of the
laws, as it always has had. The Parliament (both
houses) discusses and passes Acts of Parliament
forming both lay 26 and ecclesiastical law, and, QY its
chosen ministers, forming the Cabinet, directs the
foreign and home policy of the Government and the
management of diplomatic and other business affairs
at home and abroad 27 • The Established 28 Law is
the application 29 of a code 30 founded on precedent
custom 81 and experience, which has grown with the
nation. Inspired 32 by justice and equity 38 , it has
been so tempered 34 hy time and circumstances that
a strict 35 system of social order has been evolved 36
from it. It has become an important part of the
daily life of the people, collectively and individually,
and is indelibly 37 impressed on the national character.
The great mass of the inhabitants of Great Britain
are devoted 38 to these three great elements and the
Constitution, which is the outcome 89 of them. One
reason for this is the freedom they enjoy under it;
.another may be found in the feeling that each one
has some stake 40 or birthright in his country, some
influence however small it may be. "Civis romanus
sum" has its echo to-day. Moreover be has always
24 united as one 23 existing in name only, not real to connect, to mingle confusedly, to entangle - 26 not clerical,
pertaining to the people as distinguished from the clergy - 27 in
:a foreign country - ~8 to settle or fix firmly - 29 employment
81 habitual practice, usage 80 a collection of laws 82 to
instruct, to infuse ideas - 88 impartiality, judging according to
reason and justice - 34 to mix so that one part qualifies the
-0ther, to soften - 85 severe, exact - 86 to unfold, to develop 87 that cannot be blotted out, effused, or removed 38 to give
up wholly - 39 result, consequence - 40 sum of money laid
down as a wager, a pledge.
%
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the knowlec'lge that the governing powers do not
belong to a special caste 4 1, but that any one, however
humble of birth, may, if he have the necessary gifts,
rise to the position of Prime Minister or other high
office in the state.
Let us see what history has to say about the
growth 42 of the Constitution. The Saxons, fierce and
restless as they were, boasted of beeing "Churls" 43 ,
freenecked 44 men bearing spear and sword. They lived
in ordered communities, family ties 46 and obligations
were recognised, mutual 46 assistance and protection
were practised by members of the same tribe 47 • They
had their system of "Bloodwite" or compensation 48
for personal injury. The object of this was to do
away with private quarrels and the frequent acts of
revenge arising therefrom. Thus there were certain
established rules for regulating the life of the community, in which we may see the first faint 49 outline 60 of law and order. "Hearth 51 and Home"
began to have a meaning beyond the mere words. King Alfred the Great was the first law-giver of importance. The early form of government known
popularly as the Saxon Heptarchy, which consisted
of from four to eight chiefs of different divisions of
the country, came to an end in A. D. 827 and Egbert,
king of Wes sex, was crowned, at Winchester, first
king , of the Saxons. Alfred was the sixth of these
Anglo-Saxon or English kings though his son, Edward
the Elder (901-925), was the first to adopt 52 the
title of "King of the English''. Alfred established
courts of authority known as the "Hundred Moot"
and the "Shire Moot", which had the power to confirm or alter 58 the decisions arrived at by the "Alder~
42 progress, advance 48 country' 1 an order or class man, peasant - u part of the body that connects the head and
trunk - 4 fi knot, bond - 46 each acting in return to the other,
given and received , reciprocal - 47 a body of savage:people
under one chief - 48 making good, satisfaction - ' 9 weak fio the line by which a figure is defined, first sketch fil fireside - fi 2 to receive as one's own, to choose - fiB to make a
change.
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men" and "Reeves", who formed the local courts. In
his partial translation of the Latin writings of Beda,
the king has explained his theory of Government.
His conception 54 of national welfare consisted of a
due balance of the Priest, the Soldier and the Churl.
This legislation 55 related to the allotment 56 and
holding of land, disputes between master and man,
the protection of life and property, prevention 57 and
punishment of crime, the right and duties 58 of the
different classes of his people, military service etc. During the following century and a half, the law was
extended and became more firmly established and.
out of the growing division of classes among the
people, was gradually 59 built up a feudal 60 system,
which William the Conqueror made more perfect by
,concentrating 61 the chief powers and authority in
the crown. Under the Norman regime, the king
was thus, in theory, absolute though he took counsel
with the officers of his state and household, the
bishops, abbots 62 , earls , barons and knights who
were in attendance 68 upon him. But the old local
courts of the "Hundred" and the "Shire" were continued and the people administered justice, the king.
holding only the higher administration. - In 1295,
the House of Commons may be said to have been
firmly established, for King Edward I. summoned 64
representatives of the cities and towns to attend 65
Parliament. This kisg was a famous law-maker.
He defined 66 the jurisdiction of the various courts of
justice, he restrained 67 the acquisition 68 of land by
the clergy and other corporate 69 bodies and he granted
the statute which declares it to be unlawful for the
56 distributing, par64 idea 05 act of making laws celling out - 57 hindrance - 58 that which a person is bound
to do - 5 9 step by step - 60 pertaining to the system by which
lands were held on the condition of military service (2e~nrH 61 to bring to one point 62 the head of a society of monks 63 waiting on, serving 65 to•
6 ' to call or cite by authority be present - 66 to fix the limits - 67 to hold back, to limit 68 gaining possession of, acquiring 69 united in a body or
community.
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king to raise money without the consent of Parliament.
Here it may be well to remind the reader that,
in the two preceding reigns (John 1199-1216 and
Henry III. 1216-1272), considerable differences
arose between the crown and barons, and that
with the latter, the cause of the people, as a whole,
was joined. There were several charters 70 designed 71
to smooth 72 these differences, but the one known as
Magna Charta (A. D. 1215), reluctantly 78 granted by
King John, marks an epoch in the Constitution of
England, for from it the English representative Parliament may be said to have come into existence. As
a matter of fact, as early as 1265, during the reign
of Henry III., Simon de Montfort, Earl of Leicester,
a powerful baron, summoned a Parliament consisting
of bishops, abbots, earls, barons with two knights
from each shire and two burgesses u from every
borough 75 • This was in January 12ti5 after the
king's overthrow 76 • Thus the first Parliament summoned by royal authority, in 1295, was not a new
and unfamiliar thing. Westminster was very shortly
after chosen as the place of meeting· of Parliament
and has remained so to this day.
In the long course of history, public opinion has
occasionally clashed 77 with the will of the occupant 78
of the throne for the time being. King John and
King Henry III., as we have ju~t seen, are instances of
this. Another case was that of the Great Rebellion
against Charles I., but these conflicts were of a personal character. During nearly seven hundred years
of English history, the great principle of a Constitution founded upon the three elements of R~ligion,
Parliament and Established Law has never been
affected 79 •
70 a document conferring privileges or confirming rights to intend - 79 to make even, to calm - ' 8 with unwillingness citizen or freeman of a town - 7 ~ a corporate town 76 defeat 77 to act
in opposition - 78 one ,rho holds
possession - 79 to a.ct upon or influence in any way, to touch.
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It has been said that England is the mother of
Parliaments and a modern writer on the Constitution
says: "England has offered to the world the one conspicuous 80 example of a long , continuous and orderly
development of political institutions. Ber Constitution
is to a large extent unwritten, using the word in much
the same sense as when we speak of unwritten law.
Its rules can be found in no written document, but
depend 81 , as so much of English law does, on precedent 82
modified 83 by a constant process of interpretation" 8 ".
The eventful march of time has left visible effects
in the development and increased scope 86 and powers
of Parliament (or the Executive). The extension of
British interests, political and commercial, the increased colonial possessions, the growth of science
and education with their influence on social questionsr
all these have created a wider field of operation for
Parliament. Perhaps the most striking of these
visible effects is the Cabinet or the highest executive
council of Parliament. It is composed of the Ministers
of the Crown and, for obvious 86 reasons, it enjoys,
in a large measure, the former prerogative 87 of the
monarch. The work it does, the varied special
knowledge which, as a body, it possesses and the·
immense variety of its interests are too vast 88 to be
controlled by a single mind.
The Administration of the law is carried on by
a widely extended line of officials. Those primarily 8 ~
responsible are the heads of the various departments
of State who, as we have just seen, are Cabinet Ministers. The chief departments are those relating to
the Army, the Navy 90 , Trade, Home affairs, the
Colonies, India, the Revell'lle 91 , Foreign affairs,• thePost office, Agriculture, Edupation, Local Govern80 o~en to view, obvious, prominent 81 to hang from something done or said before that serves as an example to change the form, to moderate - 8 • explanation of what is
obscure or unintelligible - 85 space, room - 88 evident, clear 87 a peculiar privilege or right 88 of wide extent, immense 89 in the first place 90 fleet 91 the public income of a
state derived from taxes etc.
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ment, Irish affairs etc. The Legal Tribunals 92 include the House of Lords (final appeal 98 ), the Courts
of Appeal, Chancery 9 "' and the King's Bench 95 , the
Criminal Courts etc., which have divisions for the
judgment of the various classes of cases presented fo.r
hearing. Magistrates 96 deal with less important cases
or conduct preliminary 97 inquiries 98 • At stated intervals 99 , judges travel "on circuit" and hold assizes in
the provinces, to deal with the more seriou offences 100 •
A few words may be usefully added here regarding
the procedure 101 in an English civil (not criminal)
law suit 102 • A. and B. are, we will suppose, two
business men and A. considers that B. has done
him an injury and caused him pecuniary 108 loss by
illegal 10"' methods. A. goes to his solicitor 106 , gives him
particulars 106 and asks his advice. A solicitor is a
man of wide, legal knowledge and tried ability and experience. He is sometimes called an attorney because
he acts for another. B., on his side, consults another
solicitor and the two lawyers confer 107 together and
reduce the dispute between A. and B. to its proper
legal limits. If the matter is of sufficient importance, the
two solicitors prepare "briefs" or written statements 108
of the cases of their respective clients 109 , which are sent
to barristers 110 , who argue 111 the matter at issue 112
before the judge in the open court. Witnesses may be
called to give testimony 118 upon oath m and sometime8
93 referring a disputed matter to a
" 2 court of justice higher court -- 9 ' the high court of equity presided over by the
Lord Chancellor - 95 one of the high courts of law in which the
king formerly sat in person - 96 a justice of the peace - 97 introductory, preparatory - 98 in~errogation, search, examination 99 a space between 100 crime, injury 101 manner of proceeding, management - 102 an action at law - 103 relating to
money - io, contrary to law - 105 a man qualified to act for
another in a lawsuit (!Redjt1loeiftanb, @5adjroaHer, in bet !Regel fein
eigenHidjet ~utift) - 106 details - 107 to converse, to talk 108 an account of particulars 109 one who employs a lawyer 110 a counsellor learned in the laws, admitted to plead at the bar
in defence of any person (!Redjt!!anwaH) - 111 to debate, to
discuss - 112 i'suu, the foint in dispute in a suit at law 113 affirmation in proof o something, evidence given 114 a
solemn affirmation made with an appeal to God for its truth.
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a person may give testimony on oath in the form of a
written declaration or affidavit. A. is the plainti/f 115 ,
B. is the defendant 116 and the former may clitim 117
damages 118 , but to do so successfully, he must prove
loss by B.'s fault. Both sides having been heard,
the judge gives judgment - let us say, against B.
B. is not satisfied and decides 119 to appeal and he
now becomes the plaintiff because he appeals against
the judgment. The question at issue is no longer
· the dispute between A. and B., but, whether the
judgment is strictly in accordance with the true
circumstances of the case. Therefore no new evidence 120 is admitted. The case comes before two or
more judges of the Appeal Court, who, after studying
all the former evidence and hearing counsel, uphold
or reverse 121 the former judgment. The court decides,
let us say, that the judgment was perfectly in accordance with the weight 122 of evidence and perfectly
in harmony with justice. B. is obstinate 128 and
decides to appeal against this second decision. The
case now comes before the judicial section of the
House of Lords. Again the legal aspects 124 of the
case are considered, counsel are heard and the judgment of the Lords is given upon the judgment of
the court of Appeal, and this last decision is final.
The treatment of prisoners is the object of much
care and constant investigation 125 by independent
officials who visit the prisons, test 126 the food, question
the persons in confinement 127 and so on. Every
prison has its doctor and chaplain 128 • Many small
116 one afiainst
115 the person who commences a lawsuit whom a charge is brought - 117 to demand as of right - 1 8 the
value of the mischief done, money awarded by a court of law
on account of loss or injury to property through the fault of
another - 119 to resolve - 120 proof, testimony, witness 121 to turn or put in the contrary direction, to change by a contrary decision, to annul - 122 heaviness, importance 123 firmly adhering to an opinion, in an ill sense, unyielding,
stubborn - 124 look, appearance, position - 126 research, inquiry, examination - 1• 6 to try by a fixed standard, to prove 127 imprisonment 128 a clergyman attached to a ship in the
navy, to a regiment in the army, to a public body etc. (Si'apfon).
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industries are carried on and the unfortunate people
can earn 129 a little money which is handed to them
when their term iao of imprisonment is concluded.
Punishment is based on the principle of privation 181
of privileges though sometimes, in extreme cases of
violence, assaulting the warders 182 etc., solitary 188
confinement is inflicted 184• Finally, when they are
liberated 135 , the prisoners are assisted to obtain work
and to make a fresh start in life.
The Police Force is a well organised institution
and, in its present form , was established by Sir Robert
Peel, about 1835. The English policeman, or constable, has many duties besides arresting evil-doers:
he orders the traffic 186 in the streets and sees that
it is not impeded 187 by careless drivers 188 or the
assembling of idle 189 crowds 140 • In London and other
large cities, he stops the streams 141 of vehicles m at
intervals in the busy streets, to allow persons going
on foot to cross 148 • He is always ready with advice
and information for strangers. He protects animals
and children from cruelty. He keeps a vigilant w,
eye upon public buildings. In cases of fire, a street
procession 145 , an accident 146 or other emergency 1,n,
he must act with promptitude us, and maintain his
coolness and courteous 149 but firm authority. He
must be gifted with common sense, great patience
and the power of quick and constant observation. He
knows every street on his "beat" 150 as he knows.
his own little home and he is acquainted 151 by sight
181 taking129 to gain by labour 180 a limited time away - 182 keeper, guardian - 188 livinf alone, remote from
society - is. to lay on, to impose - 1 5 to release, to set
free - 186 goods or persons passing to and fro along a road 188 coachman, carman 137 to hinder, to delay ih not occupied, useless - 140 a throng, a multitude - a 1 a current of.
water, continuous course - 14 ~ any kind of carriage or conveyance
143 to pass or move over, to pass from side to side '" watchful, attentive - 145 a train of persons marching in solemn
or festive state - u& something takin~ place unexpectedly 148 readiness 147 a sudden event, a pressing necessity 151 to inform, to,
149 polite 1 ~0 district to be walked over
make familiar with.
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with the honest people as well as with the suspected 162
persons he meets in his daily round 153• Before a
London policeman is qualified for duty , he must
undergo a strict training 16 4 and examination. His
character, health and physique 16 5 are submitted to
rigid 156 inquiry 16 7 and he must be at least six feet
in height and of proportionate strength. He is instructed in "First Aid" or the first surgical 168 duties
to a wounded or sick person. He is carefully trained
in gymnastics and taught the scientific use of his
strength. He is equally at his ease 15 9 in dealing
with a violent thief 160, a drunken man or a fainting HI
woman. By the general public he is looked upon as
a friend. By evil-doers he is feared and respected.
The English Press may now be appropriately 162
referred to because it is, in its most familiar form of
the dail y paper, the means by which the doings of
Parliament, the carrying out of the Law and the
political situation of the country are clearly put
forth 168 and explained for the benefit of the public.
The press has attained 164 a position of great influence in England. There are, in London alone, over
two hundred and forty newspaper offices 165 , including
not only those of the daily and weekly papers and
the London offices of the chief provincial ones, but
the offices of newspapers devoted to every possible
subject. There are papers exclusively dedicated to
Religious, Legal, Medical, Sporting, Literary, Indian,
Agricultural, Fashionable, Military, Naval, Educational,
Artistic, Theatrical, Commercial, Social, Scientific and
Musical subjects. The great London daily papers
are "The Times" (founded 1788), "The Standard"
1 fi 2 to mistrust , to imagine to be guilty - . 1M a circle, a
walk or circuit performed by a guard - 154 teaching and forming
by practice - lfifi :fizii'k , the natural constitution or physical
structure of a person as it appears to the eye - 1 fi 6 rigorous,
exact - m examination - as curing injuries of the body by
external means - u 9 freedom from pain, anxiety, or difficulty 160 one who steals another's property 161 to become senseless
162 fit, suitable, proper 16 " to publish 16' to come to,
to reach by exertion - 160 place of business.
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(1827), "The Daily Telegraph" (1855 ), "The Morning
Post" (1800), " The Daily N ews" (1840). Of this one
Charles Dickens was editor 166 for a few months, at
the beginning of its existence. With the exception
of "The Times", the price of which is three
pence, these papers cost one penny. There are
several other morning papers published, some at a
penny, some at a halfpenny , and London has also
various evening papers. In 1900, London published
daily forty newspapers, Dublin published twelve and
Edinburgh three.
In another chapter of this book, the freedom of
the English Press has been noticed. It is a striking 16 7
characteristic of English national life. The journalist
penetrates 168 everywhere and, as long as he does not
overstep the limits of decency 169 or write falsely
and injuriously of persons, he is allowed a free hand
and it must be confessed that he very rarely shows
himself unworthy of the confidence placed in him. The
career of journalist is a recognised 170 one in England
and a special training is necessary to make a successful one. In order to rise to a really good position,
however, a first class education and considerable literary ability are requisite 171 as well as a strong
personal character, an acquaintance with modern
languages and more than an ordinary knowledge of
home politics and international affairs.
"The Times" was formerly the ministerial organ
and was conservative or liberal with the existing
Government. During the last fifteen years, however,
it has sided 172 with the Conservative party. "The
Times" has a rlistinctly literary tendency m and its
articles on Politics, Literature and Science are contributed by leading authorities. It advertises 174
166 one who superintends the publication of a newspaper,
conductor of a newspaper - 187 surJJrising, impressive - 16 8 to
enter, to make wav - iou being suitable or becoming in words
or behaviour - m i to acknowledge - 171 required, necessary 17 ~ to attach one's self to the interests of a party 11 8 direction,
course, inclination - · 174 to publish a paid notice with view to
sale etc.
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largely, as do all the English newspapers, with great
protit to themselves and advantage to the public. "The
Daily Telegraph" is the most popular paper with the
general public, on account of its wide sympathies, its
clever 175 enterprise and the vividness 176 of its style.
"The Morning Post" is strictly conservative in politics
~nd is largely interested in the doings of prominent 177
people. . The leading English newspapers are all
wealthy business concerns 178 conducted on strictly
business lines and they spare neither pains nor money
in furthering their objects. They have their own
.special correspondents in all the chief cities of the
world, and they send out representatives in case of
"var or on other exceptional occasions.

IV. Some National Characteristics.
The typical 1 Englishman is self-contained 2 , that
i.s, he has self-control, he is reserved 8 and uncommuni-cative~ when dealing 5 with strangers. One reason
for this is that he is afraid of being misunderstood, of
losing his dignity, of appearing at a disadvantage. He
hates a scene and he hates "gush" 6 • Two dear
friends meeting after a long absence will impassively 7
greet each other as if their parting 8 was of yesterday.
This is not real coldness. It is self-restraint 9 • When
the typical Englishman travels, his real character is
.obscured 10, as it were, with this atmosphere of reserve,
but if one learns to know him and he learns to know
17fi skilful, ingenious 176 exhibiting the appearance of life
.and freshness, liveliness - 177 distinguished above others 178 affair.
1 having eminentl.Y the characteristics of the species 2 able in trying situations to conduct one's self with coolness
and prudence - 8 retiring, shy, not OJ;len or frank - • not disposed to impart to others in conversation, to hold fellowship 6 rushing forth with violence,
b to have transactions of any kind ns a fluid; being demonstrative in matters of affection - 7 in.accessible to harm or pain, not to be touched or moved by
_passion or sympathy - 8 separation - • a command over one's
:Self - 10 to darken, to hide from view.
3*
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one, he thaws 11 and is glad when he does. Then, what
a change! the stiffness disappears and one observes ~
certain bluffness 12 , an outspokenness 18 , a franknessr
a cordiality 14 which is as agreeable as it is surprising.
Remember, we are speaking of the type, not the individual 15 • It is natural, but not quite logical to
judge a nation by an individual. One swallow 16 doe&
not make a summer. All men are not good and
true, but there are good and true men everywhere.
Owing 17 to the cheapness 18 and facility of tra vellingr
now-a-days 19 , and to the increase of commercial intercourse 20 , the different nations of the earth know
each other much better than formerly. They understand better those subtile 21 differences due 22 to custom,
climate and temperament which go to make up a
national character. The more they can learn of each
other's language, habits, and ways of thought, the
better will they understand themselves, for there i&
much virtue 28 in comparison. We cannot measure
without a standard 24•
The word "home" has a wide and deep signification. It is doubtful whether its exact and comprehensive 25 sense can be conveyed 26 in. any one
word of any other language. To the British colonist 27 and bis children it means England. To the
wandering Englishman it is strongly suggested 28 by
his flag, whether it floats 29 over a consulate or from
the mast of a ship. Whilst under its shadow, be no•
longer feels like a stranger in a strange land. In
-1ts commonest meaning, the word expresses the houser
the dwelling-place of a family. It is possible that
11 to melt , as ice or snow 12 being roughly frank,.
rejecting conventional forms - 18 frankness, boldness of speech 15 a single person 16 a small
14 warm affection, sincerity migratory bird (ec(Jroalbe) - 17 in consequence - 18 lowness ot
price - 19 in the present age - · 20 mutual exchange - 21 thin,.
delicately constructed, fine - 22 owed, owing to - 28 right principle, power, secret agency - 24 a rule of measure, that which
is established as a model - 25 embracing much, full - 26 totransfer, to impart - 21 a settler in a colony - 28 to offer toihe mind or thoughts - 29 to move lightly and irregularly, as.
through the air.
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the importance of the home, with all the comfort the
word implies 30 , is due, in a measure, to the uncertainty
of climate, to the abundance 81 of moisture aia in the
.air. Certain it is that it has always been a great
factor in English life and its influence has been
enormous. We get a glimpse 32 of this, in the very
early days of Saxon England, when (it was in the
7th century) an aged alderman, speaking to his chief,
said in memorable words: "So seems the life of man,
0 King I as a sparrow's 88 flight through the hall when
you are sitting at meat in wintertide, with the warm
fire lighted on the hearth, but the fry rainstorm without.
The sparrow flies in at one door and tarries 84 for a
moment in the light and heat of the hearth-fire, and
then, flying forth from the other , vanishes 85 into the
wintry darkness whence it came. So tarries fat· a
moment the life of' man in our sight." When the Normans went to England, some 400 years later, home
life was made more comfortable by the luxuries they
introduced. They ma<le the houses more capacious 36 ,
they improved 87 the furniture 8 8 , they a<lded decorations of stone, metal and woodwork, they lighted and
heated the houses better and they applied 89 their
artistic knowledge to make them beautiful. Home
is the sphere 40 of woman. Here the mother is queen
and her work remains long after she has been laid
to rest. She moulds u the character of the children,
so that the good influences of the home shall remain
with them when they are fighting the battle of life.
By these influences, this devotion to her children,
this anxious 42 fostering 48 of home, this good example
so to involve or comprise, though not expressed in words great store, overflowing quantity- - si. a moderate degree of
-wetness - 82 a short transitory view - 38 a small very co=on
bird (eµetling) - 84 to stay, to delay - Bfi to disappear 86 wide, large 87 to make better 88 the movables of a
house, whatever must be supplied to a house to make it habitable or agreeable - 89 to use or employ for a particular purpose - •0 circuit of action, province - 41 to form into a parti,.
cular shape - 42 careful, restless - 48 to nourish, to cherish,
to forward or promote.
81

.
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of piety H, industry 45 and love, woman has reached
her present high place in social life.
We have seen that the Englishman is selfcontained. We shall now see that his house is selfcontained too, for living in "flats" ' 6 is far from
common. The typical English house, when not situated
in the centre of a large town, has spaces 47 at the
back and front, which are usually cultivated as gardens.
A path 48 through the front garden leads to the
principal door. On entering it, you find yourself in
the hall, whence doors open upon the sitting-room
(dining-room or parlour), the drawing-room (for
music, receptions etc.), the lavatory ' 9 , work-room
and so on. Here also is the foot of the staircase 5 0'
and, below it, the steps leading down to the cellar 51 ~
At the further end of the ball is a door or passage 02
leading to the kitchen 68 • On the first floor are the
best bedrooms; a lavatory and a store-room 51 for
linen 55 etc. On the floor above this are the bedrooms for the children and the female 56 servant or
servants. Such houses vary 57 in size 58 , of course,
and also in rent 59 , according to their position.
There are several ways of taking a house: the
most usual is a "tenancy by years", in which case a
term 00 of years is mentioned in the agreement 61 between the landlord 62 and the tenant 68 • Three years
is a very common term and the rent is paid quarterly 64 •
"Tenancy from year to year" is another way and it
requires 65 a special deed 66 of agreement upon all the
•• reverence of and obedience to God - ' 5 steady application, habitual diligence - 46 a story or floor of a house 48 a narrow way 40 a place for washing
' 7 room, area (~liod) - bO a flight of steps leading to the upper or underrooms of a house - 51 an underground room - b~ corridor bB room for cooking "' room for the safe-keeping of goods 56 denoting the she-sex b 5 clothing worn next the body b 7 to differ ~8 largeness - 6 • the sum paid annuall; for the
tenure of a house - 00 a limit, a limited time - 6 what isagreed to, a contract - 62 the proprietor of the house 68 dweller, occupier; one who holds possession of lands under
another - H once in the quarter of a year - 66 to makenecessary - 66 a writing containing some contract.
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conditions. ''Tenancy for life" may also be agreed
to, upon express deed of agreement. Houses and land
are frequently "leased" (from the French word
''laisser", meaning to leave, to let, to allow) for a
given time, under special conditions; the deed containing these is called "the lease".
Many persons live in their own houses and sometimes on their own land and such property is called
"freehold". Large estates 67 , both in town and country,
are frequently owned 68 by noblemen who have inherited the property from their ancestors or purchased 69
it. Such men are called "landed proprietors", or
"ground landlords" and in towns they let their land
for building purposes. Their estates in the country
Are farmed 70 by the tenants, who pay rent to the
owner of the land, and, in some cases, a part of the
estate is "preserved" for shooting and the game 71 is
protected and allowed to increase till the shootingseason begins. Any one can buy and sell land who
has the means 72 and the wish to do so, but when
the owner is a nobleman, his land comes under the
"Law of Entail" 78 , which, briefly put, makes obligatory 74 its transfer 75 with the title from the father to
the eldest son. This is a very old English law, for,
in principle, it dates from the time of Alfred the
Great.
A striking 76 characteristic is found in "Freedom
of' Speteh" and the "Free Press". England is
essentially 77 the land where, as Tennyson said, "a
man rnay speak the thing he will". The editors of
English newspapers are accustomed to express themselves freely and unreservedly upon all public
matters and upon the sayings and doings of public
men. They praise or blame, according to their
lights 78 , and, in a great measure, form public opinion
68 to hold
b 1 (landed) property, dominions or possessions or possess by right - u9 to buy - 10 to cultivate - 71 birds
or beasts of chase - 12 resources, income - 18 lands limited
in descent (~t6Ie~n) - " bindiu~ - 15 conveying from one person
to another - 16 adapted to excite attention, surprising - 11 in
an important degree, in effect - 18 knowledge.
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on all kinds of subjects. Moreover, the newspapers
are open to any one who wishes to express his or her
views on any matter of public interest, and such an
expression of opinion will frequently call forth 79 communications from other persons who argue 80 for or
against the question at issue 81 • All classes of
English society take part in this practice. Freedom
of speech is exercised in just the same open way.
If the public is particularly interested in any subject - it does not matter what it is -, a public
meeting is called and speakers stand up and address
the public, and, when both sides are heard, resolutions
are passed by the majority for or against the matter.
Any man may address the public iu the parks and,
so long as he does not cause a breach 82 of the
peace or stop the traffic 83 , may express bis opinions
on political, religious or other topics 84 to the persons
who care 85 to listen to him. He must, however, be
prepared for contradiction 86 , for the crowd is outspoken too.
The inactivity and supposed dulness 87 of the
English Sunday has been condemned 88 by some continental people, but the condemnation is not quite
just. The closing of places of business and pleasure
where people are employed is not so unwelcome as
many persons imagine, and the fact that other nations
are fast instituting a weekly day of rest shows that
its advantages appeal 89 to others than the English.
The strict observance of Sunday may be traced 90 to
the times of the Puritans though, of course, the
strictness imposed 91 by them has been greatly modified 92 , in order to keep pace 93 with altered 94 con7u to bring out 80 to debate, to discuss 81 the point
in dispute - st breaking - 88 persons passing to and fro along
a road - 8 ' a subject of discourse or argument - 8 ~ to be inclined or disposed - 86 an assertion or statement opposed to
what has been said - 87 furnishing little delight or variety, being
uninteresting, cheerless, sad, depressing - 88 to blame - 89 to
apply for justice, to address one's self to the judgment or feelings
of others - 90 to follow (by footsteps) - 91 to lay on - 99 to
change the form, to moderate - 93 to keep up with, to move as
fast as - 9• to change.
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ditions of social life; but the great mass of the
English people hold very strongly to what they consider the proper observance of the "Lord's day". The
custom is founded on the fourth commandment given
by Moses to the children of Israel: "- - - - but
the seventh day is the Sabbath - - - - ". Many
years ago, the weekly half- holiday 95 ( on Saturday)
was instituted 96 as an inducement 97 to the people to
regard Sunday more as a religious feast than a day
-0f thoughtless pleasure. At the present time, the
many different places of worship 98 are crowded 9 9
twice daily on Sundays, but this does not prevent 100
many people from paying (visits, going into the
.country, rowing 101 , skating 10 \ playing at tennis and
taking their pleasure in a reasonable fashion. Although
theatres and music-halls (that is variety-theatres)
are closed, concerts of classical music are sometimes
given and, in the summer, there is music in the
public parks. Restaurants remain open only during
six hours of the day. There is a reduced 108 train
and omnibus service, all the principal shops are
closed during the whole day and so, of course, are all
banks and commercial houses, so that as many workers
as possible may profit by all that the English Sunday
offers.
The Daily Life of the English middle classes
may be generally divided into three parts of eight
hours each, which are spent respectively in work,
recreation 104 and sleep. The man's work is in the
office 105 , shop or warehouse 106 • The woman's work
is at home. The children work at school and have
also their home duties. The father is the bread95 a day of joy or amusement 96 to establish motive - Ila paying honours to God - 99 very full - 100 to
hinder - 101 to propel with oars , as a boat (tubem) - 102 to
move rapidly along the surface of ice (6djlittf dju'fJ foufen) 10 • refreshment, amusement 103 to diminish , to lessen 105 a house where commercial men, public officers etc. transact
their business, a counting-house - 106 a store for goods, either
for safe-keeping or for sale.
117
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winner and he must use his skill 1° 7 , his brains 108 or
his physical strength, and sometimes all three, in
order to earn 100 a living 110 for himself and his
family. The domestic m duties of a wife and mother
we all know, or think we know. - They are much
the same in all civilised countries. School life is
also similar 112 in the main 118 , everywhere. The
school system in Germany is generally said to be thebest in the world. It is more stringent 114 than theeducational methods employed in England, where
physical culture 116 plays an important part 116 in
public school life. The college life at an English
university is, however, a very strenuous 117 one for
students who have the real talent for work. It is in
the secondary part of an English student's education
that the mental 118 strain 119 is applied 120•
During eight hours, then, a family is more or
less divided, father, mother and children being occupied
with their various duties. The working part of thetwenty-four hours duly accomplished 121 , all are glad
to renew the home life for a time and to spend thehappy hours of relaxation 122• In the case of richer
people, where the necessity for eight hours of forced
work does not always exist, the threefold division
of time may still stand because intelligent people
will always find some employment with which to·
sweeten 128 life. Every person's idea of relaxation
depends upon personal taste 12•, the season of theyear and other circumstances. Some require 125
107 great readiness and ability in the practical application
of any art, science, or handicraft - 108 (seat . of sensation and
intellect), understanding - 109 to gain by labour - 110 means
of subsistence - 111 belonging to the house or family 11 ~ resembling, like na the greater part - 114 binding strongly,
severe - 11 ~ any labour or means employed for improvement 116 a character in a play 117 eager and active 118 pert.
to the mind, intellectual - 119 n violent effort - 120 to use or
employ for a particular pm·pose - 121 to complete, to finish 122 slackening or diminution of tension, making loose, relieving
from effort, recreation - 128 to make sweet or pleasing 124 feeling for what is pleasing m to demand, to call for, to
need.
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mental, some, physical change of occupation and it is
this change which brings about the "re-creation" we
all need 126 so much. Complete rest or inertia 127 of
mind or body, except in sleep , is not consistent 128
with health. Both mind and body are designed 12 ~
for activity and not for torpor 180 • The English seek
relaxation in the home circle, in paying visits, in
games 181 of skill or strength, in lectures 182 and concerts, and in studying the arts and sciences in museums,
institutes and libraries 188 •
They are also great supporters 184 of the Theatre.
Prices of admission 186 are higher than m Germany,
except in the smaller provincial towns, for no theatre
is supported by the state. For the same reason, the
social standing of actors 186 and actresses, except those
of the highest talent who have established a reputation 187 , is not so high as in Germany. Does not
this seem strange in a country which bas produced
the immortal Shakespeare! As a matter of fact, the
English theatre has a splendid record 188 • At one
period, it was the fash~on for every poet to write
plays, and Ben Jonson, Dryden, Sheridan, Goldsmith
and many other celebrated men of letters were professional playwrights 189 , whilst among the greatest
of the world's actors are counted 140 the names of
Garrick, Siddons, Kean and MacreadAJ.
At the present time, the domestic m drama is
much in vogue 142 , The charming and ingenious 148
comic operas of Gilbert and Sullivan and their
followers are highly popular. There is a demand for
126 to want 127 perpetual rest, passiveness - 128 agreeing to project, to intend - 130 dulness , inactivity - 181 play.
amusement, pastime - 182 a discourse read on any subject 1 ~8 collection of books 184 to support =
to uphold from
falling or sinking, to give aid or help - 185 permission
to enter - 136 performer (15djaufl)ielet) - 187 a good name,
honour derived from public esteem - 138 a register or an
account of any facts entered in a book for the purpose of preserving authentic evidence - 189 a dramatic author - Ho to
number, to reckon - a 1 = 111 - 142 fashion, popular mode 143 witty.
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romantic plays skilfully 10 representing the emotional 146 side of society life, whilst a large number
of more or less clever 146 plays, showing impossible
or ridiculous 147 sides of every day life, intended only
to amuse and fill up an idle m evening, are much
liked. Actors can earn from three to a hundred
pounds per week. Why, then, does not the profession
of the actor stand as high in England as in Germany?
One reason we have seen. Another may be traced 149
to the influence of the old Puritans, who styled 150 all
actors rogues 151 and called the theatre an invention
of the devil. Even in this enlightened 152 age, when
the theatre, in the best sense of the word, is an
.educator, you will find people in England, belonging
to the narrower and more ignorant sects of nonconformity 158 , who would not think of going into a
theatre. To them it is a wicked 15 ' place. The
Puritans flourished more than two hundred years
ago and they left certain marks on English social
life which may still be seen.
A striking English characteristic is the prevalence 155 of Clubs. A club is a union of persons
having a common aim u; 6 • The unions usually have
a social as well as a working side, for it is considered necessary to promote 157 a friendly feeling
among the members 168• Members of Parliament have
clubs where they can meet persons of their own
political opinion. There are clubs for officers of the
army and navy 159 and also for doctors, clergymen 160 ,
business men, sporting men, scientists and literary
men. There are clubs for persons interested in
golfl 61 , cricket, football, archery 162 , billiards, travel,
144 able in management 145 emotion = excitement, passion,
strong feeling - 1 "' 6 skilful, ingenious - rn exciting laughter 160 to denomi148 not occupied 149 to follow (by footsteps) nate, to name - 1 5 1 an idle disreputable person, a vagabond 153 neglect or refusal
132 to instruct, to elevate by knowledge to unite with the established church in its forms of worship 15 ' immoral, sinful 15 5 the most ~eneral existence, predominance - 156 purpose, intention - 15 to forward - !fib one of
a community, society or association - 159 fleet - 160 a minister
of a Christian church - m a favourite game (in Scotland) played
with clubs and a ball - 162 the art of using the bow.
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yachting 168 , mountain-climbing 16 ' and every form of
sport.
Some of these clubs are very wealthy and powerful and it is a distinction for a man to belong to
them. A member usually pays an entrance fee 165
and a yearly subscription 166• He must be proposed,
seconded 167 and elected, before becoming a member.
These more important social clubs have handsome
premises 168 luxuriously furnished 169 , where members
may meet. They are dwelling-houses on a large
and handsome scale 170 , with dining-rooms, libraries, card- and billiard-rooms, baths, sitting-rooms,
and, in some cases, bed - rooms. - The English
working man has his club too, which often has a
sick-fund 171 connected with it and sometimes a library
and a good collection of newspapers. Here he likes
to go when his day's work is done, to sit with his
friends, drinking beer or playing cards or billiards
till it is time to go home. A much more interesting
club is that where actors and journalists meet. It
is quiet and deserted 172 during the day, for its
members are "night-birds" who must sleep when other
people are at work. Hither 178 come tbe men whoseprovince 174 it is to amuse the public. Here they love
to congregate 175 , to sup 176 together and to talk with
their comrades. Many playwrights and journalists are
to be seen here also, the latter being occupied chiefly
in preparing their articles, criticisms and newsparagraphs 177 , so that the public may read in thenewspapers, a few hours later, of all that has happened
up to midnight. Telegraph-messengers 178 are going
163 = jot m to ascend, to mount upwards with labour charge, pay - 166 money given for any undertaking - 167 tosupport or assist - 168 houses - 169 to supply with anything
wanted or necessary - 110 measure, rule - 111 a stock or bank
of money out of which supplies are drawn - m solitary, left
entirely - 178 to this place - 174 the proper office or business
175 to assemble , to meet 176 to eat the evening meal
178 the
177 a short piece of news or notice in a newspaper bearer of a verbal or written communication from one person
to another.
165
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to and fro, the telephone-bell 1 7 ~ has no rest, men
are continually 180 coming and going and there is a
busy hum 181 of voices in the all pervading 182 atmosphere of tobacco and raillery 188 • Then there is just
'time to sit down to a simple supper and join in the
flow 184 of wit, to hear the latest story and the newest
joke 185 which have not yet been printed 186 , and then
a brisk 187 walk home in the early morning through
the quiet streets! By this time, the newspaper printers
have been busy, and before you have arrived home
.and jumped 188 into bed, the London newspapers are
being scattered 189 broadcast 190 all over England
and the words, written so short a time ago in that
lively scene, will be read in quiet breakfast rooms
hundreds of miles away, while the night-birds who
wrote them are fast asleep in London.

V. Industry and Commerce.
One of the reasons of En~land's prosperity 1 is
due 2 to its geographical position. It is within easy
reach of continental Europe; no part of it is over
twenty miles from the sea, and, by its continuous 8
line of coast, communication with all parts of the
world is easy. On one side, for instance, lies the
North Sea with the Baltic beyond; from another, one
may sail away towards the Mediterranean etc. England
is separated from the mainland' by a channel 6 of
-0nly twenty-one miles; on fine days, the coast of
France is visible from Dover, and an hour suffices to
179 a hollow body 01 cast metal, used for ringing 180 in,cessant, uninterrupted - 181 a low, buzzing sound - 182 to pass
through, to be in all parts - 189 good-humoured irony, slight
satire - 18' stream, current - 18 ~ something said in order to raise
186 to multiply by the press, to publish
~ lau~h, a jest, fun 181 quick -- 188 to leap, to spring upwards 189 to throw
loosely about, to disperse - 190 thrown from the hand upon
the earth, as in sowing.
1 success, good fortune, thriving condition 2 owing to 3 uninterrul?ted ' continent - ~ a passage of water wider
than a stra1 t.
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go from one shore to the other. These few miles of
sea have been a great advantage, for they present 6
a barrier to hostile 7 armies and, for hundreds of
years, the country has been free from serious invasion and from the prospect 8 of war on its own
shores. What could be more conducive 9 to trade than
this? Again: from the ·near Continent, the advantages
.of art, culture, science and commerce pass as freely
.as if the frontier 10 were land instead of water, to
the benefit 11 • of both sides, and with the additional
one to England that no large standing army is ne-cessary to defend its barrier.
Looking further, Professor Geikie reminds us
that the British islands lie off the middle of the
western margin 12 of Europe and opposite to the great
-densely 13 peopled plains of Europe. The Pyrenees,
the Alps and the Carpathian mountains form a great
southern barrier of a vast 14 tract 16 of lowland, watered
by great rivers (the Seine, Rhine, Elbe, Oder, Vistula etc.)
.and bounded 16 on the north by the Baltic Sea ancl
the highlands of Scandinavia and Finland. The
greater part of the population of Europe is included 17
within these limits and here the chief industries are
carried on. From a commercial point of view, the
geographical position of Great Britain is therefore
most favourable.
In another chapter, we have seen that, during the
Roman occupation, the governing powers profited
largely from the trade which this position of Great
Britain allowed them to carry on with continental
-countries. And again, under the vigorous 18 rule of
the Saxons, from the time of Alfred the Great, commerce was fostered 19 for the sake of the wealth and
prosperity it brought into the country. For the same
reason, the normanised inhabit.ants of a later period
7 belonging to an enemy 8 a view of
u to offer something distant - 9 promoting, helping - l'() the border or
confines of a countr7 - 11 profit ~ 12 bordex, edge - 18 close,
thick - 14 being o wide extent, immense - 16 regio'n - 16 to
Jimit - 17 to contain, to comprise - 18 strong, energetic - in to
nurse, to feed, to cherish.
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(well knowing that money is power) followed the
tradition of trade. These latter bad even a stronger
incentive 20 to commercial activity than the Saxons.
Their love of magnificence and pomp, their ambition 21 r
their culture and their appreciation 22 of what constituted 28 the comfort and luxury of life increased
their wants.
Geographical position, however, is not solely 24·
responsible for the prosperity of Great Britain. It is
due to a combination of causes such as natural wealth~
national temperament and character, the increase of
population etc. Besides coal and iron, England produces copper, tin, lead 25 , zinc, salt, various kinds of
clays 96 and nearly a dozen other useful minerals.
The most profitable of its minerals are, of course,
coal and iron. The invention of steam 27 as a motive
power marked an epoch in trade and increased
enormously the value of these two important mineral
resources 28 • During one year (recent 29), the coal
mined in England amounted to 225 200 000 tons, theestimated value of which is IC 121650 000. This
represents the labour 80 of 760 000 persons exclusively
employed in coal mining during one year.
The freedom of religious thought allowed in England has been answerable for some amount 81 of its
commercial prosperity. In successive 82 periods of its
history, foreign artisans 811 - chiefly workers in textile
industries - have found there protection and encouragement when they were driven from their homes
in the Netherlands, Flanders and France by religious
persecution.
England is a vast manufacturing country in
all kindR of metals, in machinery of all sorts, in
21 desire of power, fame
20 encouragement, motive, spur or superiority - 92 just valuation or estimate - 28 to make 2• alone 16 a soft heavy metal (l8lei) 28 a tenacious, tough
and plastic kind of earth (i:on) - 27 the vapour of water
produced by heating it to the boiling-point - 28 a source of aid,
means of supply - 29 late, not long past - so work - 81 rising
in value - 9 " following by turns , alternate - 93 workmanr
mechanic.
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cotton 84 and other textiles, for which it has a large
market at home and abroad 35 • Its increasing prosperity as a manufacturing centre may be gathered 86
from the fact that its trade has trebled 87 itself
during the last forty years. Fishing and agriculture
help very largely in the national wealth and provide 38 labour for a very large section of the population.
These various industries are the cause of a further
source of wealth, in their action on the transport
service of the country, for to them is largely due
the prosperity of the English railways, canals and
shipping. They cause also a great inf:lux 39 of money
through custom duties • 0 , the circulation of gold, and
they serve to promote 41 and keep up the growth of
commercial credit.
Some idea of the general trade of the United
Kingdom in merchandise may be gathered from the
following figures 42 which relate to the year 1905:
Imports .
. fB 565 000 000
Exports . . . . . 1ft 407 600 000.
The total of these figures is about 19 940 000 000 marks,
if we calculate at the rate 48 of exchange of 20,50.
The foreign nations with which Great Britain does
its largest import and export trades, are: The United
States, France, Holland, Germany, Belgium, and
Russia, the importance of the trade done being in
the order named. An immense import and export
trade is done with India and the British colonies,
the estimat.es" for one year showing a value of
fB 142 800 000 for the former and IC 374 200 000 for
the latter.
The carrying capacity 46 of the merchant-navy
of Great Britain, including both steam- and sailingships, is stated, in a recent estimate, to be 10 050 000
3' a species of vegetable wool (i.Bnumtvolle) 85 in a foreign
country - a5 to derive, to infer, to conclude - 87 to multiply
by three, to make threefold or thrice as much - 88 to procure,
to furnish - 89 flowing in - ,o taxes on goods imported or
exported - 41 to forward - ' 2 a character noting a number 0
proportion, allowance, tax - '' valuation, the computed cost
4 fi the power of containing, extent of room or space.
-
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tons. Competent 46 authorities inform as further that
the proportion of the whole trade of the world done
by England is about one third. Its revenue O is
about one fifth of that of the whole world. English
colonies produce about two thirds of the world's
gold and about one sixth of the world's wheat 48 •
Its coal output 49 is about one third of the world's
coal.
The principal exports from Great Britain are
cotton (manufactured), iron and steel (raw 50 and
manufactured), coal (with products), machinery,
woollen goods (various). The chief imports are
grain 61 (various), cotton (all kinds), wool, butter,
meat (various), silk 52 (manufactured and raw),
timber 58 (including sawn timber), and woollen goods
(manufactured).
Besides the products already mentioned, England
produces grain, green crops 54 , cattle 55 , fodder 5 \
hops 57 , salt, fruit and flax, which form a considerable source of revenue. The products which are
exported from the great English colonies of Australia
and New Zealand include wool, meat (frozen), hides 58 ,
fruit, butter, leather, gold , copper, lead, hard
woods, gum 59 , and silver.
The total National Revenue of Great Britain froru
taxes and other non-commercial sources for the year
1905/0o was f{J 126 870 000, whilst the expenditure 60
for the same period was f{j 123400000.
The National Debt 61 amounted, in 1905, to
46 able, qualified ' 7 income annual receipts or profit finest species of bread-corn - :lo a term in the coal trade
for the quantity of coal annually produced - 60 not manufactured
61 all kinds of corn 6 ~ the fine soft thread spun by silkworms (\Seibe) - 69 wood fit for building - 54 vegetable products,
such as grasses, turnips, etc., used chiefly as fodder for cattle 66 domestic animals used for labour or for food, as oxen, bulls,
and cows - 66 food for horses, etc., generally dry, as hay or
corn - 67 a climbin§ plant whose seeds or flowers give bitterness
69 a vegetable
8 the skin of an animal to beer and ale glue or juice, found thickened on the surface of certain trees
(@ummi) - 60 a laying out, as of money - 61 what one is bound
or obliged to pay.
'8
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ffi 789 000 000. This amount is mainly 62 the remnant 68 of the growth of many years, and nearly all
was raised 64 for foreign wars. The treatment 65 of
this debt :rnd a description of the assets 66 which go
towards its payment offer too technical a subject to
be treated in this book.
The figures of custom duties 67 have a direct
bearing 68 on trade and offer a useful subject for
consideration and comparison, if we remember that
these imposts 69 vary according to the laws of the
different countries. They consist of a charge impused 10 upon certain raw materials and manufactured goods. In England, the principle was first
adopted 71 by law about the middle of the seventeenth century. It is controlled by an influential
board, or committee, which forms one of the four
great revenue-collecting bodies of the State. The
moneys received are paid into the Bank of England
to the credit of the Exchequer 72 account 73 • A
Finance-Act, passed each year by Parliament, prescribes 74 the duties to be collected. l'he customs
upon imports into the United Kingdom are few in
number and low in scale 75 , when compared with those
of other countries, and it is the opinion of many
persons that it would be a wise thing to largely
extend these charges. Foreign competition 76 with
English manufacture would thus be lessened. The
Unionist government of 1902/05 included this question
in their programme and it waH known as the "Trade
or Tariff Protective 77 Measure", but it did not go
beyond the stage 78 of preliminary 79 discussion.
The laws which govern commercial affairs, in
62 chiefly, principally 64 to
63 the part which is left •collect or obtain - 65 management - 66 funds or property
available for payment of debts - 67 = 40 - 68 relation 69 tax 70 to put or lay on 71 to receive, to select 72 qu = k, treasmy 73 reckoning, statement of receipts and
expenses - 14 to order, to direct - 75 measure, size, degree 76 rivalry, strife for superiority 77 serving or tending to defend
or shelter - 78 degree of progress or advance - 7 P introductory,
preparatory.
4*
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England, are based on long experience and are strict 80 ,
but do not impose hard restrictions 81 on fair 82
business enterprise. They foster and encourage trade.
This, coupled 83 with the keen 84 competition which
exists and the value attached 86 to business integrity 86 ,
has tended 87 to establish the soundness 88 of England's
commercial institutions. The great English Banks
and Exchanges 89 have a far reaching influence all
over the world. The Bankers' Clearing 90 House may
be cited 91 to illustrate 92 the confidence which English
commercial finance inspires 98 • This institution forms
the medium 94 through which bankers obtain the
amount of cheques 95 and bills of exchange 96 in their
hands for collection from other bankers. The total
amount passing through this channel 97 , for the year
1905, was IC 12 288 000 000. About a quarter of this
sum represented transactions 98 in consols 99 and stock
exchange securities 100 • The remainder may be taken
as relating to ordinary commercial dealings 101 •
The part 102 phryed by inland transport is an
important one in English commerce. It is effected
chiefly by railways and artificial canals. The former
were first made practical in England by George
Stephenson, in 1825, though the principle of the
80 severe 81 limitation 82 equitable, honest 5 a to
join together - 84 eager, sharp - 85 to connect - 86 uprightness, honesty - 81 to aim at - 88 health, solidity - 89 the place
where the merchants, brokers, and bankers of a city meet to
transact business, at certain hours (!Biltf e) - 90 the exchange of
notes and drafts - 91 to ummon, to call upon - 92 to make
clear - 93 to communicate, to suggest - 94 middle place,
means - 9 ~ an order for money on a banker, to be paid on
demand (!Bantf d)cin) - 96 a written order from one person to
another, desiring the latter to pay to some person designated a
certain sum of money therein named. It generally is made payable
to order or to bearer. So also the order generally expresses a
specified time of payment (fil!ecl1fcl) - u1 passage, that through
which anything passes - 98 the management of any affair, the
performing of any business - 99 the leading English funded
government debt, formed by the consolidation of different annuities,
and on which three per cent is now paid (3 °to (Staat!lanfeifJe) 100 certificates of money lent to Government ((Staatsµapim) 101 intercourse, practice, business 10 ~ a character in a play.
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wheel 108 on a rail 104 as a means of transport was
undoubtedly known in that country two hundred years
earlier. It is worthy of mention that the first railway in England for passenger traffic was opened
(between Stockton and Darlington) in the same year.
An Act of Parliament is necessary to authorise 105 the
laying of a railway-line, and it was between 1838
and 1843 that the foundations 106 of nearly all the
existing great trunk 107 -lines of railway in England
were laid. Since then, many Acts have been passed
to improve 108 their construction and regulate their
operation. Up to the end of 1905, the total amount
of capital authorised by Parliament to be raised for
the construction of railways in the United Kingdom
amounted to JC 1397 000 000.
The total length of lines open to the same date
was 22 847 miles and the total of the traffic receipts 109 was, during the same year (1905),IC 105132 000,
the working-expenses 110 being Jg 70 065 000. The
number of persons employed in working these railways, in 1905, was 582000. "The number dependent m
upon this large body must also be very great: and
if we take into account 112 the vast numbers besides
who are employed in branches na which administer n 4
to the requirements 115 of rail ways, the social dependence
upon their existence must be something enormous"
(Whitaker). English railways are owned 116 by large
limited companies 117 , all very prosperous 118 , and in. vestment 119 in their shares 120 is considered most
103 a frame of wood or iron in the form of a circle, being
arrangl)d to turn on an axis (!Rab) - · 10• one of the iron bars
on which a railway-carriage runs - 105 to make legal, to justify
107 stem or body of a tree, main
106 base , groundwork body - 108 to make better - 109 that which comes in 118 any
110 cost 112 regard 111 hanging from , relying on part of a body or system - ia to add to , to bring aid or
supplies to - 115 things for the supply of needs, necessaries 117 a number of persons united in
116 to hold or possess partnership for the pur~ose of deriving profit from trade etc.
(@efelljll)aft m. o. .p.) - 1 8 flourishing, successful, making gain 120 one of the
119 placing out money to interest or profit transferable parts of a joint - stock undertaking, as a bank, a
railway, etc. (~(ftie).
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favourable in all respects. As the dividends 121 have
increased with time, the value of the "Scrip" 122 or
"Stock" 128 ("Debentures" 124 and "Shares") has naturally increased. Buyers at the latest advanced prices
of the stock realise 125 from four to five per cent
upon their investment. The "permanent ways" 12 G
and the "rolling stock" 127 of English railways are
both, as regards labour and material, of the first
quality and they stand 128 with perfect safety high
strains 129 of speed 180 and long runs. The quickest
train is run by the North Eastern Railway from
Darlington to York, which accomplishes 181 the distance
of forty-four miles in forty-three minutes. The longest
run without stopping is made by the Great Western
Railway between Plymouth and London (Paddington),
a distance of two hundred and twenty-five and three
quarter miles. The average 182 speed of this train
is 54,1 miles per hour.
With the exception of Holland, England bas the
most complete system of canals or artificial inland
waterways. The British barge 188 canal navigation 18 4,
dates from the middle of the eighteenth century
though, long before then, dikes 185 were in existence
in various parts of the country. There are about
five thousand miles of these waterways, which represent a very large capital. They are used for the
transport of coal, clay 186 , bricks 187 , manufactured
121 a part or share of the profits or gains of a company engaged
in business - 122 stock or shares in a railway or other public company, while partly paid up (Jntetimsnftie) - 12 • the money collectively
lent by individuals to a company - m an acknowledgement of a
debt or borrowed JilOney, on which a certain amount of ·interest
is agreed to be paid yearly or half-yearly (Obligation) - m to
bring home, to make gain, to come up to - 126 the bed or
superstructure on which the rails are laid - 127 the locomotives,
carriages, and walfgons - 128 to sustain, to resist witllout yielding, to admit • 0 a violent effort - 180 quickness of motion,
haste - 131 to finish, to effect - 132 the mean found by dividing
the total by the number of the quantities - 183 a small ship
(carrying three masts), bark - 1a4 conducting ships - 135 a
ditch, a channel for water made by digging - 11a = 26 - 137 a
shaped mass of clay burned hard and used for building purposes.
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goods , iron , ores 188 etc. The service· is naturally
slow and the canals can only be used when time in
delivery 189 is not important. Steam is largely used
on them as motive power, but in many cases haulage 140
by horses is still preferred.
In English business methods, agents or representatives are largely employed. The principal idea is
to establish or increase bases of operation 141 • Thus
a manufacturer of machinery in Birmingham will have
a re sident 142 agent in London who is personally in
daily communication with buyers of his machinery in
the capital. If his machines are used in Manchester
or any other large centre, he will have an agent there
also. Such agencies u 9 a are of all kinds, and their use
is general. They provide 148 a means of living for
persons having a certain knowledge of, or experience
in business, but without capital or the desire to
undertake the responsibilities iu of a principal 145• In
public life, political or election u 5 agents undertake
all the business details 147 in bringing candidates for
Parliament before the electors 148 • Financial agents
act as intermediaries 14 9 for people who have business
schemes 150 , but no money to carry them out.
Brokers' 15 1 agents are interested in the purchase 15 2
and sale of public securities 158 • Insurance 1H agents
act between the Insurance companies and the public.
Estate 155 agents represent the owners 156 of land
1 88 a metal as extracted from the earth combined with other
substances - rn 9 sending home, passing from one to another, as
goods - 140 pulling with force, drawing, draggin~ - 141 action,
agency, work - 142 dwelling in a place - 142& the busmess or office of
an agent - 14 3 to furnish, to supply - 1 " state of being answerable - 146 chief man, leader - 146 the choosing of a person
to fill some office - 147 par ticulars - us one who chooses, one
having the right to vote - 14 0 lying between, intervening, being
a mediator between two parties - n o pl an, project - 161 one
employed by merchants to buy and sell for them (fil'toUet) 152 buying 163 bonds , certificates of stocks , and the like , as
evidence of debt or property - 164 a contract entered into to
secure against loss arising from fire etc., in consideration of a
certain annual payment - 155 landed property - 1 ~6 the rightful
proprietor.
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and houses. The produce of coal mines, quarries 1 57
and iron-fields is transacted 158 very generally by
agents.
The remuneration 159 of such agents is usually
calculated in a percentage 160 upon the amount of
business they do for their principals. Election and
other agents, whose work does not re.m lt in monetary 161 profit, are, of course, paid salari es 162 • Besides
the various kinds of agents already mentioned, there
are others connected with almost every sphere 168 of
social life. They find livings m for clergymen, engagements for actors 165 , situations for business employes
and servants. They sell books, coal and beer. They
help parents to select schools for children and they
provide school-proprietors with English and foreign
teachers. Inexperienced ·travellers go to them for
railway-tickets 166 and information necessary for long
journeys. They are largely employed by ship-owners
not only to arrange the freighting 167 of ~hips, but
also to provide stores 168 , provisions 169 , coals and the
other requirements of sea-going vessels.
The use of cheques 170 is a common feature 171 in
business and domestic life in England. It is a very
practical convenience 172 and it is, to a large extent,
a practical safeguard 178 against theft 17 4 • A dishonest
person cannot dispose of a cheque with the same
facility as he can misappropriate 175 cash 176 • The
system acts also as a check 1 77 upon sums paid , and
1 5 7 a place where stones are dug or excavated and roughly
hewn - 158 to manage, to conduct matters, to negotiate - 1" 9 payment - 160 the allowance, duty, or commission on a hundred 163 circuit of action,
162 a fixed sum 161 relating to money province - 16 ' an ecclesiastical charge which a minister receives,
a benefice (~ftiinbe) - 165 performer in a theatre - 166 a small
card admitting to travel on a railway, steamboat etc. - 167 loading
with ~oods for transport - 168 a large quantity, the necessary
supplies provided - 169 articles of food - 170 = 95 - 171 characteristic - 17 2 what is suited to wants or necessity, accomodation - 178 that which secures safety, a defence - m the act
of stealing - 176 to use for a purpo e for which it was not
designed - 176 money on hand, ready money - 177 a counterregister u ed as securi ty or for control.
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forms additional proof and record 178 of payment. A
cheque is an order to a bank to pay money and to
charge it to the debit 179 of the drawer of the cheque,
in the books of the bank. Every cheque must bear
a penny stamp 1 8 0 , which is a revenue tax. It is not
usual to give cheques for less than two pounds, though
it may be done. As a rule, very little money is kept
in private houses or in the offices of business concerns 181• The money of English people is kept in
banks. All i1nportant sums are paid by cheques or
bills of exchange 1 8 2 , tht .former being for • immediate,
the latter for deferred 188 payment. These are passed
through a bank, and the banker's pass-book (or
small account-book given to every customer 184 at a
bank) will show the state of the customer's money
affairs and the amount the banker ha in hand. An
important business concern will often employ more
than one bank and in each bank will probably keep
several accounts, each requiring separate treatment 185 •
Bankers do not usually charge 186 their customers for
this accomodation 187 , but the latter are expected to
keep a substantial 188 balance 189 in the bank. When
necessary, a banker will make charges for brokerage 190 ,
interest, commission etc . .
Advertising 1 9 1 is a business method much practised in England, where it is better understood ancl
more utilised 192 perhaps than in any other country,
except America. Newspapers devote 198 a large part
178 an authentic copy 179 side of an account where the
debt is entered - iso a small piece of paper used for attaching
to a letter or document liable to duty, to show that such has
been paid - 181 persons connected in business, a firm - 182 = 96 183 to put off, to delay 184 one who frequents habitually any
place of sale for the sake of purchasing or ordering goods 18 ~ management 186 to lay on, as a tax; to set down to, as
a debt; to set a price upon a service - 187 suitable convenience,
what is furnished to supply a want or to afford ea e - 188 solid,
considerable •- 189 the difference between the debtor and creditor
side of an account, overplus - 100 the fee, wages, or commission
paid to a banker for buying or selling for another (~outlage,
IJJ1afrcrgeoilfJr) - 19 1 to give public notice in a newspaper, with
a view to sale etc. - 10 ~ to render profitable - 198 to set apart,
to dedicate.
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of their columns 194 to advertisers who wish, for commercial or other purposes, to attract the attention of
the public. The walls of railway-stations are covered
by large coloured "posters" 195 , which are also fixed
upon temporary 196 boardings 197 or blank walls in
frequented thoroughfares 19 8 • Omnibuses and, sometimes, rail way-carriages and other public vehicles 199
are used for advertising purposes. In London anrl
other large cities, 11! uminaterl 200 sky-signs are numerous. The publishers of books and magazines 201 and
other serial 202 publications frequently insert 208 advertisements and find it profitable to do so. In fact,
public advertising is a recognised necessity for all
persons who look to the general public for patronage 204 and support.

VI. Agriculture and Country Life.
Agriculture is as old as humanity, so, if antiquity
is a title 1 to honour, it is the most respectable of all
occupations. The oldest written records 2 of mankind
tell us how the earth was cultivated and the domestic
animals were bred for man's use. The farmer's calling 3
was a respected one, long before it was chosen. b,y a
Roman emperor or praised~ by Greek philosophers.
Homer has told us that Ulysses was king of a pastoral 6
people before he became a wanderer. The Chinese and
Hindoos lived on rice before Europe had a history. In
Egypt, the historic land of corn, scientists discovered,
not long ago, the grave 6 of a man belonging to a race
194 a vertical section of a page 195 a large printed bill lasting for a time only - rn 7 a timber fence about any building while erecting or under repair - 198 a passage quite through,
a frequented street - 199 an:r kind of carriage or conveyance 201 ii', a periodical publi~00 to throw light on, to enlighten cation - 202 appearing in successive numbers - 203 to put in 204 protection.
1 a claim of right ".! an authentic register of any facts
and proceedings which have been entered for preservation 3 employment, occupation & to celebrate ~ pert. to shepherds, rustic, rural - 6 the pit in which a dead body is laid, a tomb.
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of people who lived there untold 7 ages before the
pyramids were built: and in that grave were earthen
vessels 8 , to hold grain for food in the shadowy 9
world beyond death.
Agriculture, in one form or another, is common
in all ages and climates and it is no less necessary and
worthy a · calling in our own times than it was in
former 10 ages. Humanity is still dependent on 11 the
farmer, and by far the largest portion of the people
at present on the globe are directly or indirectly
employed in procuring 12 food from the face of the
earth.
According to accounts 18 published by authority 14 ,
the total area 15 of land and water, in England,
Scotland and Wales, is 56773000 acres (an acre
= 0.,4 hectare). The division of the land is as
follows:
Woods and Plantations . .
2 726 000 acres
Mountain and Heath 16 (grazing) 12 820 000 "
Permanent 17 Pasture 18 • • • 16 513 000 "
Arable 19 Land .
16007 000 ,,
There is now a very small quantity of forest
land in Great Britain, due 20 , no doubt, to the comparative smallness of the area, coupled 21 with the
increase of population . In feurlal 22 times, forests
were pt otected because they afforded 23 sport for the
rich nobility. In later times, private enterprise cultivated timber 24 for commercial reasons, but, with
the discovery of the vast 25 coal and iron fields,
forests became of secondary 26 consideration 27 • In
7 not numbered 8 a utensil for holding something,
something hollow, as a cup, a vase, etc. - 9 dark, gloomy 11 hanging from, relying on 1 2 to get, to gain
10 preceding 18 statement, reckoning 14 legal power 1 ~ any enclosed
space or open surface - 16 an open waste tract of land covered
with a small narrow-leafed flowering shrub (,oeibe) - 17 durable,
lasting - 18 land used for grazing - 19 tit for ploughing or
cultivation - 20 owing - ~1 to join together - 22 pert. to the
system by which lands were held on the condition of military
service (~efJni!,) -- 23 to grant - u wood fit for building 2 ~ being of wide extent, immense 26 inferior, less -- 21 importance.
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our own day, some attention is paid to forestry 28 as
a science, but it is evident that, with the rapid increase in the size 20 of towns and the railways connecting them, there can be no important forest development in England.
Compared with some countries where the forests
are carefully maintained, English native wood or
timber is dear. Iron has largely taken its place in
buildings, fencing ao etc., whilst much of the wood
used on railways, in street-paving 8 1, in dock-yards 82
and for domestic purposes is imported to England.
The reader must not, however, suppose that the land
is denuded 88 of wood. If there are no more large
forests worthy the naine, t)iere are heaths, woods and
spinneys 84 scattered 85 everywhere, in which flourish
the oak 86 , elm 87 , alder 88 , poplar 89 , maple 40 ,
chestnut 41 , plane 42 , larch, birch, willow 43 , sycamore 44 , ash 45 , ~r 46 , pine 47 and other forest trees.
Further, there are many private estates 48 where timber
is allowed to grow and land is peri:nitted to lie uncultivated, with the object 49 of preserving game 50 •
Trees, then, are plentiful 5 1, but more as smaller isolated 52 masses than as large forests.
It will be observed, in the figures 58 above given,
that the proportion of land devoted 54 to grazing and
pasture is far in excess 55 of the arable land. The
amount of the arable land, in the different parts of
the country, is estimated to be: in Ireland 18 1.'2 °lo,
in Scotland 18 0/o, in Wales 19 0/o and in England
29 magnitude, largeness 28 the art of forming forests -to enclose with a line of posts or stakes driven into the ground,
as a garden - 31 constructing a firm level road with stones· or
other solid material - 82 a place for shipbuilding and naval
stores - 83 to make naked, to divest - 3' a small thicket or grove
with undergrowth - g 5 to strew, to disperse - 86 (~ic!Je) 38 (~rfe) 89 (!jlalJIJe[) 37 (Ulme, !Rilftet) ,o (~liotn) 41 (.Raftnnie) ' 2 (~lntnne) - 48 (!IDeibe) - 44 (mlnuUieedinum) 45 (~fc!Jc) 46 ('.rnnne, .Riefet) ' 7 (l}ic'fJtt, .Riefet) - 48 landed
property - 49 ultimate purpose - ~0 wild animals pursued by
hunting - 51 abundant - u placed by itself or alone - 58 a
character denoting a number - 64 to set apart, to give up 55 going beyond a certain measure or limit.
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nearly 36 0/o. This is partly due to the vast quantities
of grain 56 of all kinds imported into Great Britain.
This importation tends 57 to keep down the prices of
all "breadstuffs" 58 to such an extent that English
farmers cannot get what they consider a satisfactory
price for their wheat 1; 9 etc. Another reason is that
the pasture lands of Great Britain are the best in
the world. British grasses are peculiarly rich and
nourishing, the damp 60 climate and sea-air bei11g very
favourable to such vegetation. In spite of these
dra whacks 61 , however, cereal 62 crops 68 are grown in
quantities, and in order to give some idea of the
productive power of the total cultivated area of the
British Isles, it may be mentioned that, during the
year 1905, 47 670 000 acres were under cultivation,
8 350 000 acres being under corn crops, 4140 000 under
green crops, 34 640 000 other crops, grass, permanent
pasture etc.
In the United Kingdom, during the same year,
60 333 000 bushels of wheat, 65 004 000 bushels of
barley 6 4, 166 286 000 bushels of oats 65 were grown.
In the same time, about 195 246 000 bushels of wheat
and 11 955 000 cwt. of meal 66 and flour 67 were imported into the country (a "bushel" = 36,3 litres,
a "cwt.'' or hundredweight = 50,7 kilos).
Cereals are the most important of the crops in
the British Isles, the principal one being oats. Two
fifths of the cereal 1 growing land of Great Britain and
four :fifths of that of Ireland are sown with it. Wheat
is grown on one third part of the grain-producing
land in Great Britain. Barley is the most widely
distributed of all grains. More than a quarter of the
land producing cereals in Great Britain, and about
67 to move in a certain direction, to contribute 66 corn corn, meal, or flour for bread - 69 the finest species of breadcorn - 00 in a state between dry and wet, moist, humid 61 discouragement, hinderance 62 J)ert. to all kinds of grain 63 corn or other vegetable products while growing, or after being
gathered - 64 a grain much used for making malt - 66 a coarse
kind of grain, in England chiefly consumed by horses - 66 ground
grain not sifted from the bran or coarser portion - 67 the fine
sifted part of ground wheat or other grain.
~8
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one tenth of that in Ireland is sown with barley. It
is used in England not so much for food as for
brewing 68 and other industrial purposes. Rye 69 is
but little cultivated in England: it is used for green
food or to make straw for cattle. Rye bread, so
common in Germany, is seldom, if ever, met with in
England. - Green or root 70 crops include potatoes,
turnips 71 and mangolds 72 , the latter being only used
as food for cattle. These are cultivated on an area
of about two thirds the size of the corn lands in
England, two sevenths in Wales, one half in Scotland
and three quarters in Ireland. The coarser 78 kinds
of turnips are largely used as food for sheep and
cattle. Flax and hops make valuable crops as they
are in considerable demand for industrial purposes.
Hops are cultivated almost exclusively in Kent, Surrey,
Sussex, Rants, Hereford and Worcestershire. Friiit
is largely grown in the S. E. of England and in thB
valley of the Severn. F igs 7 4- grow freely in Sussex.
The grass crops are various, clover 75 , vetch 76 as well
as the hay 77 -making grasses forming an important
item 78 in the farmer's budget 79 •
The owner of arable land has thus principally
his three crops, cereals, roots and grasses, to cultivate and to find a market for. Wheat is now worth
about twenty-nine shillings, barley twenty-five and
oats seventeen shillings per quarter (= 2,9 hectolitres). Thirty years ago, wheat was worth about
fifty-six shillings. In those days, rents 8 0 were lower,
labour was cheaper 81 and less capital was needed 8 2
for steam machinery , which is now so largely used.
No wonder the English farmer is a chronic 88 grumbler 8 4 !
68 to make beer, ale, etc. 69 a species of grain used as
a bread-stuff and coarser than wheat - 70 that part of a plant
which is underground - 71 a lar~e round white root - 7 2 (filunfeI,
tilbc) - 78 not refined - a (mtge) - 75 (.!?lee) - 76 (fil\icfen) 77 cut ~rass dried and used for fo dder -- 78 a separate article
or particular - 79 the annual financial scheme - 80 the yearly
sum paid for the tenure of houses ox land - 81 low in price 82 to want, to require 83 continuing a long time, as a disease
8 ' a discontented man.
-
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The late 86 Mr. W. E. Gladstone, at one time, made
a vigorous 86 pffort to induce 87 the farmers to cultivate more fruit for jam 88 -making, but the demand
for jam increased little or not at all, so that nothing
useful came of the suggestion 89 • It is evident that
a great deal of grain must be used in the United
Kingdom for brewing and distilling purposes. Whisky 90
is distilled largely in Scotland and Ireland; Dublin is
famous for "stout" 91 and "porter" 92 ; at Burton on
Trent especially, and all over England generally, beer
is brewed to a very large extent. There is, then, a
very large consumption 98 of grain, chiefly barley, as
well as of hops, but here also the hand of the foreign
and colonial grain-importer is heavy on the British
farmer.
The composition of the English ground varies
in the different parts of the country. Of the various
sorts of clay 9 ', sand, gravel 96 , chalk 96 , hard and soft
varieties of stone, and, deeper down , the earlier formations, such as coal , we need not speak here. We
are interested, however, in the question of soil, or the
growing surface of land, which in agriculture plays
as vital 97 a · part as climate. A moment's reflexion
will show that there must be a striking difference
between the soils which produce respectively wheat,
. flax, hops and fruit for instance. Rivers are answerable,
in a great measure, for the making of the soil in the
districts through which they flow, for they tramport
and distribute the ever shifting 9 8 surface of their
beds. Moreover, as Dr. Herbertson bas told us, the
soils ' of the British Isles are of mixed kinds, as the
greater part of the archipelago 99 bas been covered
86 deceased 86 energetic 87 to move by persuasion or
argument - 88 a conserve of fruit boiled with sugar - 89 a hint,
proposal , recommendation - 90 an intoxicating spirit generally
distilled from barley malted - 91 strong porter - 92 a kind of
dark-coloured strong beer - 93 use - u, tenacious, tough, and
plastic kind of earth (:.ton, 2e!Jm) - 9 ~ hard sand, pebbles, small
stones - ~6 a soft stone of a white colour - 97 necessary to life,
essential - 98 to charge, to alter, to move - 99 ch = k; a
group of islands.
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by glacial 100 drift 101 • The ice passing over many
kinds of rocks 102 has ground up 108 the waste 10 • of
these together to form boulder 105 -clay. The open
clays which form good wheatland are mixed soils of
this waste of various kinds of rocks.
In the use and treatment of the soil, the English
farmers enrich the surface with natural and artificial
manures 106 and they observe, as already mentioned,
the principle of rotation 107 of crops: cereals, roots
and grasses. The land is also sometimes "given a
rest", that is to say, it is allowed to "lie fallow".
The English rainfall being plentiful and streams
abundant, artificial irrigation 108 is seldom necessary.
When it is required, water can always be found at
a short distance from the surface. On the other hand,
drainage 109 is frequently a matter of cost to the
farmer.
The "live stock" 110 included, in 1905, 2116 800
horses , 11 67 4 000 cattle rn , 29 077 000 sheep and
3 602 000 pigs 112 • The reader will rearlily understand
that the breeding of cattle , sheep and pigs is the
object of great care and is regarded as a matter of
national importance, which it is, for it !'elates to the
food of the people. There are immense tracts 118 of
rich meadow iu grass lands in Ireland, in the west
and south and midlands of England, in nearly all .
the Welsh counties 115 and in some parts of Scotland,
and it is generally admitted that English and Scotch
beef 116 as well as English and Welsh mutton 117 are
101 a mass carried onward
100 relating to ice and glaciers together (glacial drift = @letf cljetjd1utt) - 102 a large mass ot
stone bedded in the earth's crust - 103 to break and reduce to
powder by friction or rubbing, as between stones - 104 that
which is rejected, as a worthless remnant - 10 ~ the rounded or
water-worn stones found imbedded in the clays - 106 any matter
or substance added to the soil to fertili e it - 101 frequent
change of crop on a piece of land - 108 the waterincr of lands
by drains and channels - 109 making dry by drawing off the
water, clearing of water or surplus moisture - 110 the domestic
animals kept and reared on farms - 111 oxen, bulls, and cows 113 region - 1 " land affording hay, flat grass-land 1 i . swine m shire, division, or district - 116 the flesh of oxen - 117 the
flesh of sheep.
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the best in the world , both in point of flavour 118
and nourishment. Dairy u 9-cattle are found principally in the lowlands of Scotland. Those of the
Channel J slands are celebrated for the richness of
their milk, and a large variety 120 of dairy-produce
goes from Ireland. The English cheeses 121 of Cheshire,
Gloucester, Chester and Stilton have a world~wide
reputation 122 •
•
The owner of live stock may consider his calling
in three different ways. He may fatten 128 his cattle
for food, he may keep them for dairy-produce or he
may breed 124 them for exhibition 125 purposes. In
the case of sheep, there is further the produce of
wool to be considered. Breeding for exhibition and
the improvement 126 of race is followed chiefly by
noblemen and gentlemen of fortune 127 to whom profit .
is not of the first importance. When the farmer bas
dairy purposes in view, he must consider not only
the question of pasture-land and the cost of labour,
but he must assure himself of a market in one or
more towns not too far distant, otherwise the cost of
transit 128 will affect 129 his profits. The towns are
the great markets for the dairy-farmer. Just think,
for instance , of the enormous quantities of milk,
cream 130 , butter, eggs, cheese, vegetables 181 , fruit,
meat etc. required for London's inhabitants every
day! Much of this is delivered by train from the
outside districts in time for the early morning-markets.
The farmer who owns 182 large pastures and breeds
cattle for food is frpquently a very rich ma.n. He is
called a "grazier" 138 and he sends his living animals,
almost always by train, to the nearest towns, where .
11 8 peculiar taste 119 everything connected with milk and
its products - 120 many and different kinds - m (.l?iije) 122 good name, credit 123 to make fat 124 to bring up 125 a public show 127 wealth 126 making better, progress 1 ~8 a passing or conveyance of goods (through a country) 129 to act upon, to influence, to touch u o the thick oily part
of milk which rises on its surface when it has stood for a time 13 1 plants or roots grown for the table 132 to hold or possess
1 3 3 one who pastures cattle and rears them for market.
-
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they are sold in the public markets and then killed
in the public slaughter-houses.
There are over a dozen different, well-defined 184
kinds of cattle, one of which, the "Shorthorn", is
noted 185 both for its meat and milk. Oxen are but
rarely used for traction 186 in England. The sheep of
Great Britain are of good and various kinds. The
"Southdown" makes excellent mutton and bas fine,
short wool. The "Cotswolds", "Leicesters" and "Lincolns" have long coats 187 • Exmoor and Westmoreland
also produce good breeds of sheep. Horses are carefully bred all over the United Kingdom. We may
mention the "Clydesdale", the "Shire" and the
"Suffolk", which belong to the heavy class. The light
class includes the "Thoroughbred", the "Hackney",
the "Yorkshire" carriage-horse, polo-ponies and the
small native horses from Shetland, Dartmoor and
other places. Pigs are numerous, but though pork 188
is usually cheaper than other meat, it is not so much
eaten as in many other countries. One reason for
this is that from May to August (inclusive) it is not
considered wholesome 139 • In Ireland, pigs flourish
greatly. Of English kinds, the "Berkshire" is per- .
haps the most popular.
In reference 140 to this, it may be observed that,
once a year (a little before Christmas), Cattle-Shows
are held all over the kingdom and here all sorts of
farming-stock are exhibited by farmers in the district.
Prizes are awarded 141 for the breed and condition 142
of cows, sheep, pigs, bulls etc. By this means, a
strong and healthy competition 148 is kept up in every
county, whilst the general public which attends 144
these annual 145 shows in great numbers, learns to
take a great interest in the subject. Horses, dogs,
18' to limit, to mark out 136 drawing 185 to mark an external covering, as the fur or hair of a beast and the
wool of sheep - 138 the flesh of pigs or swine, either fresh or
salted - 13 v favourable to health , salutary - uo relation,
respect - 141 to give (by sentence) - 142 order, rank, or quality
143 rivalry , strife for superiority 1"
to • be present 14 " yearly. ·
187
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pigeons 146 and domestic fowls m are exhibited separately, at different periods, and there are also competitive exhibitions for grains, roots, farming-implements 148 and so on.
The B oard 149 of Agriculture is an important
department 15 0 of the state whose functions 15 1 include
the prevention 152 of di sease 15 3 among animals , the
collection of statistics and other information , the
supervision 154 of a careful system of inspection , the
making of grants 155 , agricultural education and the
administration of the relative Acts of Parliament.
There is , moreover, the R oyal Agricultural Society,
whi ch holds annually a large exhibition in the different counties by turn 156 , for the purpose of judging
publicly on all agricultural matters. These exhibitions
and the prizes and certificates 15 7 offered have an
official value which the local cattle-shows have not.
From all this it will be seen that cattle come in
for the fir st consideration in English farming as a
whol e.
The daily life of the farmer varies with the
seasons and with the different characters of the soil,
but one thing is necessary everywhere and at all
times : he must be diligent 158 • In Scotland the
country-folk 159 are hardy 160 , stern 16 1, self-denying 162
and as rugged 163 as their native mountains. They
a re truthful , honest , hardworking , pious 164 and
penuri ous 165 and as keen 166 as razors 16 7 in making
a bargain 168 • Their houses are in the midst of hills

,,.

14 8 a tool or instrument of labour
of business - 15 1 office, duty 15 ~ hindrance, ol,strnction of access or approach 153 sickness
1 " 4 inspection, superintendence 160 a transfer of landed
property by deed or writin~ - 156 one after another , alternately - 161 a declaration m writing, a testimonial - 168 not
idle, industrious - 159 people - 160 strong in body or in health,
bold, brave, strong - 1 01 severe in countenance, in manners, or
in feelings - m forb earing to gratify one's own appetites or
de ires - 163 rough, harsh - 164 devout, religious - 165 exces ively saving in the use of money, affording little, niggardly 166 sharp 168 a contract or
rn 7 a Jmife used for shaving agreement.
5*

-

146 (%aube)
14 9 council -

-

147 bird 150 branch
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and wild moorlands 169 where the shaggy 170 , longhorned cattle are led to pasture. The family live
on porridge 171 and milk, vegetables and a little meat.
No luxuries are to be seen and you may think them
poor, but the man has money in the bank and his
family are comfortably dressed on Sunday when they
go to church and meet their neighbours. Quite a
different picture 17 2 meets the eye if we go among
the peasants of Ireland. Merry 178 , dirty 1 u, careless,
they are always ready for a fair 175 or a holiday 176 •
They will drink with you or fight with you with equal
pleasure and forget all ·a bout you an hour after.
Until they take to 177 politics, they are happy in their
cottages 178, their fields of potatoes, their pigs, their
numerous families and a good supply 179 of peat 180
for . the cold, wet season. Hasty 1 8 1 , enthusiastic,
imaginative and credulous 182, they listen to the highly
coloured eloquence 18 8 of political ad venturers and
become by turns depre~sed 18 4 and maddened 185 by
the story of exaggerated 186 grievances 187 • The
Welshman is wary 188 , not to say sly; he works well
when be likes; be loves good eating and drinking;
he is at times romantic and poetical and loves to
sing to the harp the old songs of his land. He
cherishes 189 bis language and traditions 190 and con 169 heath-covered and marshy land 170 covered with long
hair, rugged - 171 a kind of puddin~ or thickened mass made
of oatmeal - 172 a painted representation of a person or thing 17 3 loudly cheerful, gay of heart 174 not clean or pure 175 a market held at stated periods 176 a day of freedom from
labour, of joy and gaiety - 177 to become attached to - 118 any
small dejected house, a hut - 179 the necessary stores and provisions - 18 0 decayed vegetable substances in swampy districts,
cut into pieces of the shape and size of a brick, dried in the
sun, and used as fuel - 181 quick, precipitate, rash - 182 too
easy of belief, easily deceived - 18 3 persuasive speech, fluent use
of strikinf and beautiful language in public speaking - m dull,
sad - 18 disordered in the mind, furious, excited with a violent
or unreasonable passion - 186 to tell more than the truth, to
colour highly - is.7 hardship, wrong - 188 carefully watching
dangers in order to guard against them, cautious - 189 to treat
with tenderness and affection - 190 things or deeds preserved
only in the memories of successive generations.
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siders his race the fount 191 of knowledge and genius,
and, having his own strong convictions 192 and being
perfectly satisfied with them, he troubles himself little
about the affairs and opinions of others. In the midlands and southern counties of England, we get another
view of country-life. Wide sweeps 198 of pasture
dotted 19 4 with grazing cattle, fields of waving 195 corn,
orchards 19 6 and plantations of peas 197 and turnips, and
huge 1 98 , comfortable farm-buildings with ricks 199 of
hay and straw. All through the seasons, the men
work in the fields, for seed-time 200 and harvest 201
are only two of the many divisions of the farmer's
year. The women are occupied in the dairy 202 , the
poultry-yard 203 and in the house, and so to one and
all each hour brings its allotted ~0 • duties, till the night
comes and " the labourer 's task 205 is o'er" .

VII. Schools and Education.
It is on record 1 that the youth of an ancient
race of people were taught to shoot with the bow
and to tell the truth. Here we have in a nutshell 2
the principle of education as understood both by the
old pagan 3 world and by Christendom to-day. The
principle is old and unchanged. Those boys of the
long past were, broadly • speaking, made competent 5
and self-reliant 6 , so that they might defend and
192 strong belief grounded
19 t fountain, spring, source on evidence - 198 compass, direction, extent - 194 to mark with
small points - 195 to move up and down, to undulate - 196 a
fruit-garden - 197 ((hoien) - 198 very large or great - 199 a
heap piled up in the field - 200 the period of the year proper
for sowing - 291 the time of reaping and gathering in corn or
fruits - •9 2 the house or room where millr is kept and converted
into butter or cheese - 29 3 an enclosure in which domestic birds
are confi ned, bred, or fattened - 20 • to divide and parcel out 20 ~ a certain amount of business or labour imposed by another,
something to be done.
2 the hard substance
1 an authentic historical fact enclosing the kernel of a nut - 3 not Christian, heathenish ' open , clear , simple - ~ fit , suitable , able or qualified 6 trusting to one's own powers.
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support themselves when they arrived at manhood
and their actions were directed by the moral influence
of virtue and knowledge. But if the principle of
education remains unchanged , its application 7 has
developed with time and the altered 8 conditions of
lffe, brought about by the progress of science and
civilisation. The scope 9 and importance of education
have become widely extended. General knowledge
has become so necessary for the welfare of the nations
that all modern authorities 10 are agreed 11 that education shall become a legal 12 obligation to be enforced 18
by the State in the case of all children in danger of
remaining in ignorance and consequently made unfit
for citizenship. Over thirty years ago, English legislation H took the matter up and made national education compulsory 15 , so that parents who fail 16 in
this duty to their children are punishable by Jaw.
It must not, however, be imagined that, prior 17 to
this period, education was neglected in England. The
grammar-schools 18 , established by th e crown at
different times, the public schools 19 endowed 20 in the
long. past by their pious 21 founders anrl the ancient
universities prove, by the dates of their foundation,
that, for many centuries, the higher education has
been freely at the disposal of those who sought it.
Moreover 2 ~, preliminary 23 schools and establishments
providing 24 good ordinary- education were, thanks to
private enterprise, -plentiful 25 and cheap everywhere;
so there was no excuse for ignorance. In spite of 26
all this, however, there were careles~ness and indiffe7 use or employment for a particular purpose 8 to
change - 0 space, limit, ultimate object towards which the mind
is directed - 10 persons in legal power - 11 of one mind 12 according to law rn to give force to, to execute with vigour 14 the act of making laws 16 not of choice , not voluntary,
forcing - 16 to neglect, to be wanting - 11 former, going before - 18 a school where the Latin and Greek langua~es are
chiefly taught - 10 a high school endowed - 20 to furnish
with money or property, as a permanent fund for support 21 devout, religious 22 further, besides ~3 preparatory 2' to furnish, to prepare, to supply 2 • abundant ~6 notwithstanding.
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ren ce 27 among the poorer sort of people. regarding 28
the trainin g 29 of their children, and so legislation
became necessary.
The B oard 80 of Education is a department 81 of
the government presided over by a cabinet-minister.
The duty of this board is to see that the law is properly carried out in all matters relating to education,
to control expenditure 82 , make grants 88 and so on.
The grants towards elementary education (including
training of teachers), in 1906/07, were estimated at
Iii 11977000, towards secondary 84 education at
f[j 372 600 and, towards technical education, colleges,
museums etc. fB 565 700. The cost of administration ,
including in spection , was estimated at EB 432700.
The great organisation known as the "School Board"
exerts 35 its influence all over the country, which is
divided into districts. These districts are placed under
local committees for convenience 86 , but the same
syst em of education is carried out everywhere. In
order to give some idea of the financial part of this
system, it may be remarked that the accounts 87 of
the London school-board, for the year 1902/03, showed
an income of fB 8 908 000, derived 88 from government
gra nts, fees 89 from pupils 40 , loans 41 , sales 42 etc.
Its expenditure for day-schools, continuation-schools 48 ,
industrial schools, schools for the deaf 4 ' and blind,
with building and, working-expenses, was f/j 3 864 000.
The system of education in use under this organisation may be briefly 46 described as preliminary, secondary and extended, the first branch of these only being
compulsory. The preliminary is applied 46 to all children
27 the same as carelessness 28 to have relation to teaching and fo rming uy practice - so council, committee a, a branch of business, a separate office - 32 a laying out, as
of money, sums expended - 38 the givin~, yielding, or conceding
of money - 84 coming after or succeeding the first, as a high
school a preliminary school - 85 to put into action, to use with
effort - ad snitab lenes , commodiousness - 37 statement - 38 to
draw, to receive - a9 charge, pay - 40 a boy or girl under the
care of a teacher - ~• sum of money lent - 42 selling 48 (fl=ottliilbuugsfdJuie) 44 without the sense of hearing
45 short •6 to use or employ for a particular purpose.
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whose parents do not provide 4 7, at their own expense
and care, education for their children. Such pupils
must satisfy the examiners as to their proficiency 48
in reading, writing, arithmetic, history, geography etc.
The fees are very low, being a few pence weekly,
but the parochial 49 authorities 50 sometimes even
pay this. The courses 51 of board-school 6 2 instruction
are graduated 68 to suit 64 the age and capacity 55 of
the scholars. Object lessons 66 , especially in rural 57
districts, are a useful feature 58 and, by these, natural
history, botany, geology, physics, climatic influences,
chemistry, mechanics etc. in their elemental forms
receive attention. Physical 69 exercises, singing, recitation, needlework, drawing, grammar etc. are carefully cultivated and, in some classes, instruction in
special subjects such as gardening, laundry 00 -work,
dairy 61-work, cooking 62 , household work and handicrafts 68 is given. The secondary branch is not compulsory , but it is within the reach of the poor if
they desire to avail themselves 64 of it. The thir<l
branch provides for technical, classical or professional 611
training on moderate 66 conditions which bring the
advantages of the universities to those unable to
follow the customary university-training.
This vast 67 system of national education is
supported by the public money, a part of which takes
the form of a tax 68 payable by householders 69 • Naturally among these householders there are very many
who do not belong to the National Church. There are,
47 = 24 - 48 advancement or progress in knowledge 49 belonging to a pari h or clergyman's district -- 50 persons in power
61 a series of lessons - 5 " a public school where children receive
elementary instruction - 53 to divide into small re§ular intervals or parts - 6 4 to fit, to aaree, to correspond - 5 ability 56 (~nldjauungsuntenid)t) 5'1 in the country, as distinguished
from the city or town - 58 a characteristic - 59 pert. to the
body - uo a room where clothes are washed and done up 61 everything connected with milk and its products 62 to dress
food for the table - 68 work performed by the hand, manual
occupation - 6 • to profit - • 5 pert. to a profession or to a
calling (oadj,) - 66 not excessive, of tbe middle rate - 67 of
~reat extent - 68 a duty or rate imposed by Government on
mcomes on property etc. - 69 the master or chief of a family.
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for instance, Roman Catholics, Jews, Baptists, Calvinists,
Wesleyans, Presbyterians, Unitarians, Quakers and many
others who object 70 to pay the school-tax because the
religious instruction given in the national schools is
not in accordance 71 with their particular 7 2 ideas. The
Baptists and one or two kindred 78 sects have taken a
prominent u part in this protest and have kept up the
agitation for some years. The British Parliament is
occupied with this question of religions teaching of
children in the national schools and it has become such
a prominent one that no description of English education is complete without some reference 75 to it. As
the law now stands, in no board-school shall any
religious catechism or religious formulary 76 which is
distinctive 77 of any particular denomination 78 be
taught. The board-schools are not obliged by law
to include religion in their course of instruction, but
in about 83 per cent of them it is the custom to
teach Bible history, the life and words of the Founder
of Christianity, the poetry and literature of the Old
Testament, and the pupils are also made familiar 79
with such devotional 80 or ethical parts of the Bible
as are suited to the comprehension 81 of children.
The children of parents who disapprove 82 of this
restricted 88 religious teaching are withdrawn 84 from
it if desired.
Besides these Board-Schools, which form a large
Government scheme 8 5 for the education of the poorer
ection 8 6 of society, there are many Industrial
Schools 87 for poor orphans 88 and other boys and
70 to oppose 71 harmony 72 individual, distinctive related - 74 standing out beyond the other parts , striking,
con picuous -- 7 fi relation, allusion - 76 a book containing
prescribed forms, as of frayers, etc. - 77 marking distinction or
difference - 78 sect - 9 well acquainted - 80 suited to religious
worship or to the careful i;>erformance of religious duties 8 1 power of the understandm~ 82 to condemn, to reject 8 3 to keep back within certam limits 84 to take back or
away - M plan - 86 part, portion - 87 a school "for teaching
one or more branches of industry; also, a school for educating
neglected children , and training them to habits of industry 88 a child bereft of either or both its parents.
73
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girls considered to be in danger of dropving into the
criminal classes. These schools are chiefly supported
by public charity 80 and the children are given a
goorl elementary education and are taught a useful
trade 00 • From the foregoing it will be seen that, for
the lower middle classes and for the very poor, a
good and practical form of education is provided.
For the better class of people who can afford
higher fees 91 , there is a wide selection of public and
private schools where children are educated and made
fit for any sphere 02 of activity. Boys may receive a
"commercial" or "classical" training and girls may,
if they so desire, renounce the usual feminine and
domestic course of study and devote themselves to
philosophy, science and other paths of learning which
lead to the universities. - During the reigns of
Henry VIII., Edward VI., Mary, Elizabeth, James I.
and Charles I., four hundred and fourteen "GrammarSchools" 98 were founded and endowed 94 in England.
Most of these royal foundations still exist and have
become very wealthy because the land with which
they were endowed bas increased largely in value.
They were intended originally for the teaching of
Greek ancl Latin especially, but, in the course of time,
the course of instruction has necessarily been extended, so that it now includes all branches of knowledge, and the education given fits pupils for a professional or commercial career. In many of these
rich schools, the pupils pay no fees , but they must
be qualified 95 as students, so as to satisfy the laws
of the institution. These schools are conducted and
taught by distinguished doctors from the English
universities. Pupils who show aptitude 96 for the
higher studies receive special assistance and may pass
directly from the school to the university. These
89 kindness , love and liberality to the poor 90 the
business which a person has learned, and which he carries on for
a livelihood; mechanical or mercantile employment as distinguished
from a learned profession - 9 1 = 39 - 9 " compass, province oa = 18 - 94 = 20 - 95 fitted , competent - 96 disposition,
readine s.
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establishments are usually housed in very handsome 07
buildings having all modern school-requirements 98 ,
and the physical 99 development of the pupils is carefully fostered 100 by cricket, football , rowing 101 and
other sports.
The foregoing schools are, as already said, of
royal foundation. There are many other old Public
Schools, chiefly in London, quite as celebrated which
have been founded, in the past, by wealthy citizens or
by the munificence 102 of Trade Guilds 108 • Entrance
to these schools is usually restricted 104 to a certain
number, and the pupils must qualify 105 themselves.
The education given at these schools, as well as at
the grammar-schools, is so good that a young man
may be legitimately 106 proud if he can claim 107 one
or another as his Alma Mater. Moreover, the ·'comradery" existing between the pupils of these and
other great English public schools draws them together long after they have ceased 108 to be schoolboys.
Another order of schools is to be found in the
nine great and old foundations, residence 100 at which
carries with it not -only a reputation 110 for the highest
education, but a certain social distinction. These
"public schools" are Eton, Harrow, Winchester,
Shrewsbury, St. Paul's, Westminster, Merchant Taylor's,
Charterhouse and Rugby. There boys are prepared for
the various liberal 111 professions and also for political
and commercial life. Physical development by sports
is a distinct 112 feature 113 in these and all other
public and private schools. The establishments just
mentioned are largely supported rn by the nobility
99 = 59 97 beautiful or elegant 08 necessaries to forward - 101 to impel , as a boat or ve sel , along the
surface of water by oars - 1 0 ~ a high degree of generosity or
liberality - 103 a society or corporation - 10~ to limit - 10 ~ to
fit, as for a place, office, or occupation - 100 really - 107 to
have a right or title to - 108 to leave off, to stop -, - 109 dwelling
110 character by public opinion, credit 1 ' 1 free, becomirig
(t gentleman, extended beyond tlie practical necessities of life 11 2 clear, plain, ohvious _ i,a =58 114 to hold up, to maintain.
100
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of England, but they are open to all boys whose
parents have the necessary qualifications.
Military and naval 115 schools, such as those at
W oolwich, Sandhurst, Greenwich, Devonport etc., are
large national institutions, and there are other important schools of the same class devoted to special
subjects, such as music, theology, mining, engineering 116 , art, horticulture 117 and so on. The educational opportunities 118 of boys and girls are equal in
England, and a modern scheme 119 of advanced femal e
education has given colleges at Newnham, Girton and
other places, where ladies study just as men do at
the English universities and may even compete 120
for degrees 1 21 with men in high examinations.
In many of the schools for boys, the pupils wear
something di stinctive, to mark their status 122 as public
scholars. The most common form of this is the
"college-cap" (borrowed 128 from the universities),
consisting of a black cloth skull-cap 124 surmounted
by a thin, four-cornered board 125 • The traditional 126
dress of the pupils of "Christ's Hospital" (a very old
City foundation) is a long blue gown 127 with a red
leather belt 128 , yellow stockings 129 and no cap at all.
On occasions of ceremony, the masters of the public
schools wear gowns and· hoods 180 of various colours
by which you may know the universities they belong
to and the degrees they have attained 181 ,
A young man of the better class , when dul y
qualified, generally enters one of the Universities.
116 pertaining to ships or a navy 116 the art of designing
and constructing public works, great machines, fortification and
all works necessary for military purposes, mines etc. - 117 the
art of cultivating gardens - 118 fit or convenient occasion 119 = 85 120 to seek or strive for the same position, to strive
to be equal - 1s1 rank or title conferred by a university 122 place, condition, rank 123 to imitate, to copy 124 a close
cap to fit the upper part of the head - 126 a thin fiat piece of
any material - 126 transmitted from age to age - 1 21 a long
loose robe - 128 a band or girdle - u 9 an article of clothing
closely covering the foot and leg - 130 au ornamental fold which
hangs down the back of a graduate to mark his degree - 181 to
come to or reach by exertion.
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At Ox ford, Cambridge, or some other university-town,
he lives and studies under the most favourable conditions. He follows the subjects for which he has a
preference 182 , or, in case he wishes to take a degree
(aud this is the most usual), he follows a course 188
including the higher mathematics, philosophy, languages,
science m, literature etc. Oxford and Cambridge are
both celebrated for their cultivation of all athletic 185
sports and the whole country takes the greatest
interest in their yearly competitions 186 in the cricketfield , on the river and in other spheres of physical
skill 187 and endurance 188 • An English universitytraining does not necessarily mean education by books
alone. It has other sides of usefulness, secondary 189
in importance to the higher learning, but very useful
nevertheless because they serve to prepare the student
for his subsequent 140 battle with the world. At
college, for instance, he will meet young men of his
own age and standing, he will often form life-long
friendships , and such social acquaintance 141 will be
useful and agreeable in after life when he is following the career he has chosen. Moreover, the advantages of earl y physical training will remain with
him when be no longer has the time to play at
cricket or in other ways to exercise his muscles.
The great development of the Woman's Movement
in England is due 142 , in a measure, to the collegetraining which was once the exclusive privilege of men.
Much has been done, of late years, to put women on the
same level 148 as men in all walks 1 u of public life.
For some time, the former have had votes 146 and otherwise taken an active part, in local matters. There are
132 the choice
or estimation of one thing rather than
another - 13 3 = 51 - 184 = natural science - 13 b pert. to
136
trials of strength strife for superiority - 137 great readiness,
ability, art - us sufferance, patience, continuance - 139 coming
after the first, not of the first order, subordinate - uo coming
after, following in time - 1• 1 familiarity, intimacy - 142 owing,
owed - 143 a plane, flat surface, equal state - 144 way - H b that
by which preference or choice in regard to any measure proposed
is expressed, voice or suffrage at an election.
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many persons who are of opinion that the right to
vote for members of Parliament should be granted
to women also. Up to the present time , however,
public opinion has been rather indifferent 146 on the
subject because most people believe that, if this right
to vote were granted to women, they would not avail
themselves 147 of it , the greater part being occupied
with their domestic affairs. In order to combat this
opinion, an active and aggressive 148 little band 149 of
women began, in 1907, to make themselves and their
opinions conspicuous 150 • Their belief seems to be
that, if they make noise 151 enough, they will be heard
and talked a.bout and that, by their importunity 152 ,
they will hasten the granting of a voting-power to
their sex 158 • They have broken the public peace in
the streets, they have interrupted speakers at public
meetings and they have not hesitated 154 to force
th emselves into the House of Commons, where they
createcl a scandalous disturbance 155 during a sitting.
All orderly-minded people disapprove of the tactics
of this little band of agitators and are contented to
let the question of "woman-suffrage" (or the right
of women to vote at parliamentary elections) gradually 156 develop in a natural way.
The tendency of public opinion, in the present
rlay, is distinctly in favour of women and they are
rapidly occupying many of the positions form erly
occupied by men. They practise as doctors , they
enter the civil service (post, telegraph etc.) , some
are commercial clerks 157 , many are journalists,
146 not inclined to one more than another , feeling no interest, careless - 147 to profit - Hs tending to the attack " 0 a company of people united for any common object or
design - 160 visible, open to view, extensively known - 15 1 confused or disagreeable sound of any kind - 152 pres ing or in cessant application fo r a claim or favo ur , urgent request 153 one of the two gro ups of beings forme d on the distinction of
male and female, womankind - 154 to be doubtful as to determination - 155 confusion , disorder, tumult - 156 by degrees,·
step by step - 167 er = a; one engaged to write in an office or
keep busines -books.
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librarians 158 , secretaries, and there are female superintendents 159 of skilled labour 160 in gardens, warehouses and factories 161 • They are employed by the
Central Education Department and by Local Boards
as inspectresses and organising mistresses. In art,
literature and science, we find women taking an
honourable place. In all these ways and in many
others, women are daily playing a larger and more
important part in public life in England and are
rendering signal 162 service.

VIII. The Church and Social Life.
In England, one cannot go far or do much without
encountering 1 the church in one form or another.
On every side , in every walk of life, we find evidences of the great influence of religion, and the
object of the present article is to show how the English church has grown with the nation , how it is a
part of the nation and how its influence reaches
over all the varying conditions which compose
social Iife.
There is a number of nonconformist 2 bodies important in numbers and wealth which form a part
of English religious life. Of such are the Roman
Catholics, the Wesleyan, Methodist and Baptist communities, and there is further the Salvation 3 Army,
which, since its foundation in England, has assumed 4
enormous proportions. The space allotted 5 to this
paper will not allow further reference to these diffe158 one who has the care of a collection of books 159 one
who has the oversight and charge of something with the power
of direction, an inspector, an overseer - mo labo ur done by expert artisans with great readiness and ability - 161 a place
where good are manufactured - 162 remarkable.
1 to meet suddenly or unexpectedly 2 refusing to unite
with the established chui-ch in its forms of worship - 3 the
redemption of man from everlasting death, and the bestowal on
him of everlasting happiness through the merits of Jesus Christ
4 to take, to pretend to possess ~ to assign to, to divide
and parcel out.
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rent sects. It will deal only with the National
Established 6 Church.
This national church has a paramount 7 place in
England. It is a modified 8 form of the old Roman
Catholic church, slowly developed by time and circumstances. It is affiliated 9 with the State and enjoys 10
certain privileges and grants. Its dignitaries 11 hold
a prominent 12 place and large influence in our legislative organisation. It is the church of by far the
larger part of the population of England and it is that
national church we mean when we think of religious
influence on the people of England at large.
In English school and college-life, the students
are required to observe certain rules regarding
attendance 18 at chapel etc. In civic life, the mayors 14
of towns a.nd cities must comply with 15 certain religious ordinances 16 • In commercial and legal circles,
there still linger 17 ancient forms of declaration and
custom , breathing a truly religious spirit. English
ships are christened 18 by a religious ceremony. The
colours (or flagR) are presented to our regiments
under the auspices 19 of the church. Foundationstones are laid and new buildings are opened with
official pomp and religious ceremony. Parliament
opens with prayer and the sovereign's speech to the
Lords and Commons al ways contains a supplication 20
for di vine 21 guidance 22 • The foregoing instances 28
will serve to illustrate the statement regarding the
far reaching influence of the church in social life.
The church and its influence are not things of
yesterday. They have been slowly and surely built
6 settled or fixed firmly; supported by , and in connection
with, the State - 7 above all, eminent - 8 to change, to reshape
11 a clergyman
9 to unite as one 10 to possess and use who holds an office in the church, superior to a parochial clergyman ·_ 12 distinguished above others - - 13 being present - i . the
chief magistrate of a city or corporation - 10 to yield to , to
accord with - 16 observance commanded, law, regulation 18 to baptise and
1 ~ to move but slowly forward, to delay :ii,ame - 19 pa,tronage and care, protection - 20 an earnest
lll\tr!)aty, a humble and earnest prayer - 2 1 pert. to God , heavenly - ~2 leading, direction - 28 example.
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up with the national history. The church has always
existed in England in one form or another. From
the earliest times, it has formed an important element
in national life. It is bound up 24 with the future, as
it has been with the past. "It is our guiding star",
says an English writer, "and, gratefully 25 remembering our prosperity 26 and the vivifying 27 force of
the church in our national , domestic life, we may be
pardoned if we humbly and devoutly 28 remember also
the words of the beautiful old Eastern tradition: In
hoc signo vinces."
Very early traditions tell how Joseph of Arimathia, after the great world-tragedy of Cal vary 2 \
came to Britain and built, in its wild solitude 80 , a
little church of wattle 81 for prayer and worship 82 •
The beautiful legends of K ing Arthur and his round
table have, for their highest teaching, faith in the
Redeemer 38 and the Christian virtues, coupled 84 with
the noble duties of chivalry 85 • Caedmon, the poor,
despised 86 cowherd , sang an inspired 87 song of the
glories of the creation, whilst later national poet s,
like Spenser, Milton and Addison (to mention no
others) , have written of the conflict of Evil with
Good in men's minds and of the mysteries 38 and joys
of our belief. Let us briefly trace 89 the growth of
t his faith.
There is some reason to believe that, early during
the Roman occupation, Christians came to Britain, and
they would, of course, continue their practice of proselytin g 40 • There were also various monkish 41
24 to connect intimately 2 ~ thankful 26 good fortune,
thriving condition - 27 to give life , to animate - 28 pious,
sincere - 29 the place where Christ was crucified - 30 loneliness, state of being alone - 81 a = o; a flexible rod (small
branch of a tree, also an instrument of punishment) - 82 paying
honours to God - 88 Jesus Christ as a deliverer from sin and
misery by His death - 84 to unite - 8 b the body or order of
knights - 36 to look down upon with contempt - 37 to instruct
by divine influence - 38 a profound secret - 39 to follow by
the visible marks left - •0 to convert or gain over to some
religion - 41 a monk = a member of a religious community
living in a monastery.

Harni s ch-Pi c kering, Views of EngH•h National Life.
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missions 42 to Britain, notably 48 that of the fifth
century, but it is customary to date the establishment
of the church from the coming of St. Augustine, in
the year 597. He became the first archbishop of
Canterbury, and Canterbury still remains the seat of
the principal or leader of the Established Church.
In 604, King Sebert erected churches on spots where
now Westminster Abbey and St. Paul's Cathedral
stand. In A. D. 735 , a great and learned monk,
universally 44 known as the venerable 45 B ede, wrote
in Latin " The History of the Church of the Angles" ;
so it was, even at that early date, a firmly established
institution. From that time, monasteries 46 developed
till they became a great power, and, during that long
period when they represented all the science of bookmaking, chemistry , metal-working, writing and
painting on glass and parchment 47 as well as Greek
and Latin , the monks played a most useful part in
the national life.
King Alfred the Great was an earnest student
of religion: be translated th e Psalms of David and
encouraged learning among his people. He did much
towards the early beginnings of universities and is
the traditional founder of that at Oxford. King
Canute (1016) was a pious 48 ruler who made a
pilgrimage to Rome and bestowed 49 great wealth on
churches and monasteries. Edward the Confessor (1042)
was so named because of bis pious character ; he was
canonised 50 as a saint and his tomb in Westminster
Abbey is still regarded as a shrine 51 •
It was in the later part of the eleventh century,
during th e reign of William IL (who, by the way 62 ,
was far from being a friend of the church) that the
42 persons sent on some special business 48 remarkable general - 4 6 worthy of the highest respect - ' 6 a house
of religious retirement , a convent for monks or nuns - ' 7 the
skins of sheep or goats prepared for writing on - 48 religious,
devout - ' 9 to give, to confer - fiO to declare a man or woman
a saint - 51 a case or place where sacred things are deposited,
a reliquary - 62 apropos, in passing.
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first crusade 53 was inspired 54 by Peter the Hermit 55 •
This crusade, with the seven which succeeded it during
the two following centuries, certainly did much to
keep alive the spirit of the church militant 56 in the
minds of the English people. In other respects,
however, we must remember that these crusades
resulted in no ultimate 57 success and caused a terrible
waste 58 of life and treasure.
During the reign of Henry II. (1154 to 1189),
the church attained 59 a high place in the constitution
and was , for a time, in some respects beyond the
jurisdiction of the Crown. The murder of Thomas a
B ecket, Archbishop of Canterbury, during this reign,
had a strong and lasting moral effect in strengthening
its hold on the popular mind, the tomb of th·e great
chancellor and statesman being, for many generations, the object of pilgrimage of all classes of the
English people, rich and poor, lay 00 and clerical, commercial and military, educated and simple, as you
may read in the "Canterbury Tales" of the poet
Chaucer. Some fifteen years later, King John quarrelled -with the Pope, who placed the country under.
an . interdict 6 1, . so _tl').at the churches were closed and
the people were deprived 62 · of "the · consolations 68 of
religion. For these and other reasons, · the English
rose against the king, who, though he managed to
hold his crown, ended his short and miserable reign
with an ignominious 64 death.
In the reign of Henry III. (1216-1272), the
church was stronger than ever. Roger Bacon, a
learned monk and philosopher, lectured at Oxford,
and Westminster Abbey with many other beautiful
58 a military expedition for the recovery of the Holy land
from the Saracens - 64 to infuse, to fill with what animates 55 one
who retires from society and lives in solitude for
devotional purposes - 56 fighting - 67 final - 68 useless expense, spending without economy or judgment - 69 to arrive at,
to gain - 60 pert. to the peo_ple as distinguished from the
clergy - 61 a prohibiting order issued by the Pope, restraining
the clergy from 1;1erforming any spiritual services - 6 2 to take
away from , to hinder from enjoying - 63 that which comforts
or refreshes the spirits - 6 ' dishonourable.
6*
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churches were erected. Under Edward I. (12721307), a clerical parliament, called '·The Convocation",
was instituted and corn,isted of an upper and lower
house. The Jews were cruelly treated and banished
from England, and both these events show something
of the religious temper 65 of the people and the power
of the church.. About twenty years later, the order
of the Knights Templar, once a noble religious brotherhood, was suppressed because of the abuses and excesses committed in its name.
A little before the middle of the fourteenth
century came John Wycliffe, the first English reformer.
He, assisted by friends, translated the entire Bible
into English. He died in 1384. Not long afterwards,
his followers, called "Lollards", were persecuted as
heretics 67 • After the close of the middle ages, there
occurred, as the reader will recollect, one of the
greatest and most important events in the history
of the National Church. This was the rupture 68 with
Rome, the establishment of the Protestant church and
the assumption 69 by Henry VIII. (1509-1547) of the
title "Supreme 10 Head of the English Church". This
was officially recognised in 1534, and, ever since that
time, every English sovereign has borne that title
and has been described 71 as "Fidei defensor" or "Defender of the Faith". This latter title Henrv received,
prior to his quarrel with Rome.
·
In Edward VI.'s reign (1547-1."553), the "Common Prayer Book" was drawn up by Archbishop
Cranmer, who was burnt alive by Mary for heresy 72 •
Under the short rule of Mary (1553-1558), who
was a Roman Catholic., the religious conflict was
great and many persons suffered martyrdom. In the
time of Queen Elizabeth (1558-1603), the Protestant
church was once more firmly established. In the
following reign (James I., 1603-1625), an important
65 disposition of mind 66 ill use, misuse, corrupt practice - 67 one who holds religious opinions contrary to those
generally received or taught by the Established Church 69 taking 70 highest 71 to make
68 breach, open hostility known to others - 72 see 67.
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development took place, and, regarding this, a quotation 78 is here made from an English school-book:
"When England threw oft the Roman Catholic religion,
there was a very great difference of opinion among
the cleverest 74 men about what should be the exact
nature of the new religion. Most people simply
wished to do away with the supremacy 76 of the Pope
and the doctrines 76 and the ceremonies they most
disliked, and these made the Established Church
almost exactly as we now see it. Still there were
many who desired a purer change and were therefore
called Puritans. They wished to do away with the
bishops, the surplice 77 , kneeling at the communion 78 ,
bowing at the name of Jesus and the ring in marriage:
and these may be considtred as the founders of the
many dissenting •9 bodies of the present day."
The disputes between King Charles I. (1625-1649)
and the Pltrliament, though based on political questions,
were largely inspired by religious zeal 80 and a large
portion of the followers of Cromwell were religious
fanatics. It is not even too much to sny that the
civil war which ensued 81 was a religious as well as
a political one. On one side were the reckles<s 82 , brave
loyalists 83 with • their battle-cry of "God and the
King", and on the other side were ranged tb:e,
gloomy 84 and morose 8 1) Puritans with their prayers
and hymns 86 • It must not be forgotten, however,
that the Puritan spirit animated both Milton - classical
scholar 87 and secretary to Cromwell - and John
Bunyan, a poor travelling tinker 88 , who both did so
74 possessing
78 the words or passage from an author cited skill or talent, ingenious - 7 fi hi~hest authority or power 7 a long, white, linen robe,
76 whatever is taught, a dogma with wide sleeves , worn by an officiating clergyman - 78 the
celebration of the Lord's Supper - 79 to differ in opinion from
the Established Church in matters of doctrine or government 81 to follow, to come after 80 great ardour, enthusiasm 8 2 careless, heedless 88 a person who adheres to his sovereign,
particularly in times of civil commotion - 8• dark - 85 of a
sour temper - 86 a song or ode in honour of God - 87 a man
eminent for learning, a man of letters - ss a mender of old
brass or metal ware, of pots and pans, especially such as are
made of tin-plate.
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much to make the world better. Their works, widely
apart 89 as they are in style, matter and scope 90,
testify 91 eloquently 92 to the religious feeling animating
both the cultivated and simple minds ,of that period.
A striking event in the reign of King James II.
(1685--1688) again shows the strong religious spirit
of the nation as opposed to an arbitrary 98 act of the
Crown. Th e king claimed the right of dispensing
with 94 the laws and issued 95 a ·'Declaration of Indulgence" 96 which had an important bearing 97 on
religious matters and which was ordered to be read
in the churches. Seven bishops protested and were
accordingly brought to trial 98 . To the great joy of
the people , they were acquitted 99 and - the king
was deposed 100 in the following year. After the
struggles between the sovereigns of the Stuart period
and the Established Church on one side, and the
Puritans and other Protestant dissenters 101 011 the
other, the National Church settled down gradually 102
to what it is at the present day.
From the precediug brief1° 8 review of the history
of the English E stablished Church, it will be seen
that (as already said earlier _in this article) it has
always existed in England and that,• from the earliest
times, it has formed a great and strong element in
the social life and national history. Now let us consider the present aspect 104 of the church.
The old fashion of dividing our towns into
parishes 105 , with the church as the central figure,
still holds good, but in many cases the parish church
has been supplemented 106 by additional ones, in order
89 aside 00 ultimate object, intention 91 to prove, as
a witness , to give evidence - 92 forcible and powerful in the
use of language, persuasive - 98 despotic, guided by will only 94 to give leave not to do, to do without 96 to send out, to
deliver by authority - 96 free permission to act without control
97 relation us the formal examination before a judge by
means of witnesses in a court of law - 99 to clear from guilt,
to discharge - 100 to dethrone - 101 see 79 - 102 by degrees,
step by step - 193 short, concise - 104 appearance, situation 106 the district of a clergyman 106 to fill up or supply by
additions.
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to keep pace with increasing population. Each church
has a vicar or rector - as the chief clergyman is
called - and he is assisted by one or more curates
or subordinate clergymen, according to the size 107 of
the parish or district. Groups of these parishes are
included in a diocese, which is controlled by a bishop,
so that each clergyman is answerable to his bishop
and is in direct communication with him both }Jersonally anrl. by letter. There are higher dignitaries 108
than bishops and a complete organisation for manap.ing
the higher affairs of the church, but into this matter
we need not enter at present. The reader is reminded, however, that, of these higher dignitaries, a
certain number have seats in the House of Lords,
where they speak and vote 109 on all bills no relating
to religious, educational or other questions touching
the spiritual welfare of the realm m_
The parish church is more or less the centre
round which the social and religious life of the
district revolves n 2 • All the clergy are men of tried 118
learning and refinement 1 a and are carefully chosen
with regard to the varying requirements of the parish
in which they must work. In cases where it is
necessary, th ey are assisted by men and women lay 115 workers, who help in visiting the sick , teaching in
the Sunday-schools, rea<ling the Bible to the very
poor, and so on. Part of the duty of the clergy is
to keep the parishioners 116 in touch with the church
and this is done in various ways. The clergy are a
social force 117 as well as a religious one. Their
doors are open to everybody. They go everywhere.
They dispense 118 spiritual comfort 119 and practical
advice, and, in certain cases, bodil y necessaries, such
108 see 11 109 to express mind
io; extent, largene s or will in regard to the passing of laws - n o a proposed law
before Parliament - 111 the dominions of a king or sovereign 11 e to roll in a circle, to move round a centre u & having
passed a critical trial or examination - 114 1mrity of manners,
cultivation to a high degree - 11 ~ see 60 - 116 an inhabitant
of a parish - 11 7 a troop or body (of soldiers) - 11 8 to deal
out, to distribute -- 119 support, consolation.
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as food, clothing etc. They are often the organisers
of charitable 120 funds 121 for providing 122 these necessaries and for seuding sick persons to nursing i2a_
homes and poor children to the seaside (or country)
in the summer. They are all hardworking men and
many of them are very poor, but all are enthusiastic
and devoted to their work, sacrificing themselves to
a life of self-denial m, and sometimes challenging 126
· death at the bedside of those afflicted 126 with infectious 127 disease 128 .
The business-affairs of the parish church are
managed by a committee of men chosen by the
parishioners. They receive the money suhscribed 12 9
by the people, they pay the expenses of the choir 180,
they pay for repairs 181 and rebuilding, for cleaning 132 ,
lighting and heating 183 , and every year they publish
accounts 134 - properly verified 18 5 by an auditor 1a 6 which are presented to the parishioners at a public
meeting. Thus the people themselves have a large
part in the carrying out of church matters, and work
with the clergy to this end.
Sunday-Schools are an old institution in connexion
with the Established Church. They were founded in
the year 17 0 and they are rightly regarded as a
most important branch of the church's organisation.
The children attend 187 them twice every Sunday and
receive instruction in the principles of religion, sacred
history, the geography and natural history of Palestine,
Egypt, Babylonia, Assyria and Persia in so far as
these countries . relate to biblical history. When the
120 springing from, or intended for, charity or liberality to
the poor and benevolent institutions - 12 1 a stock of money out
of which supplies are drawn - 122 to get ready for use, to prepare - 1 28 to attend and take care of - 124 voluntary privation
or forbearance of personal pleasure - 126 to call or su=on to
fight - 126 to affect - 127 able or tending to communicate disease to a healthy body - 1 28 sickness - 129 to give or contribute - 180 f~•- kvaia, a band of singers in a church - 1 8 1 restoring to a good state, mending - 1 8 " to free from dirt or any
foul matter - 133 to make hot - 134 a statement of debts and
credits - 136 to prove to be true - 186 one who examines
accounts - 137 to be present.
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pupils 188 grow up, they often become teachers in their
turn, and great and continued interest is maintained
among both pupils and teachers by prize-competi tions 189 , by summer-excursions and by regular
friendly intercourse 140 • A young man wishing to
apply for 141 a situation will usually stand a better
chance 142 of obtaining it if he can mention the vicar
-0f his parish as a reference 148 • The latter usually
knows all his Sunday-school teachers personally ,
they are, of course, regular attendants 144 at the church
and be is al ways happy to advise them and to assist
in their welfare.
In connexion with the church, there are usually
-one or two cricket, football or athletic 145 clubs, which
are conducted by the younger clergy. There is a
circulating 146 library 147 • In London and other large
cities, Sunday-school libraries are not now so necessary because each parish is usually provided by the
City-Council with extensive reading-rooms and libraries, which are open free to the public. There are
winter-lectures and entertainments 148 • There are
sick-clubs and other simple forms of thrift 149 • There
is a parish church magazine 150, published generally
-Once a month and containing all the news likely 151
to interest the parishioners. The clergy must keep
in touch also with the more prosperous 152 members
-0f the congregation 15 8 and they are on friendly
terms 15 4 with them. They join in their dinner-parties,
receptions etc. and encourage, by their presence, all
forms of reasonable enjoyment 156 • Through the media139 a strife
138 a boy or girl under the care of a teacher for superiority - uo connection by friendly dealings, fellowship w to make request with a view to gain something - 142 possibility, opportunity - 14 3 one of whom inquiries can be made
as to the integrity, ca~acity, and the like, of another - 144 see
137 - 145 pert. to trials of strength - m to pass from one
person to another, going and returning - u 7 collection of books
148 pleasure from conversation, dramatic performance, amusement - 149 economy, sparingness - 160 i = ii, a periodical
publication - 161 probable - 162 flourishing, fortunate, rich 163 a company or assembly of persons for divine worship 1 H condition 166 pleasure.
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tion 156 of the clergy, the rich are brought into the
wide circle of religious influence and cooperate 15 'T
with the clergy by giving money and in other ways
assisting the poorer people of the community. Thus
the church works hand in hand with the people and
for the people and plays its great part in the everyday life of the rich and poor and thus it is a power
in the land a11d a great social force .
Perhaps a word is nece;-sary with regard · to the
terms 168 "High Church", "Low Church" etc. These
words mark no difference whatever in faith and
principle. They are not divisions in the church. They
merely 169 indicate small differences in details in
carrying out the services of the church. As long as
the clergy keep within certain well-defined limits,
they may, if they please (or if the parishioners please),
modify 160 the detail of the service. Thus, in the
"High Church", the vestments 161 are more numerous
and beautiful, the altar service and decoration are
more imposing 162 , the music is more elaborate 168 and
extensive, and there may be candl es 164 and incense rni;
in use. In the "Low Church" we notice the exact
contrary. Everything is done in the simplest manner
in conducting the services and ritual 166 of the church.

IX. Army and Navy.
From the following figures, published in 1907, we
may get an idea of the relative strength of the navies
and armies of the chief countries of the world. The
ships referred to are "first-class battleships" only.
156 interposing (between contending parties) , interveningr
acting as a mean - 167 to act or work together for the sameend - 158 a word or expression - 169 simply, solely - 160 to.
change - 161 an outer robe - 16 t impressive - ·163 highly finished,
complicated - m a light made of tallow or wax - 165 certain
spices used in religious rites for the purpose of producing a
perfume or odour when burned - 166 form, external observance,
or ceremony of religious worship.
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The numbers of men relate to soldiers who would be
available 1 in time of war.
Country

Ships

Men

Great Britain
France
United States
Germany
Italy
Japan
Russia .
Austria

61
31
27
26
18
15
12

900000
3340000
180000
4000000
3330000
1000000
4500000
2 676 000.

From these figures, the smallness of the British army
and the largeness of the British navy are at once
apparent 2 • The geographical position of Great Britain
anrl its great interests on and beyond the high seas
make the navy of greater importance than the army.
In countries having a long land-frontier 8 with a
necessary line of fortified defences separating them,
a large stan<ling army becomes absolutely necessary.
England's frontier, as regards the great powers of
Emope, is the sea. The army and the navy, known
in England as the "sister services", though naturally
distinct forces anrl designed for service on different
elements , may 011 occasion act in support of each
other and may even combine 4 operatious. Some
divisions of the naval forces have obtained a sort of
amphibious 5 reputation from their activity on lan<l
and sea when an opportunity for it has arisen.
The law of conscription 6 is . not in existence in
Great Britain, and service both in the army and navy is
entirely voluntary. With regard to military service, the
relative cost of the two systems, voluntary enlistment 7
and conscription, depends upon the size of the army.
2 easily to be seen, obvious 1 that may be employed the border or confines of a country - 4 to unite, to link
closely together - ~ able to live on land or in water - 6 a forced
enrolment or entering into the register of all males above a
certain age for naval or military service , adopted in Germany
and other continental countries - 7 engaging, as a soldier or
sailor.
8
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So long as the numbers required are small an<l can be
obtained at a fair 8 rate of wages 9 , voluntary enlistment
is cheaper; but when the numbers are large, and excessive wages are necessary to stimulate 10 enlistment,
compulsory u service becomes economical 12 . It seems
to be generally admitted that conscription presses more
severely on a country than voluntary enlistment. But
against this should be put the physical and moral advantages to be g;1ined by youth through the <liscipline
and strict order of life under which they must, as soldiers,
live. There is also the sentimental reason arising
from patriotism which deserves consideration. - At
present, the majority of English people are averse 18
to conscription and the opinion seems justifie<l by the
strong militant 14 spirit of the nation. which naturally
finds its vent 16 in all that relates to the defence of
the country. In the war between England and the
Boers, thousanfls of young men in all parts of England voluntarily gave up , for the time being, their
occupation and formed themselves into a special body
of men ("Yeomanry") and offered themselves for special
service. A number of them were accepted, equipped 16
and drilled 17 and then drafted 18 to Africa, where they
did excellent service and, when no longer required ,
they returned to their work and homes.
Quite apart from the army as a career is the
idea of a voluntary citizen-force for national defence
only. A charter 19 was granted by Henry VIII., in
1537, to a voluntary organisation of this kind which
still survives 20 ' in the "Honourable Artillery Company". It was uot, however, till late in the 18th
century that the Volunteer Movement was recognised
by Acts of Parliament. The object of the Force is
9 payment at stated periods for labour
8 just, reasonable or services - 10 to excite to action, to animate - 11 compelled
by force, not voluntary - 12 sparing, frugal, thrifty - 13 disinclined, unwilling - 14 disposed to fighting - •G passage, utterance
17 to
- 16 to fit out, to furnish with whatever is necessary train or to educate, as a soldier by military exercises - 18 to
select or detach - 19 a document conferring privileges - 20 to
remain alive.
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home defence and only under the most exceptional
circumstances could it be called upon to act with
regular troops. The volunteers are equipped, drilled,
trained and managed generally on regular army lines 21 ,
but as they have necessarily full liberty to follow
their ordinary occupations, they are not soldiers in
the full sense of the word. Their number is about
230 000, and their existence testifies 22 to the strong
militant spirit of the nation.
The history of the Military Institutions of England may be divided into three principal periods, each
marked by a system peculiar to itself: The AngloSaxon or Militia 28 period, preceding the Norman
Conquest, the feudal period, extending from that to
the Great Rebellion (1642-1649), and the period of
standing armies, lasting from the Restoration (1660)
to the present day. Prior 24 to the Norman Conquest,
the armed force of England was essentially 25 a
national militia. Every freeman was bound to bear
arms, if called upon, for the def~nce of the country
or for the maintenance of peace. At the same time
a permanent effective 26 force was necessary. We
read, for instance, that Canute (1016-1035) kept a
household force of "huscarls" 27 of 3000 to 6000 men.
In 1066, paid regular troops formed a part of Harold's
army at Hastings. Under the Plantagenets, the army
was much improved 28 , in consequence of its activity
at home and abroad. Henry the Fifth's successes in
France tended 29 to make the military career popular
at his period. The profession of arms seems to have
been a profitable one, and there was no difficulty in
raising men where the immediate . commander of the
troops had a good military reputation. The six cent uries between the Norman Conquest and the Rebellion may be treated as one period, though con21 direction, method 22 to prove , to ~ive evidence a body of men trained and discqilined in military tactics, but
not regular soldiers (Wlili3) - 24 before, preceding - 2 ~ in its
prominent characteristics , in an important de~ree, in effect 26 active, ready for action 27 = house-earl, life-guard 28 to
make better - 29 to contribute.
23
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siderable changes took place. Of the third stage or
period of development, dating from the Restoration,
we can here only refer to the time commencing with
the middle of the eighteenth century, 1,ince when the
army, as it now stands, has been grarlually 80 developed.
India, Egypt, the Peninsula 81 and Waterloo are some
of its better known battle-fields during that later
time.
Comparatively short periods of service are usually
passed by English soldiers, and reserves of men are
drawn upon 82 as required, but the plan of service is
too complicated to be adequately 88 described in the
space at our disposal. The ranks are composed in
the following proportions: English 75 0/o, Scotch 10 0/o
and Irish 15 °lo. The temperament of the first has
been described as calm, the second as impetuous 34
and the third as reckless 86 • They form together well
disciplined and steady 86 troops. Their pbysique 87 is
as good as their "morale", and they are well fed ,
clothed and housed. Soldiers receive instruction in
suitable 88 subjects, while in the service. Marr:iage is
allowed under certain conditions and the wives and
children are cared for by the ·State. Barracks 89 ·· include recreation 40 - rooms, libraries 41 , hospitals and
gymnasia 42 ; chaplains 48 , surgeons 44 , music-masters,
school-masters, cooks etc. are attached to every regiment. Most of the men attend 45 a religious service
on Sunday, but perfect freedom is enjoyed by them
regarding religious belief. When the men have completed their terms 46 of military service, they are
so by degrees, step by step - ai a land nearly surrounded
by water, a name applied to Spain and Portugal united - 82 to
make co-operate , to call to the ranks - 33 fully sufficient 3 ~ careless, in84 rushing with force and violence , hasty differently negligent - 36 keeping firm, not shaking - 37 ii,
natural or physical constitution as it appears to the eye 29 a house for soldiers , sR fitting, appropriate, proper 41 a collection of
• 0 refreshment of the spirits, amusement books - 4 2 a room for gymnastics or athletic exercises - ' 3 a
clergyman attached to a regiment - 44 one who cures wounds
and fractures by manual operations and external applications ,~ to be present - ' 6 any limited time.
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assisted to find civil employment if they wish it.
Some enter the police service, many are employed
in the public or private service as housekeepers,
messengers 4 7, watchmen, attendants 48 at public buildings and in other ways for which their military
training and habits make them suitable. A soldier's
pension varies with his term of service, his general
character and his rank.
English officers usually pass into t.he army from
the great military schools and they have to pass
severe tests 49 as to their acquirements 50 and physical
condition before receiving the king's commission 61 .
Further, they must, after they have become officers,
qualify themselves for advancement in their profession.
If they fail to <lo this to the satisfaction of the
authorities, the period of their service is short. A
peculiarity of the English military officer is that he
does not wear uniform in private life. He appears
in regimentals 62 only for high military or other
official functions or when on duty 68 • A strong feeling
of "cameraderie" exists between officers generally,
but especially between ''brother officers", as those of
the same regiment are designated, and bearers of the
"King's Commission" enjoy a very high social status 54
in Great Britain.
The creation of the British Navy is attributed
to King Alfred the Great, who, towards the end of
the ninth century, found it necessary to establish a
tleet as a defensive force against the Danes His
successors continued, for many years, to build ships
for the same purpose. In those days, and for some
centuries afterwards, the protection of sea-trading
ships was of secondary 55 consideration, the chief
41 one who bears an errand or a verbal or written communication from one person to another, or to a public body; an office
servant - ' 8 a servant, one that waits on - ' 9 any critical trial
or examination - 50 something gained by study, as mathematics etc. - ~1 a certificate of rank issued by the king 52 all the articles of military dress 58 service 64 standing,
condition, rank - 55 coming after the first, not of the first order,
subordinate.
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object of the navy being the defence of the English
shores. William I. (1066-1078) granted certain
privileges to five English seaports and fortified them.
These ports, Hastings, Romney, Hythe, Dover and
Sandwich (to which Rye and Winchelsea were added
later) furnished the king with fifty-two ships, each
containing twenty-four men for fifteen days' service
in cases of emergency 56 • These old towns are known
as the "Cinque Ports" and their inhabitants are very
proud of belonging to such historic places. King
John (1199-1216) fitted out a fleet against the
French and, in 1293, during the reign of Edward I.,
a battl e took place in Mid-Channel between the
English and French fleets and about 240 ships of
the latter were captured 5 7 • In 1340, Edward III.
fought an action 58 with the French off 5 9 the harbour
of Sluys and is said to have slain thirty thousand
of the enemy and to have taken two hundred "great
ships". The same king also gained a famous victory
over the Spanish fleet, in 1350. In the reigns of
Henry IV. and Henry V., the navy was kept in a
state of . sufficiency and activity. In the time of
Henry VIII. (1509- 1547), England possessed what
may be called a " military marine" 6 0 which, at the
close of this reign, consisted of a large fleet of ships
of varying size manned by a mixed force of about
8000 sailors , soldiers, gunners 61 etc. Queen Elizabeth did much to better the condition of the navy
both for commercial and defensive purposes and the
fieet sent to oppose the Spanish Armada consisted
of one hundred and seventy-six ships with fourteen
thousand nine hundred and ninety-two men. ' At the
accession 62 of King George III. (l 7t:i0), the tonnage
of the Royal Navy was 321100 ton s and, in 1808, it
amounted to 800 000 tons. It has gone on , steadily 68
increasing with the development of British commerce
57 to take by
66 a sudden occasion, a pressing necessity force, to seize by strata~em - 58 battle - 59 near, abreast of
(nuf bet .pii(Je oon) - 6 ii - 61 one who manages cannon , a
cannonier - 0 2 arriving at the throne - 63 not shaking, constant, regular.
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ever since. The inventions arising out of the use of
steam and electricity and the extension of scientific
knowledge generally have, of late years, totally
changed the character of all kinds of ships. The
ships of the time of the discovery of America were
as different to the great wooden ships of George III.
as those ships are different to the immense steel
vessels of to-day.
It is scarcely necessary to recount 64 the many
sea-battles in which the Britii;h fleet has been engaged.
They may be found in the pages of history and their
effects may be seen from time to time in changes in
the political outlook of many nations. Every reasonable Englishman will bear tribute 66 to the bravery
and skill of England's foes of the past on the ocean.
The Dutch 66 , the Spanish and the French were
especially distinguished for these qualities.
The supreme power controlling the British navy
is invested 67 in a body called the .Admiralty. It is
one of the largest and most important departments of
Government and the annual cost of keeping it up is
between three and four hundred thousand pounds.
In order to give some idea of the annual cost of the
navy, it may be stated that, for the year 1905/06, a
sum of [£ 38 300 000 was spent by the nation for this
purpose. The navy is the force protecting the mercantile or commercial marine and its cost is regarded
as a sort of insurance 68 • With regard to this, it is
stated, in Whitaker's publication for 1907, that "the
aggregate 00 net 70 tonnage of the mercantile marine
protected was 10554500 (U. K.) and· 1601600 (India
and Colonies), total 12156 100 net tons, which carried
the annual value of nearly VJ 1500 000 000 (including
bullion 71 and specie 72 ), in 1905/06. The naval ex05 personal acknowledg64 to tell distinctly, to describe ment - 60 inhabitants of Holland - 67 to place in possession
of office, rank, or dignity - 68 a contract entered into to secure
against loss arising from fire, etc., in consideration of a certain
annual payment - ao total - 70 pure, clear of all deductions 71 u, gold or silver in any form not money or uncoined, generally
in small bars called ingots - 72 gold and silver coin, as distinguished from paper money or bank-notes.
H a rDi s ch-Pi c kerin g , Views of English National Life.
7
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penditure is therefore 2,2 per cent, if regarded as a
premium 78 for insurance". This is a reasonable way
of looking at this expenditure and, from this point
of view, the immense annual sum required for the
British Navy is a necessary and well proportioned
charge on the value of the commerce it protects.
The two services, the Royal Navy anrl the mercantile marine, are perfectly distinct and separate
and must not be confused in the reader's mind. The
former consists of all kinds of offensive and defensive
vessels, including battleships, cruisers 7' , torpedo-boats ,
destroyers, scouts 715, submarines 76 etc. Na val officers
are Admirals of' the Fleet, Admirals, Vice-Admirals ,
Rear-Admirals 77 , Commodores 78 , Captains , Commanders and Lieutenants 79 • There is also a large
staff 80 of civil officers attached to the navy as
Mechanical Engineers. Socially, Admirals of the Fleet
rank with Field-Marshals, Admirals with Generals and
so on downwards. The mercantile fleet, including
passenger-ships , consists of a still greater number
and variety of vessels (some few being sailing-ships),
officered by Captains, Commanders, Mates 81 etc. This
fleet plays the same part on the sea that the railwaytrain plays on land, that is to say, it transfers goods
and people to and from all points of the compass.
The training of officers, both of the Royal Navy
and the mercantile marine, is carried on at colleges
on shore, but especially on training-ships designed
for the purpose. The men of the Royal Navy are
divided into two different bodies, seamen and marines 82 •
Their education, training, foorl. and clothing are carefully looked after. Many of the men have passed as
boys from training-ships and the usual term of service is ten years. As in the army, the naval service
is purely voluntary, but men and boys must satisfy
73 money paid for insurance 7 ~ a swift
a kruuza sailing ship sent before a fleet, to ascertain the presence or
movements of an enemy I as a s~y - 76 ii , boats acting under
water - 77 (.Rontre,-abmttol) - 8 (.Rn~itiin 3ut (See) - 79 left so a body of officers - 81 (Wloot) - 89 ii, sea-soldier.
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the examiners as to the soundness of their . bodily
condition, good character, education etc. The pay is
good and the men can save money if they wish.
Moreover, when men have passed from the navy on
the expiration 88 of their service, there are occupations
for them on land. English fire-brigades are largely
recruited from them. Many are drafted 84 into the
Coast Guard, which is an organisation of vigilance 86
employed all along the English shores. Some men
go into private service on land or sea and those who
are incapacitated 86 or past a certain age, may retire
to one of the many homes or hospitals supported by
public or private funds 87 •
It is a significant 88 fact that a large portion of
the national wealth of Great Britain is .always on the
sea, and so the wish to maintain a position of supremacy 8 9 on that element is both logical and reasonable. And not only on account of this wealth is it
desirable. England's predominating 90 colonial interests and vast political influence beyond the seas
make its naval position in the world necessarily
paramount 91 • England has no wish to be involved 92
in any war which would interfere 98 with the operations of her mercantile fleet. For this reason, the
strength of the British Navy is jealously watched
and kept on the increase , not as a provocation, but
as a precaution 9 4, a protection. The political temper 95
of the nation is calm, and past events in the history
of the world have amply 96 proved that it is slow to
take ofl'tmsive steps. But history shows also that,
when the neces~ity arises, the British Navy can give

•

84 to draw
R3 conclusion, termination of a limited time men from a body of soldiers for service elsewhere, to select or
detach - 85 watchfulness, attention in discovering and preparing
a~ainst danger - 86 to render incapable for work - 87 a stock
or money - 88 important , expressive, weighty - 89 highest
authority or power - 9 0 surpassing, prevailing, superior, supreme
in power or influence - 91 superior to all others . - 99 to bring
in connection with, to entangle - 93 to come in collision, to be
in opposition, to affect - 9 4 a care employed previously, to
prevent mischief - 95 disposition of mind - 96 large, abundant.
7*
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a good account of itself 9 7 otherwise than as a passive
protector of the country's political anrl commercial
interests on and beyond the high seas.

X. Sports and Pastimes.
Alexander the Great says: "One should make a
serious study of a pastime" 1, and we all know with
what good results athletic sports were cultivated by
the Greeks and Romans. In Great Britain, many sorts
of sports and games 2 , especially those which develop
the body and keep it healthy, have been seriously
studied anrl practised for centuries. Some of these
sports, such, for instance , as hunting 8 , archery',
fishing etc., were originally practised less as forms of
amusement than as a means of supporting or proteeting
life. Though these are no longer necessary in their
primitive O sense , they have continued to flourish as
aids to health and pleasure.
In the early days of the Anglo-Saxons, when
strong muscles and the skilful use of bodily strength
were more necessary than intellectual accomplishments 6 , the chiefs and strong men vied 7 with each
other in throwing the spear, wielding 8 the sword ,
liftir..g O weights, swimming and other feats 10 of skill
and endurance 11 • Chess 12 , backgammon 18 and dice u
were played by these people, but generalJy when circumstances would not allow more active amusement.
to give a good proof of one's ability.
that which amuses and serves to make time pass pleasantly - ~ contest for amusement, play - 3 to chase or pursue
wild animals - 4 the art of shooting with a bow - ~ of early
times, ancient, original - 6 acquirement, excellence - 7 to fight
or strive for superiority - 8 to use with full power, to manage,
to handle - 9 to raise from the ground - 10 a daring or bold
act, an extraordinary act of strength or skill - 11 remaining
firm or supporting without yielding, continuance - 12 a game
played on a board divided into sixty-four squares (6d)ad)) 14 small cubes
18 a game played with a box and dice (!lluff) marked on their faces with numbers from one to six and u ed
in gaming by being thrown from a box.
97
1
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Thu R King Canute and his courtiers 15 used to play
often at chess and dice rluring the night. There
seems to have been much gambling 16 , in those days,
and perhaps that was the reason the clergy were prohibited 1 7 from playing at games of chance in the
reign of Edgar (959 A. D.). We hear also of the
" running horses" of the Saxons, which seems to show
that horse-racing was not unknown to them. Of
course, they were hunters. To bunt was their duty
and a part of their education. Their game 18 waR
the wolf, the wild boar 1 9 , the deer 20 and the rabbit 21
as well as various kind s of fi sh and wild fowl 22 •
Hawking 28 seems to have been known since the fourth
century, if we may take Julius Firmicus as an authority. At any rate, it was largel y practised by the
e arly Saxons aud continued, for centuries, in use as
the sport of En glish noblemen. It is still kept up,
but by only a very few persons. The Engli sh archer 2 \
a well-known and important figure in the · English
a rmies of the middle ages, survives 26 to-day only in
small circles of ladies and gentlemen of leisure 26 who
mildly practise with the bow.
In the eleventh century, the Normans, who were
devoted to every form of sport, came to England and
introduced th eir native customs. The great national
sport was the tournament 27 or joust 28 , the object of
which was not onl y to entertain 29 , but to encourage
e.bivalrous 80 habits, to practise the use of arms and
train the body. A tournament signified a combat (of
15 an attendant at the court of a prince 16 to play at
a game extravagantly for money - ' 7 to forbid, to interdict by
.authority - 18 wild animals pursued by hunting - 19 the male
wine - t o a quadruped with large branching horns, as the stag,
the roebuck, the rein-deer, the elk etc. - •1 an animal resembling the hare, but smaller and with shorter le~s and ears, living
in underground holes - 92 a bird - ~3 huntmg wild birds by
hawks (bird of prey) trained fo r the purpose - •4 see 4 2 ~ to remain alive 26 freedom from occupation or business !!T a mock-fight or martial sport of the knights in tlie middle
ages, held on horseback in an enclosed space, as an exhibition
of their bravery and skill in arms - 28 dzuust - ~9 to amuse,
to divert - 30 pert. to knighthood, warlike.
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· courtesy 81 ) between parties of knights. A joust was
a similar contest 32 between two. There was usually
no real quarrel between the contending 33 parties
though men were often wounded or slain. Their
purpose was an honourable desire to prove their
courage and skill. These port , which were practised all over Europe , were shared in 84 only by the
nobles, but they were popular with the lower classes.
of people, who were arlmitted as spectators 85 • The
games of tennis 86 (not. "lawn-tennis") and bowls 87
can be traced 38 back as far as the thirteenth century
and, at the same period, men played a game of ball
with a clubbed 89 or crooked 40 stick. called "cryc".
"Creag" is mentioned as the name of this game and
it is suppo ed to be cricket in its earliest form. It
· was a people's game and, in the fourteenth century,
football was almo t as popular. These two are now
national English games and are the .most popular of
the many nl fresco 0 sports enjoyed by the Engli h
people.
One of the many divisions of sport is that in
which animals are associated 42 • The breeding 48 of
race "-horses has been raised to the highest possible
point, in England, and the great annual Horse-Races
excite the liveliest interest in the minds of all. Some
of the mof-t popular of these race are the "Derby"
(founded 1780), the "Ascot" (1727), the "Oaks" (1779)
and "Goodwood" (1802). High stakes 45 are competed
for rn and as much as fB 18 000 has been won by a.
good horse in one season. The annual sum given in
prizes amounts to about f/J 400 000. Hunting n is.
31 not serious, with arms not edged or sharpened struggle - 88 to struggle in opllosition - 34 to participate 3 ~ looker-on 36 a game in which a ball is driven to and fro
with rackets, formerl y played in a hall - 81 a game with wooden
halls or large marbles, played on level ground or in the room of
a house - 88 to follow - 39 with one end heavier than the
other - 40 curved at the end -- 41 in the open air - 42 c = s,
to join or connect closely - 4 3 brin~ing up, training - 44 a
rapid course, a contest in running ~ money laid down as a
wager or pledge - 46 to seek or strive for the same thing as
another, to rival - 47 = 3.
32
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an expensive 48 sport enjoyed chiefly by gentlemen
with country-houses. Ladies, though in fewer numbers,
appear in the field. A good " hunter " (as the horse
is called) costs from fB 60 to fB 100. It is a wintersport and none can join in it but strong, healthy
people, fearless riders, careless of weather and with
nerves of iron. The fox is carefully preserved, in
England, expressly for hunting; it is considered most
unsportsmanlike to shoot one and, though it is not
illegal '9, it is never done. A pack 6 0 of hounds consists of twenty to a hundred dogs of a special breed 61
(foxhounds) and they are under the control of huntsmen (servants). The hunt is conducted by the "master
of the hounds", who is usually a gentleman of high
social position. It is a beautiful sight to see a hunt
" in full cry". The fox skims 62 over the ground, the
hounds follow with their noses to the scent 58 and
behind them are the rid ers. The best hunters stop
at nothing, they ride straight over gates 5 ', hedges 66 ,
streams 56 and ploughed fields, all intent "7 on being
" in at the death" . A fox will sometimes keep the
fun 68 going for the best part of an hour , before he
is caught by the bounds. Coursing 59 is a favourite
sport in some parts of England. Its main °0 object
is to keep up the breed of a certain class of dogs
famous for their "wind" 61 and speed 62 • A hare is
the quarry 63 chosen on account of its swiftness and
agility 64 • The great yearly prize for this sport is
known as the " Waterloo- cup" 65 • Hunting on horseback , except fox-hunting, is but little practi sed in
England. Stags 66 and other deer 6 7 are ' stalk ed" or
48 costly • 0 contrary to law - 50 body - 5 1 race, kind,
variety - 5 ~ to move lightly over tlie surface, to glide along
smoothly - 58 smell, course of pursuit, track - ~, a large frame
of wood moving on hinges which opens or closes any passage 58 a current of
~ 5 a fence of thorn - bushes or small trees water - 51 having the mind cloself fixed on a subject - 58 sport,
merriment - 59 (.\;)e~, ober .pnlen1ngb) - 60 chief, principal 61 scent , smell •- 60 quickness of motion , swiftness tta the
game to be cartured - tl 4 power of moving ~uickly - M a small
drinking-vesse - 66 the male red-deer - 8 = 20.
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followed by the sportsman on foot. The horse, however,
plays an important part in the game of polo (of
ancient Persian origin). The rider is mounted on a
specially bred and trained pony and drives a large
wooden ball with a club 68 • This is a favourite sport
with military officers. Shooting is much practised.
Wild deer, hares, rabbits 69 , partridges 70 , pheasants 71 , grouse 72 , and many various kinds of wild
fowl are shot in their season. During certain parts
of the year, they are carefully protected and -it is
ill<'gal to shoot them. Pigeon 78 -shooting is largely
followed, but only to test u the skill of the marksman 75 • Sometimes an artificial '•flyer" of terra-cotta
is used instearl of a bird. Fishing is common all
over the British Isles. The salmon 76 in the Scotch
rivers offers a noble sport. The sturgeon 77 , which
is very much rarer, requires also very great skill on
the part of the fisherman. Common British fish are
the trout 78 , tench 79 , perch 80 , pike 81 etc. There is
a close 82 season for them as for game.
We will now speak of some games in which the
ball is used. Of these the oldest is probably tennis 88 •
Lawn 84 -Tennis is only a simplified form of it.
Henry V., Henry VIII. and Charles II. played it. It
is mentioned by the English poet Gower (1400) and
there is a famous reference to it in Shakespeare's
Henry V. (1. Act). The incident 85 there described is
told in the following words by an old chronicler of
the time: "Whilst, in the Lenten season, the king lay
at Kenilworth , there came to him from Charles,
dauphin of France, the French king's eldest son,
certain ambassarlors 86 that brought with them a
a stick with one end heavier than the other - 69 = 21
(ffieli9u9n) - 11 (aafan) - 1 2 s, (.f'.,afel•, i.Bitf,, ~uedjugn)
('.:taulie) - 14 to prove (by experiment) - 7 ~ he who
shoots well, a good shot - 76 a sea-fish, having reddish flesh,
which ascends rivers to deposit its spawn or ei.rgs - 77 (15ti\t) 78 (aorelle) ,u (15dJiei) - 80 (i.BatfdJ) - 81 (.f'.,edJt) - 82 s, shut
fast, closed - 83 = 36 - 84 a small grassy plain in front of
or around a house - 8~ circumstance, occurrence - 86 a person
sent by a sovereign to represent him in a foreign country.
68
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barrel 87 of Paris (tennis-)balls, which they presented
to him for a token 88 from their master, which present
was taken in very ill part, as sent in scorn 89 to
signify that it was more mete 90 for the king to pass
the time with such childish exercises than to attempt 91
any worthy exploit 92 : wherefore the king wrote to
him that, ere 98 long, he would send to him some
London balls that would break and batter 9 ' down
the roofa 96 of his houses about his ears".
The game of bowls 96 is also closely associated 117
with English history and there are many references
to it in ancient authors. It is a healthy open-air
sport, being played on lawns, and exercises every
muscle in the body. Each player has two bowls, or
heavy wooden balls larger than cocoanuts. The players
must roll their bowls as nearly as possible to the
"Jack", a smaller ball which acts as a mark. The
bowls are made with unequal sides and thus have a
"bias" or inequality which must be calculated by the
one who rolls them. Shakespeare in the "Taming 98
of the Shrew" 99 says:
"Well! forward, forward! thus the ball should run!
And not unluckily 100 against the bias."

'

~

Mr. Pepys , who kept a famous diary 101 , wrote in
1661: "Up early and baited ioz, at Petersfield, in the
room where the king lay lately . . . . . Here very
merry and played with our wives at bowls." Again ,
in the following year, he writes, this time of Whitehall Gardens, Westminster: "I went to the bowlingalley 108 , where lords and ladies are now at bowls in
57 a wooden vessel or cask, bulging or swelling out in the
middle, as for wine, beer etc. - 88 a sign or memorial of friendship - 89 extreme disdain, contempt - 90 meet, fit, suitable 91 to try 92 an act or a deed, especially a heroic one 93 before - 94 to beat with great force or violence - 95 the top
part or cover of a house - 96 = 87 - 97 = 42 - 98 to reduce
from a wild to a domestic state, to subdue - 99 a cross or illtempered, turbulent, vexatious woman - 100 unfortunately 101 a register of daily events or transactions, journal 102 to
rest and feed horses in the course of a journey - 108 an inclosed place, especially a small field or piece of land surrounded
by a hedge or fence.
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hrave condition." This game is still much played in
England, but chiefly by men of a thoughtful habit
of life.
The two most important out-door ball-games, in
England , are football and cricket.. No doubt, the
practice of these national sports has done much to
improve the physique 104 of the people. Football is
played, from September to April , by all boys of the
public and private schooli, , the universities and by
properly founded clubs in the various counties. These
clubs are composed of picked 105 men who keep themselves in training for the game. Constant practice
takes place and frequent contests 106 or matches are
arranged between the different clubs. The public
flock 107 in thousands, to witness 108 these games, and!
the excitement is tremendous 109 wnen one side or the
other gains an advantage. The two chief football
societies are the "Rugby Union" and the "Football
Association", hoth of which have established rules of
play. The game, as played in England, requires
physical strength , endurance no, great activity anrl
self-command. Accidents 111 sometimes happen and
it is not uncommon to see a player " knocked out of
time", that is, rendered incapable of further play.
He must then be carried off the field (which is considered very honourable) and laid down till he " comes
round" or recovers his senses.
Cricket is not so rough 112 as football. It requires finer play and more delicate skill. Players
require keen 118 eyesight, good wind (i. e·. sound, welldeveloped lungs), active legs, muscular arms and
backs, good chests 114 and plenty of practice at the
game, to keep them in condition. In play, the "bats104 ii, the natural or physical constitution as it appears to
the eye - 10~ carefully selected - 10 6 = 32 - 101 to rther, to.
crowd together - 108 to see by personal presence - 10 terrible,
extremely violent - 110 = 11 - 111 an event not foreseen and
unexpected, mostly occasioning mischief and giving rise to sorrow,
as a fire, the fall of a house , the breaking of a limb etc. 112 rude, lacking refinement 1 u sharp 1 ' 4 the breast or
thorax.
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man" stands with his bat 11 0 at the "wickets" 116 • The
" bowler", some paces 117 in front of him, flings 118 a
leather ball at the wickets. If they are touched. the
batsman must give up his place to another. It is
his duty to defend his wickets hy beating back the
ball. The further he can drive the ball with his bat,
the more time he bas to "make runs" by running to
and from the bowler's place. When the latter receives the ball again, the game is resumed 119 • Eleven
men or boys make a "cricket-team" 120 , so, when a
match is played, there are twenty-two on the field.
The cricket-matches of the great universities and the
county-teams excite the liveliest interest all over
Great Britain. The names of the best players are
known to every one. .'~o be in his college cricketteam is a distinction for a student and the public
school-boy is almost as proud of playing in his schoolteam as he is of gainin~ a prize. The izame may be
seen at its best at "Lord's" and the " Oval", both celebrated London cricket-grounds , during the cricketseason, which lasts through the summer.
Golf is now much played all over Great Britain.
The game was known in Scotland as far back as 1457
and it is probably a development of a. simpler and
older sport. It is played on a large common 121 or
on the sea-shore, as great space is required for the
" links" (or playing-ground). Small boles 122 are sunk
in the ground long distances apart'1 28 and the players
must drive the ball successively 124 to these holes.
The player who succeeds in putting his ball into every
bole with the fewest number of strokes 125 , wins the
game. Golf is not popular in the same way as
a piece of wood broader at one end than at the other
a small gate-like frame-work, composed of three rods set
vertically in the ground, with two small pieces of wood lying horizontally on the top, at which the ball is thrown or bowled 119 to begin again after
117 step 118 to throw with violence interruption - 120 (two or more draught-animals yoked together),
a group of players - 121 a tract of ground belonging to no one
in particular or open to the use of all - 122 excavation 124 following in order , in regular
198 aside from each other order - 12 ~ blow.
1• ~

-
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cricket and football are, but it is played by a very
large number of people for the sake of healthy exercise and fresh air.
Want of space will not allow reference to very
many of the athletic sports and games of England .
Rowing 12 6, however, is made very conspicuous 127 as
a national sport by the great annual contest between
the universities of Oxford and Cambridge, known as
the " Ox ford and Cambridge Boat-Race". This event
is second in the general interest only to the great
horse-race of the " Derby". Picked men (nine on
each side) undergo a long course of training and
exercise and the public follows the details of their
daily rowing-practice (published by the papers) with
a keen interest which reaches fever-heat as the day
draws near for the great race. The contest takes
place on the Thames, every spring, and occupies about
twenty minutes. The race affords a stirring 1 28 and
beautiful sight when the weather is favourahle.
Hundreds of thousands of spectators assemble on the
banks of the noble river and watch eagerly 129 and
excitedly the two long, slender 180 boats cutting
through the water as quickly as a good horse can
gallop.
The following small selection of English "sportrecords" 181 may interest the reader:
Running
10 miles 189 : 50 min. 408 '6 sec.
Walking
.
. lOmil.: 1 hourl7min. 384 /6sec.
Jumping 188 tlong)(running)24 feet 184 ll8/, inches 185 •
"
(high) standing) 6 " .
Jumping with pole 186
11 ,, 9 inches.
Bicycling on road 137
24 hours: 428 miles.
,,
" path 138 •
I hour: 45 miles 210 yard s 189 •
126 to propel with oars, as a boat 127 easy to be seen,
prominent - " 8 exciting - 129 ardently desirous - no thin or
narrow - 181 the best facts registered officially - 182 1 mile =
1609,33 m - lM to spring upwards or forwards , to leap m 1 foot = 0,!305 m - m 1 inch = 0,025 m - 186 a long staff
187 a highway , a public way for passengers and vehicles 188 a way_ trodden or beaten by the feet of men or beasts 189 1 yard= 0,914 m.
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440 yards: 5 min. 32 1/s sec.
1 mile: 24 min. 423 /11 sec.
"
Remaining
under water 4 min. 45 1 /, sec.
Motor-car (by Edge)
1581 miles in 1440 minutes.
Boxing (with gloves) is a manly exercise and
sport requiring strength, adroitness au, agility u 1 and
great quickness of sight. No blow may be given
below the belt as and under no circumstances may
the feet or knees be used. When a man is down,
his opponent ua must wait for him to rise to his feet.
Breathing 144-time is allowed between the "rounds" u 5 _
A good boxer is endowed us with endurance 1•n, courage, coolness and good temper 148 and men without
these natural gifts should not attempt the exercise.
Boxing without gloves was in former years much
practised by a certain class of athletes, but it is no
longer allowed and the law is severe against it.
English school-boys sometimes settle u 9 their differences by a "stand-up 150 fight" with their fists 151
and, after such contests, usually become the best of
friends.
A few words only can be devoted here to
"quoits". It is a game with iron or steel discs 152
of eight inches diameter, having a hole in the centre.
The players throw the disc at a wooden peg m in
the ground. Accuracy 154 of aim 165 is the object in
this English game. It is therefore different to the
Greek "discus"-throwing, in which the player sought
chiefly to throw his disc a long distance.
Wrestling 15 6 is an old British sport which is
still widely practised. The style varies with different
counties, the Cumberlanrl, Westmoreland, Lancashire,
Somerset and Devonshire styles being the most celeSwimming

uo readiness, dexterity - 141 = 64 - H 2 girdle - ua adversary - u• to draw in and ~ve out air - 145 course - 146 to
provide - u 7 = 11 - 148 d1sfosition of mind - 149 to close,
to adjust, to put in order - 15 regular, fair - m the closed
hand - n 9 a circular plate of metal - m a small pointed
piece of wood - 154 exactness - m the object or point intended
to be struck - 158 an athletic exercise between two men who try
to throw each other down with their arm .
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brated. The physical and moral requirements to
mak e a good wrestler are much the same as go to
make a good bqxer.

XL Literature.
In the revival 1 of English letters which marks
the sixteenth century , the name of William Shakespeare shines with a brightness all its own amid 2
the many literary stars of that great epoch. He was
born in April 1564 at Stratford on Avon (Warwickshire), the son of prosperous 8 and respected parents,
and he was a pupil at the Grammar School of his
native town. In his later years, his father became
reduced 4 in circumsta.nces. At the age of nineteen,
the poet married Ann Hathaway of the neighbouring
village of Shottery and, about three years later, he
left Stratford to seek bis fortune in London.
Intellectual life in London, at that time, was remarkable for its advanced state of literary and general
culture. The fulfilment of the Renaissance with its
renewal of the classical influences of Greece and
Rome had shed a new light over the whole of western
Europe. It must be admitted that the influence
showed itself in England otherwise than, for instance,
in France. In the former country, it came upon a
people which had arisen from the fusing 5 of the old
Saxon race with the Norman-French element of a
later date. Out of this had emerged 6 a strain 7 which,
at this time, had already attained 8 to full national
maturity 9 • The national consciousness 10 was , in a
remarkable degree, stirred 11 into activity by the
1 recovery to life from apparent death , from a state of
neglect or depression; return to activity from a state of languor
- ~ among, m the middle - 8 successful, making gain - • to
bring to an inferior state, to poverty - G the union or blending
together as if melted - 6 to rise up, to issue, to proceed from
7 race 9 state of perfection or com8 to arrive at pleteness, ripeness - 10 the knowledge of what passes in one's
own mind - 11 to put into motion, to incite, to stimulate.
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glorious reign of Queen Elizabeth. Under her rule,
the foreign policy 12 of the English government was
eminently 18 successful as a peaceful policy . The long
threatening enmity 14 of pain was for ever destroyed
with the defeat of its great At·mada, and English
influence was largely increased over the world by the
voyages of discovery of Raleigh and Drake. The
Renaissance movement bad no detrimental 16 effect
upon English thought. Outside influences failed to
disturb 16 the natural growth. English literature did
not decline 17 to a spurious 18 classic style: on the
contrary, in its natural healthfulness, it appreciated 10
with incomparable discrimination 20 what was good in
the new ideas and absorbed 21 them to the best advantage of native development. Erudite 22 works
after the pattern 28 of the old classical tragedies survived, in England, only as books. The popular drama,
peculiar to the English soil 24 , rises superior to the
stiffness of accepted principles and the slavish 25 observance of the unities of time, place and action.
Thereby it gains enormous scope 26 for the development of human character. Indeed the subject, treatment 27 and characters are of the sort which at once
appeal 28 to our interest much more strongly than
mere 29 dramatic form does. Both treatment and
language combine 80 to secure a certain realism which
carries conviction 81 with it. Thus the English drama
rose to its full and vigorous 82 maturity.
As already intimated 38 , the literature of this
time centred 34 round the national drama. It was a
1 2 the art or manner of conducting public affairs 13 rising
above others, high in rank - 14 ill-will, unfriendly disposition 16 injurious, hurtful, causing loss 16 to trouble, to interrupt 11 to decay, to sink 18 not real or genuine, false 19 to esteem
rightly - 20 the faculty of distinguishing, acuteness - 21 to drink
in, as a sponge - 22 learned - •3 an original proposed for imitation, an example - 2' ground, land - •5 meanly servile, as a slave
26 space, room, unrestricted libertf ~1 management - 28 to
ap_ply, to address one's self to - 2 this only, simple - 80 to
nmte, agree - 31 strong belief grounded on evidence - 8 • full
of strength and life - 33 to mention briefly - 8' to collect to
one point, to settle on one object.
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period of great and general dramatic inspiration 35 •
Men of the highest rank identified 86 themselves with
the advance of art, whilst some of them took an active
part in the promotion 87 of literature. The queen herself possessed intellectual gifts of a high order. She
had a good knowledge of Hebrew , Greek and Latin
and she loved the classical poets. She spoke French
and Italian fluently and was well acquainted with
the literature of these languages; she was an accomplished 38 musician, and she composed very crerlitable 8 9
English verse. She was a great patroness 40 of art,
science and philosophy, and genius quickly found its
way to her favour. The court of such a queen coulrl
hardly fail to be a highly cultured onP.. S ir Walter
-.Raleigh, Edmund Spen: er and Sir Philip Sidney - to
mention no others - were not only courtiers 41 , but
scholars ' 2 who distinguished themselves highly in the
literature of the time. The literature of the time was
popular in the widest sense. The active and robust ' 8
minds of the London citizens of Elizabeth's day
appreciated to the full the wealth of literary knowledge which opened to them a new world of beauty.
It was in the midst of this great movement of
artistic actualities O that the young Shakespeare found
himself plunged 45 when he went to London. He was
employed first in the theatre at Blackfriars and
later at the Globe Theatre. There can be no doubt
that he studied translations of the Greek and Roman
poets as well as the varied ' 6 works of the Italian,
French and Spanish authors. Nor, we may be sure,
did he neglect the old and new English literature
relating to foreign countries and general subjects.
By his omnifarious 47 reading and the active part he
Db infusion of ideas into the mind ao to unite or combine in interest - 87 advancement, encouragement - 38 rich in
acquired qualities, well-educated - 89 worthy of praise or commendation - ,o giving aid, protecting either a person or a work
41 a man who attends at the courts of princes, seeking for
favours or advancement - 49 a man eminent for learning 4 a strong, possessing perfect strength and vigour " reality •~ to throw into water - 46 of different kinds - 47 of all varieties of forms or kinds.
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played in the varied scenes of the life of the capital,
he not only widened his experience, but made up 4 8 ,
in no slight • 0 measure, for his provincial school-education. He acquired a high literary reputation by
the artistic merit of his youthful poems and his
mastery of rhythmical forms. He associated 50 with
actors 51 , authors and noble patrons, such as Southampton, Essex and Pembroke. He was an actor ancl
an authority on dramatic composition and, in course
of time, he became the chief proprietor of the Globe
Theatre.
At an early period, he realised 52 his special gifts
for the drama, and he set a crown of accomplishment
upon the work essayed 58 by others in the same field.
English composition, at the time, was carried to a
high point of excellence by authors of scholarly 5 J
attainments 55 • Surrey reached an exquisite 1;efinement in his treatment of the lyric form and succeeded in making it indigenous 56 to the English language.
Spenser created in his "Fairy 57 Queen" a vividly 5 8
coloured romantic epic on the national subject of
King Arthur (1590-1596). Among dramatists, Marlowe had made himself a high reputation. ·
The field of labour upon which Shakespeare
entered was, then, widely cultivated and prepared
for the crowning conquest of his surpassing 59 genius.
Tp his earlier works belongs "A Midsummer Night's
Dream", where we are led into the charmed 60 circles
of fairy land and bewitched 60 with elfin 61 spells 62 •
The tragic love-story of " Romeo and Juliet" is also
48 to supply by an equivalent, to compensate ' 9 superficial, not deep - 60 to join in company - 61 a theatrical performer,
a stage-player - 69 to feel vividly and strongly - 68 to attempt,
to try - 64 resembling a scholar or learned man - 66 proficiency
01; advancement , in the acquisition of an art or any branch of
knowledge - 66 native, born and bred in the same country 67 an imaginary good or bad bein~, said to influence the fate of
men - 68 true to the life, exhibitrng the appearance of life and
freshness - 69 excellent in an eminent degree - 00 to subdue
by supernatural influence - 61 of elves, or supernatural beings,
fairies and wandering spirits - 62 any form of words which,
when recited, were supposed to possess magical power, a charm.
Harni s ch-Pickering, Views of English National Life.
8
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one of his earlier productions, as is also the powerful historical play "Richard the Third". These were
followed (1596-1601) by "The Merchant of Venice"
(with its master-figure of Shylock), "The Taming 63
of the Shrew" 6 ', "Henry the Fourth" and the "Merry
Wives of' Wind or" (with th e immortal character of
Falstaff) , "Henry the Fifth" and other historical
plays. With the achievement of " Julius Caesar", it is
the opinion of many authorities that the poet reached
the highest summit 66 of his creative dramatic power
(1601-1608). This tragedy wa followed by works
of a so mew hat gloomier 66 tone which, it has been
surmised 67 , may be attributed 68 to disappointment 61'
or other trouble in the poet's life. Indeed a certain
lofty 70 melancholy is discernible 71 in the tragedies
of "Hamlet", "Othello", "Macbeth", "Kin,q Lear" and
" Coriolanus". In his last works, however, written
in peaceful retirement (1608-1613), we find again the
light and playful fancy 72 , as shown in '"lhe Tempest",
"Oymbeline" and "The Winter's Tale". The dramatic
works of Shakespeare include 78 over thirty tragedies,
comedies and histories.
In due time, he rose to the foremost place among
his contemporaries 7 ' , in London, his worldly affairs
prospered 75 , and later, he returned to Stratford , where
he had bought property. Here, in the quiet old town ,
he made his home and passed his remaining years
in the dignified position of a well-to-do 76 citizen. It
is only reasonable to suppose that he kept in touch
with the literary life of London by paying occasional
visits to his friends there. He died in Stratford, on
the 23rd April 16lti, and his simple tomb is still to
68 to reduce from a wild to a domestic state 64 a turbulent and vexatious woman - 65 highest point, top - 66 dark.
clouded, heavy of heart - 67 to imagine without certain knowledge, to suspect - 68 to ascribe - 69 defeat or failure of exfectation - 70 elevated in character, di~nified , sublime 1 visible, perceptible -:- 7 2 imagination 7 to contain, to comprise - 7• one who lives at the same time with another - 75 to
thrive, to be successful, tp flourish - 76 easy in circumstances.
prosperous.
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-be se en within the altar-rails 77 of the parish 78 church.
It was not till 1623 that the first complete collection
of his dramatic works was published.
Shakespeare's mind was deeply imbued 79 • with
the traditions of English literature. He appreciated 79 a
to the full all the truth and beauty which lay in the
ancient classics as well as in the , works of later
foreign writers. But he knew (as Chaucer and Spencer
knew, according to their own particular lights) how
to mould 80 them into a nobler dramatic form and
unity with the popular poetic ideals. He was not
subject to the stiff, established 81 laws which prevailed 82 , and this brought him under the adverse 88
criticism of learned writers, like Ben Jonson. But in
this freedom from established usage, his great geniu
was able to produce its vivid creations and to clothe
them in language unsurpassed in vigour, purity and
beauty. He does not assume a foreign garb 8 ~. His
work is instinct 86 with the sentiments and feelings of
the English people. But though it is thoroughly 86 and
nationally English, it goes further and appeals 86 " to
the whole of mankind, by reason of the deep knowledge of the human heart which Shakespeare possessed.
and his observance of the immutable 87 principles of
the universal system of ethics. .Shakespeare is the
great creator of the character-play. He does more
than interest us in the mere 8 7" superficial 88 aspect 89
of his creations. Our attention is arrested 90 by his
command of a profound psychological consistency 91 •
He has a distinctive manner of contemplating 92 human
nature. He possesses an innate 98 instinct for seeing
77 a strip of metal , extendin~ from one upright post to
8 an ecclesiastical division,
others; a fence or balustrade subject to the oversiiht of one pastor - 79 impressed or penetrated - 190. = 19 - 0 to form into a particular shape - 81 to settle
or fix firmly - 82 to be in force, to have effect, power, or influence
83 opposed to 8• dress, mode or fashion 8 ~ animated 86 fully, completely 86 a = 28 87 unchangeable 87 a = 29
88 being on the surface or exterior part, not deep or profound
90 to stop, to seize sA view 9 1 agreement or harmony in
all parts - 92 to view with continued attention, to study
98 inborn, natural.
8*
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into the human heart and for penetrating 94 into the
innermost depths of human feeling. Added to this,
he has the gift of portraying 9 ~ exactly every phase 96
of human emotion, and therein lies the secret of his
predominant 97 influence. His analysis of the human
mind in its various phases is remarkable for its convincing 98 power, ancl he makes a free use of monologue
in securing this effect. Even bis villains 9 Q are instigated 100 by rational 101 motives which we can
appreciate-, and they appeal 102 to us all the more
strongly, in consequence. They are tragic in the
highest sense. •
All Shakespeare's dramatic works were intendecl
for the stage 108 , hence bis vivid style and the expressive vigour of his language. He does not hesitate
to indulge in 104 coarseness 105 , if it appears necessary
for the delineation 106 of a character or defining a
situation. But the ethical principle of hi.s poetry is
not affected by this. We stand with him, as it were,
on a higher plane 107 and are able to see, from a
loftier 108 standpoint, all the good and evil of human
nature and he inspires us with a sublime faith in
the salvation 100 of the human soul. His work is
coloured with the author's own virile 110 patriotism
and bis deep religious conviction m, which are free
from the narrow limitations 112 of parties or sects
and inspire ideals of the highest benevolence and
unselfishness. Shakespeare is the greatest dramatist
in the world's history.
0 ~ to pierce or enter, to make way 0~ to paint the
resemblance of anything, to describe vividly in words - 96 the
particular state at any given instant - 97 superior, supreme in
influence, ruling - 98 to persuade - 99 a wicked person 101 en100 to urge or incite to wrong or crime, to encourage dowed with reason, judicious, in conformity to reason - 102 to
apply for justice - 103 theatre, part where the performance takes
place - toi to suffer, to yield to - 106 roughness, meanness,
grossness - 100 drawing, description - 107 an even or level surface - 108 elevated in place - 100 preservation, deliverance, redemption from everlasting death - 110 male, pert. to -a man in
his mature state - 111 strong belief - 112 restrictions, restraining
conditions.
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That this noble growth of the English drama
de'Clined 118 , after the death of Shakespeare, is not surprising. There was no one worthy enough to take
bis place. Moreover, the public mind was disturbed 114,
by political changes. The death of the queen and
the accessiou 115 of James the First to the English
throne gave a new aspect to affairs. The king had
neither the liberal, polished learning nor the shrewd 116
sagacity 117 of Elizabeth. He hatl not her wide comprehension of politics nor her commanding personality
which coulrl hold party-passions in check 118 • I_le
incurred 119 the hat.red of Roman Catholics and Puritans alike 120 . During his reign, the seeds 121 of
political and religious discord 122 were sowed and
slowly grew to their ill-starred 128 harvest-time 124
when Charles the First lost botlt his crown and his
life (1649). The times were not favourable to literature.
The religious fervour 125 which distinguished the
Commonwealth 126 is strikingly illustrated by the personality and work of John Milton (1608-1674), who
was the creator of a new epoch in English literature.
This great poet was born in London of prosperous 126 a
parents. He was a $tndent at Cambridge and pro<iuced bis first poetical work in the peace anrl quiet
of the country. In order to complete his education,
he travelled in Italy and it was while he was there
that war broke out between King Charles and his
Parliament. He returned home and, renouncing 127
all bis literary plans, devoted himself entirely to the
interests of the Puritans in their struggle for religious and political freedom. Milton wrote many
118 to decay, to sink 114 to stir, to trouble 11 ~ arriviug
a t the throne - 116 sagacious, acute, intelligent - 117 penetration, discernment, soundness of judgment - 118 stop, restraint 119 to become subject to 120 in the same manner or degree 121 that part of a plant which contains the rudiment or embryo
of the future plant - 12 2 disagreement, strife - 128 influenced
by the stars to be unfortunate - 124 the time of reaping and
gathering in corn or fruits - m ardom, zeal - t i a the Republic
under Oliver Cromwell - 126 ~ = 3 - 127 to reject , to give up.
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p'a mphlets 128 on the fre~dom of the press and other
ul:ijects of public interest. In his official capacity u? 9
as Latin Secretary to Oliver Cromwell, he pleaded 180 ,
in his D efens£o pro Populo Anglicano, with passionate
energy for the right of the English people to put on
trial 181 a king whom be stigmatised 182 as perjured 188 , malignant 184. and a traitor to biR country ..
Milton lost his eyesight, in 1652 , be became much
reduced 13 "- in circumstances and saw all his political
idealR shattered 135 , upon the restauration 186 of the
Stuarts, in 1660. In his middle age, be turned again
to poetry and produced several monumental epics as.
well ::is shorter poems. In "Paradise Lost", hiR greatest.
and best known work , we have a religious epic which
is marked by the poet's distinguishing features 187 •
The theme is sublitne, the language dignified and
majestic without being ponderous 188 , the versification
is harmonious :rnd masterl y in style, and the imagery 189
is of the highest and purest form of poetical beauty.
Milton is, without doubt, the greatest poet of his rlay.
"Paradise Lost" opens with a picture of the rebellious
angels in Hell, after their fall from Heaven. They
are addressed by their leader, Satan, who declares
war against God nnd makes known his intention of
tempting Adam and Eve in the garden of Eden. It ends
with·the expulsion of man from Pararlise, but shows the
dawn 140 of human hope in a vision of the Rerlemption i n
of mankind through the sacrifice of Christ.
Another Puritan writer of remarkable gifts was
John Bunyan, a travelling tinker i. 2 anrl lay 148 128 a small book of a few page , not bound 129 profession
or occupation - 180 to argue or reason in support of a claim,
as before a court of justice; to deny a charge of guilt - 131 the
formal examination before a judge - 132 to denounce - 133 having
worn falsely - 184 dis\>osed to do harm or cause distress, bent
on evil, exerting a pernicious influence - 1 r•a = 4 - 1' 5 to break
into many pieces at once - 136 the re-establishing of the monarchy
under Charles II. - 181 form, lineament, outline - 188 heavy, weighty
13 A lively descriptions which suggest visible representations of
objects to the mind - u? the first appearance of light in the
morning - w deliverance from sin and misery - 142 a mender
of pots and pans (.l?effelfficfet) - 148 not clerical, not a clergyman.
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preacher who commenced his religious efforts in 1655.
His greatest work, "The Pilgrim's 141 Progress from
this world to that which is to come", iE a beautiful
allegory told in such a simple yet earnest style that
it has retained a world-wide celebrity. Scarcely a
household exists in Christendom in which it is unknown.
The universal rejoicing with which Charles the
Seeond was welcomed upon the .restoration of the
Stuarts, in 1660, shows unmistakably the strong reaction 145 which had set in against the oppression of
the fanatical Puritans. Butler sounds the key-note u 5
of the popular feeling in his mock-heroic 147 poem
'!Hudibras", which is a biting satire directed against
the tyrannical zealots m. The Restoration marks a
new era 149 in national anrl literary life - an era of
licence 150 • The corrupt 161 example of the court set the
fashion of depraved 162 taste in books and morals, and
the stage reflected 1 68 the fashionable .vices 154 of the
times. The great mass of the English middle class·es
remained, ho~ever, uncontaminated 106 by the immorality of the court. Puritanism was dead , it is
true , but the vital 166 principle of religion remained.
The popular sense showed a strong aversion 16 7 to
the abandoned tastes of the king and his favourites
and testified 158 its disappro·val of the dramatic authors
who pandered 16 9 to the prevailing love of depravity ma.
This feeling grew in strength and finally cleared 160
the dramatic atmosphere of its corrupting influence.
The figure of John Dryden (1631 - 1700) stands
144 a traveller to a distance to visit a holy place m an
action or force arising in opposition to another which has pre147
146
ceded the fundamental tone burlesquing the heroic ;
imitating, by wa; of derision, the manner, character, or actions
14
of heroes one carried away by excess of zeal - 149 a
succession of years, an epoch - Ho excess, contempt of necessary
restraint - 151 unsound - a 2 corrupt, abandoned, vicious 158 to throw back light 164 blemish, depravity or corruption
of conduct, opposite of "virtue" - 155 not soiled, stained or corrupted by impure contact - 166 that on which life depends,
essential - m dislike to, hatred - 158 to prove, to give evidence or testimony - 159 to act as agent - 16 "a = 152 - rno to
make free.
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out prominently 161 in the literary history of the
Restoration, for he did much to sustain the high
reputation of English letters and to restore a better
tone to the theatre. His influence was great and
lasting and his age is honourabl y known as the "Age
of Dryden". His dramas are noted for a far greater
refinement of feeling than those of his contemporaries
and he excelled 162 them alike in taste and execution.
His best work, however, is found in his poetry. It is
distinguished by its magnificent phrasing , musical
measure and lofty 168 style. Dryden's wt>rk forms the
beginning of an era in English literature.
The reign of Queen Anne (1702-1714) has given
iti;; name to a brilliant literary period, Alexander
Pope (1688-17 44) being the leading poet. There is
a prevalent 164 idea that this was entirely a shallow 166 ,
artificial age and that Pope was only a spiteful 166 rhymester 167 , but this idea is not quite true. Society affected 168 an elegance of manners, a flippancy 169 of speech
and a loose 170 code 171 of morals which were neitheT
natural nor permanent 172 • It was a period of extravagance 178 in dress, in eating and drinking, in gambling 174, in duelling 176 and in other social matters. Gre&t
importa.nce. was attached to exterior appearances. In
the poetry of the society-poets, a correct and elegant form,
wit and brilliance were considered first. The little things
of daily life were all subject to rule, and a gentl eman
showed his breeding 176 in the way he bowed, or handled
his cane 177 and snuff-box. These were the fashionable 178
follies' 79 of the time and Pope was the fashionable poet.
163 ele162 to surpass 181 distinguished above others vated in character, dignified, sublime - 164 predominant, current.
most ~eneral - 16 ~ having little depth, superficial - 166 having
a desire to annoy or injure -- 167 a versifier; a poor poet, in
contempt - 168 to make a show of - 169 fluency, forwardness 110 unbound 172 of long
171 laws collected and arranged continuance - 173 excess, a going beyond reasonable limits 175 the prac' 74 to play at a game extravagantly for money tice of fighting in sin~le combat -- 176 education, manners 177 walking-stick 17 according to the established mode and
to the usages of good society - 179 a weak or absurd act, a
weakness of mind.

.
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It is true that he sometimes touches a serious note in his
poetry and some of his couplets 180 have become proverbial 18 1 , owing to their truth and neatness 18 2 of
exp1 ession; but it was as the brilliant society satirist
that be excelled 188 • "Shoot folly as it flies", he says
in hi s "Essay on Man" , and nobody ever did it better
t han he. The poet was deformed 184 rn body and,
like man y cripples 185 , he was extremely sensitive 186
.and at tim es inclined to be ill-tempered 18 7 ; so we
are not surprised to hear that he made enemies.
This literary period, which, be it remembered,
was not strictl y confined 188 to the twelve years of
Queen Anne's reign , was an age of classical study
and every gentleman of note 189 prided himself 190
upon his knowledge of the poets of Greece and Rome.
Every poet who wished for fame 19 1 was obliged to
prove himself a classical scholar and a large proportion of th e poetry of the time consisted of more
or less laboured translations of the old classics, and
i t must be admitted that they often evince 19 2 more
-scholarship than true poeti cal genius. The imperfection 1&a in the poetry of the Queen Anne period
becomes at once apparent 19', if we compare it. with,
for instance, that of the Elizabethan age. The older
school strikes us as being simpler and more spontan eous 195 • It appeals to the heart as well as to the
mind. Pope dazzles 19 6 us with his brilliancy: he
forces our admiration , but it is .our intellect which
a pplauds rather than our affections 197 •
180 two lines which rhyme 181 used or current as a
proverb (a short sentence conveying some useful lesson of prudence or morality) - 18 2 good taste in style - 183 to possess
good qualities in a great degree - 18 ' disfigured , misshapen,
ugly - 1M one who has lost the use of a limb , a Jame person
186 quickly and acutely alive to impressions from external
objects _:_ 187 of bad temper, morose, sour , hard to please 188 to restrain within limits, to shut up 189 consequence or
distinction - 190 to be proud of - 191 renown, public report or
praise - 192 to make evident - 198 state of being defective 195 acting fr om its own impulse
' 9 ' that may be easily seen or ener~y - 198 to overpower with light, to strike or surprise
with brilliancy or splendour - 19 7 love, attachment, feeling.
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It is worthy of remark ,. as showing the independence of public feeling and the development of
the middle classes, that, towards the end of the
seventeenth century, the censor hip 1 98 of newspapers
was abolished 199 and they began to acquire the great
moral force they now posses . The freedom of thought
which the people })ad slowly acquired now found its·
expression in a free press. We have seen how publicopinion exercised it powerful influence for good. upon
the stage, even in the time of the Restoration. We
shall now see how great a part public opinion played
in the further development of letters. The press
popularised 200 literature as well as enlarged the
view of the public mind on political and general subjects..
The early connexion between the public press
and literature is shown in the publication (1709-1713),
by Steele anrl Addison, of weekly newspapers conta.ining articles on social and literary subjects. In
the "Tatllr" 201 , the "Spectator" and the "Guardian",
but especiall y in the "Spectator", there appeared
sketches 202 and essays on persons and things which
are remarkable for the beauty of their style. The
admirable creation of Sir Roger de Coverley and his
friends shows the purely literary interest these newspapers excited, and explains their popularity. For
their artistic and yet natural style no less than for
their fidelity 208 in picturing the social life of the
time, these contributions are of the highest possible
interest. It is hardly too much to say that they
paved 20"' the way for the English novel 205 , which
shortly after came into existence.
The world-renowned "Robinson Crusoe" by Daniel
198 the office or dignity of a censor (a person who ins~ects
all manuscripts before they are permitted to be printed) - 1 ' 9 to
put an end to - 200 to render pleasing and suitable to the people
generally - 201 an idle talker - •02 a rough dash or outline, in
which the general effect is attended to, but not the details 204 to lay with stones. to pre:pare 203 faithfulness, veracity 205 a tale or narrative giving
picture of human life, particularly
the natural workings of the human heart.

a
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Defoe (1719) is of the old order of stories of personal adventure; in which the interest centres round
one person and his behaviour in a series of wonderful situations. The same may be said of the satirical
romance of Swift, "Gulliver's Travels" (1720-1726).
Later came the development of fiction 206 where the
reader's interest is challenged 207 by the representations
of individual characters and the varying emotions to
which they are subject under more or less probable
circum stances.
Samuel Richardson (1689- 1761) is considered
to be the founder of the popular novel. He dealt
largely with the affairs of family life, which he treated
with vivid descriptive power and a close 208 insight
into character. His chief works were: "Pamela",
"Clarissa Harlowe" and "Sir Charles Grandison".
Henry Fielding, who wrote "Joseph .Andrews" and
" Tom Jones", and Tobias Smollet, the author of
''Roderick Random", depend less upon the domestic
virtues and incline to another side of human nature.
Laurene~ Sterne is the great sentimentalist of his
time and he entertains us with his fine sensitiveness
relieved 2 09 by touches 210 of sly humour. He wrote
" Tristram Shandy" and " The Sentimental Journey".
Oliver Goldsmith will be ever remembered, perhaps
more by his beautiful poetry than by his much read
domestic story, " The Vicar 211 of Wakefield" (1766).
Thus was the literary taste of the public gradually prepared for the new order of things which came
into existence in the second half of the eighteenth
century. We have seen how the brilliant though
over-elaborated 212 poetry of Pope and his school, with
its rigid 218 adherence 2 14 to fixed rules, rose and de206 that which is feigned or invented , novel literature to call or summon (to fight) - 208 very near, private, narrow
209 to set free, to mitigate, to alleviate 210 a single act of
a pencil, a stroke, slight notice - 211 the minister of a parish
who receives only the smaller tithes, or a salary - 212 to improve or hi~hly finish by successive oper.ations - 218 stiff, strict,
inflexible, rigorou - 214 steady or fixed attachment.
201
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clined. Greater relaxation 215 , more liberal treatmenJ
becomes apparent in matter and style. Writers turn
to simpler methods, for, hy such means only, can the
higher forms of poetry be truly fostered 216 • The
true poet has two great primitive 217 sources of inspiration which never fail those who seek knowledge
in the proper spirit and with the faculty of poetic
appreciation: the book of Nature and the heart of Man.
This is what Shakespeare did , and therein lies the
secret of true poetic genius. When the poet gives expresi:don to his conceptions 218 with simple directness
and force, we come under his charm and recognise the
truth which he has clothed in a new beauty.
And now the flood 219 of political events disturbed
the even 220 current 221 of public thought. Men's minds
were turned into a new direction. There was a
general awakening at the cry of liberty. This cry
put into movement the power which created the
French Revolution. In England. it found its echo in
the "Letters of Junius". It declared the " Rights of
Man". Under the :ttag of political liberty, poetry too~
a wider range 222 • We can trace 228 , in the writing
of Steele and Addison, the tendency to a freer style.
Dr. Samuel Johnson , and even Pope himself, by their
editions of Shakespeare's works, did much to favou~·
a return to simpler ways of thought, whilst Garrick's
powerful rendering of the great dramatist's characters
helped to turn the public mind in the some direction.
The new school had its forerunners in 'l,homson,
author of "The Seasons", and Edward Young, who
wrote the inspired but melancholy "Night Thoughts".
But it was in Scotland that the Romantic School,
destined fo1· such a triumphant course, was initiated 22 '.
With the loss of this country's political independence, in 1603, the Scotch language ceased to be the
216 to nourish , to
215 abatement of rigour or severity bring up, to forward - :117 original - 218 view, sentiment, or
thought - 219 a great flow of water - 220 having a flat or
smooth surface, level, calm - 221 stream, course, tendency 22 3 to follow by the visible marks left
2 t 2 compass or extent 2 u to introduce by a first act, to begm.
-
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vehicle 225 of the native literature. Literature, in Scot~
land, became moulded 226 to the English schools of
thought. Scotch individuality survived only in the
old folk-lore 227 , as it exists in the Scotch dialect.
Happily a rich store 2 ~8 of old national songs and
legends have been thus retained and, by their pure
originality, have admirably compensated 229 the loss of
a modem Scotch school. The revival of folk-lore is
marked by the versification of the poems of Ossian,
published in 1760, and by the "Reliques 230 of Ancient
English Poetry", compiled 281 by Percy (1765). These
works revived the taste for English and Scotch antiquity and gave a strong incentive 282 to the development of the Romantic school of literature . .
To the influence of Robert Burns (1759-1796)
is due, in a larg-e measure, the evolution 238 of the
English lyric. He was the son of Scotch peasants in
poor circumstances and was brought up under the
hard conditions then prevailing 28 ' in the lower
ranks 286 of agricultural life. As a young man, he
worked as a ploughman 286 and, in his despair 287 , was
disposed to emigrate 288 to Jamaica, in search 289 of
more remunerative 240 employment. At this juncture 241 ,
however, his first collection of poems was published
and attracted some attention, the result being that,
for a short time , he enjoyed 242 a certain popularity
in Edinburgh society. Unfortunately he did not retain
his position and died, but half appreciated m, while
still young. His poetry is entirely devoid 244 of poetical
any kind of carriage or conveyance - 226 to form into
2 27 po_pular lefiends, traditions, and superstitions - 228 a large quantity - 2 0 to give equal value to, to
make amends for - 230 that which is left after the loss or decay
of the rest - 281 to select and put together for publication ~32 that which kindles or excites, that which prompts to good or
evil, a stimulus - 2 88 unfolding, development - 28 • to be in
.force - 235 a row or line, class or order - 286 one who manages
a, plough or instrument drawn by horses or oxen for turning up
the soil of a field - 237 utter hopelessness - 288 to leave one's
native country to settle in another - 289 seeking or looking for
2• 1 a critical or important
~4 0 yielding money , profitable J)oibt of time - 2• 2 to possess - us to esteem rightly ~J• free from.
225

a particular shape -
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artifices 245 ancl false refinement. There is a feeling
of great freshness and freedom in his style. His
songs, whether they laud the beauties of nature
or enlarge on 246 the charms of love , whether they
are in a serious or a humorous vein 247 , betray 248
poetical inspiration of the highest order. They are
spontaneous h 9 outbursts in Goethe's acceptation of
the word. Burns' sentiment is homely 250 and natural
and bis sincerity and simplicity are heightened 251 by
bis use of dialect, but he possesses the power to touch
chords 262 which awaken vibrations 268 in every human
heart. He was a great lyric poet and his influence
reached far and may be traced 268 " in the work of
many singers who followed him.
.
In England, the lyric was cultivated especially by
the poets of the ''Lake School", though in a narrower
sense. Wordsworth (1770-1850) with Coleridge and
Southey were the chief of these. They lived preferably in Cumberland - a lovely county in the
north-western part of England , celebrated for its
romantic scenery of lake and mountain. Amidst these
pastoral 264 scenes, they wrote their flowing, passionless verse which was in harmony with the peaceful
character of the times, for a calm had followed the
storm of the French Revolution and the tumult of
Napoleon's wars. At this time also, Thomas Moore
was working in Ireland. His "Irish M elodies" are
tinged 265 with the sweet melancholy of the traditions
of Irish folk-lore 256 a.
In the art of fiction 256 b, Scotland took the lead 266
•with Sir W~lter Scott (1771-1832). He breathed a
new life into the old bones 267 of the middle ages and
displayed 258 , in his widely known Waverley Novels
I
u 5 a tric~J.. an artful contrivance, something done to deceive

to be dinuse in speaking, to use many words - 247 turn
of mind, particular temper - 048 to disclose or discover, to show
or indicate - Hu acting from its own impulse - 250 plain, not
polished - 251 to raise higher, to increase - 252 the string of
a musical instrument - ~58 a tremulous motion - 258 ~ = 22;:l 25 • pert. to shepherds, rural 255 to colour, to impregnate 255a = 227 >65b = 206 - tfi6 guidance - 267 the firm hard substance that composes the skeleton - 258 to show, to spread, to
make manifest.
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("Ivanhoe" , "Kenilworth", "Quentin Durward" etc.), a
masterly skpt 2 59 in bringing the old times, with their
stirring 260 events, vividly before the reader's mind.
For many a long year, his novels maintained a great
popularity and they are still regarded as English
classics. In the minds of the general public of today, however, Scott's novels are of less interest than
modern fiction, which is more in harmony with everyday life and with scientific and social progress. In
fine 261, with the advance of the nineteenth century, the
purely romantic view of past 262 ages ceased to attract
the mass of the reading public, and fiction dealing with
a modern aspect 263 of things assumed 264 a growing
importance.
In the beginning of his literary career 265 , Scott
had devoted himself to writing stories in verse, such
as the " Lay 266 of" the Last Minstrel" 267 , " The Lady
of" the Lake" etc. Subsequently 268 he renounced the
poetical form and confined 269 himself to prose. He
was deeply in debt and his chief motive was, no doubt,
to clear 210 himself of his liabilities 271 • It is also
argued 272 with some plausibility 278 that he was, in a
measure, prompted 274 to the change by the advent 276
of the brilliant poetical genius of Lord Byron
(1788-1824).
Byron was ~nfortunate in the home influences of
his childhood , for we are told that his mother was
of uncertain mood 276 and did not teach , either by
precept or example, habits 277 of self-denial 27 H and
self-control. His naturally impetuous 279 disposition
2fi 9 great ability, art, dexterity 260 to agitate, to excite to conclude , to sum up all - 262 gone by - 268 view to take, to :pretend, to possess - 26 fi progress in life - 266 a
song, a poem m a simple style - 267 one who recounts heroic
deeds in verse, often composed by himself, and sings them to
the harp - 268 at a later tune - •69 to restrain within limits 270 to make free 211 debts 278 apparent
272 to declare right - 2a to incite to action; to encourage - 27 fi commg 27 d disposition of mind, temper 277 the tendenc1, to any action
occasioned by custom or frequent repetition - · 78 forbearance
to gratify one's appetites or desires, exercise of patience 270 rushing with force and violence, hasty.
261
26 '
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came under no wholesome 280 restraint, and this will
partly account for 281 the errors and sufferings of his
manhood. As a boy, he attended 282 the famous old
school at Harrow and, afterwards, he entered the university of Cambridge. As early as 1807, his first
collection of poems, "Hours of Idleness" 288 , was
published. The book met with very severe criticism
in the "Edinburgh Review". The young author
retorted 284 with a stinging 285 answer to his unfavourable critics. It included an extremely keen 286
satire on English literature and contemporary 287
authors of note 288 anrl be did not spare even Scott,
Moore and Southey, in his angry 289 protest.
After devoting a short time to politics, Byron
undertook his first long tour abroad 290 and he visited
(1809-1811) Portugal , Spain and Greece. It was at
this time that he wrote the first can toes 29 1 of "Childe 292
Harold's Pilgrimage". This work at once raised the
author to high poetic fame. The poem was followed
by a series of others of the same order, "The Giaur",
"The Corsair", "Lara'\ "The Siege 298 of Corinth",
and his high reputation was finally confirmed when
"The Prisoner o( Chillon" and ,,Mazeppa" were published. A collection of bis lyrics appeared under the
title of "Hebrew Melodies".
Byron married in 1815, but, in the following year,
a rupture 294 took place and the young couple 295 separated. Londou society showed a strong disapproval
of the poet's conduct, and, in high dudgeon 296 , he
left his native land for ever (18l6). He travelled
through Belgium and the Rhine district to Switzerland and described, in the glowing m language of his
281 to explain 282 to be present 1!80 useful, salutary the state of being unemployed - 284 to make a severe reply
- m sharp, biting, sarcastic - 286 sharp - 287 living at the
same time - 2~8 consequence or distinct10n - 289 displeased,
raging - 200 to a foreign counti:y - 291 a part or division of a
poem - 292 formerly a noble youth - 293 the act of attacking
a fortress under cover of earth thrown up from trenches, to
compel its surrender - 294 breach, open hostility - 295 a man
and his wife - 290 inward anger or resentment - 297 burning
with vehement heat, ardent.
283
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dramatic poem ''Manf'red" the inspiring scenery ',)f
the Alpine peaks 298 • He came into contact, at this
time, with Shelley and found in him such a congenial 299
spirit that a strong friendship sprang up between the
two poets. Byron then went on to Venice, where he
remained a considerable time and found appreciative 800 friends. Under the stimulating 801 friendship,
of Countess Guiccioli, he wrote several dramas, such
as " Marino Faliero", "Sardanapalus" and the deeply
pensive 802 mystery 808 of "Gain". · Besides this, he
worked ·upon his last and never to be finished poem
" Don Juan", where, with a mixture of mockery and
seriousness, he attacked the opinions and prejudices 804
of the society of the day. Later, he became infatuated soi; with the cause of national freedom in
Greece and left Italy, in order to dedicate himself
and his fortune to the attractive ideal. He died of
fever, in his thirty-seventh year.
Byron's poetry is distinguished by its passionate
feeling, its rhythmical measure and the poet's complete mastery of technique. He shows infinite 806 art
in dealing with the beauties of nature, especially in his
descriptions of the sea and rugged 807 mountain scenery.
The whole is coloured with that deep melancholy which
underlay bis character and which was due to various
causes. His susceptibility 808 was quite abnormal. He
was lame from birth and was morbidly 809 sensitive to
this imperfection. His domestic unhappiness and the inimical aio attitude assumed by Society against him increased the unhealthy tone of bis mind. In a reckless an
and impetuous spirit, he set himself in opposition to all
social restrictions 812 and the accepted opinions of art.
298 the top ridge or point of a mountain 299 kindred,
similar - 800 having or implying a just appreciation - 801 to
excite to action, to animate - 80 • thoughtful and sad, or
melancholy - 808 a sort of miracle-play
~04 a previous inclination ·of mind, formed without regard to evidence - 305 to
inspire with a foolish passion - 806 without limits, perfect,
immense - 801 rough, rocky, inhospitable - 808 impressibility,
capacity for emotional excitement - 809 diseased , unsound aw hostile, unfriendly, adverse - 811 without concern or thought,
regardless - 312 limitation.
H a rni s ch - Pi c k e ring , Views of English National Life.
9
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By his injudicious 318 ancl unreasoning passion , he
entirely estranged 314 the hearts of his fellow-countrymen. Inspired by · his own grievances 315 , he looked
upon himself as the archetype 816 of suffering humanity
and constituted 817 himself the bard 818 of human despair.
In Englnncl , Byron is considered tho great romantic
poet of his age , and his influence upon European
literature generally - not excepting German letters
- is considerable.
With regard to Germa:n classical literature, especially the works of Schiller and Goethe , it may be
said that it has a perceptible 319 influence in various
branches of English letters. Not less worthy of
remark is the high esteem in which the great German
masters of philosophy are held by all classes of
English thinkers. This is due, in a large measure,
to the efforts of Thomas Carlyle, the eminent Scotch
hi$torian, who macle it bis special province to establish a community of German-English thought.
About the same time, the English literary world
became conscious 820 of a new force in the field of
poetry, as Alfred Lord Tennyson (1809-1892) became known. He eventually 321 rose to be the foremost
poet of the Victorian age. He was a man of great
nobleness of mind and a poet of fine and delicate
feeling. His work, which extended over a wide
range 822 of subjects, is always marked by highly
artistic conceptions 828 expressed in the most beautiful
language and faultless verse. As a contribution 324
to the revival of the romantic form, be reproduced
the popular legends of King Arthur, in his celebrated
"ldyls of the King", and clothed them with a new
splendour and grace. He also wrote many long
313 acting with out judgment , unwise 314 to turn from
kindness to indifference or enmity - m that which causes . grief•
or uneasiness - 316 original or model - 817 to set up or · e_sta- ,
blish, to make - 1tis one who sang his own poems among' the
ancient Celts, a poet - 8 19 easily to be perceived - 320 . aware,
sensible - 321 finally - 322 row, com.pass, extent - , 323 idea,
3 24 anythmg given to a common
view , sentiment , thought
stock.
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poems on modern subjects (" The Princess", ,,Enoch
Arden" etc.), which attained great popularity. His
lyrical poems show the &ame fine finish 826 and deli-cate beauty and are not less admirable in conception.
"In Memoriam', one of his greatest achievements 826 ,
is full of religious and philosophic thought of the
uoblest character. Tennyson was for ·many years
Poet Laureate 8 27 • He spent the greater part of his ·
Jife in retirement in the Isle of Wight.
In the Victorian era 828 of literature, the novel
occupied a prominent 829 place and the name of
Charles Dickens (1812-1870) will ever be associated 880
with the period in this respect. The old form of
romance, with its picturesque characters of steel-clad 881
knights and dames of high degree, gave way to tales
of London and provincial life, treating of the everyday events of the middle and lower classes, the
people, in short, and telling of their work, poverty,
virtues and vices. In this line, Dickens was preeminent. In his childhood and early youth, he tasted
all the bitterness of poverty and, in his riper years,
be studied the lower aspects of London life with
care and thoroughness. No man knew the London
of bis day, especially the London of the poor, better
than he, and, under the pseudonym 882 of "Boz" in his
"Sketches", be portrayed with skill the results of his
own keen observation. From this beginning, be became the founder of novels of London life. In his
works, he shows, in humorous guise 888 , his warmheartedness, his practical philanthropy m and his
tireless 885 championship 886 of the pd~r - and helpless.
He protested against the indifference of the wealthy
classes to the misery of the lower orders: be exposed
I

m that which gives perfection to a work of art -

328 something done by continued exertion , a heroic deed - 827 a poet
with an annual fee from the Crown , now only an honorary
title - 8118 a succession of years - "29 distinguished above others
conspicuous - 880 to join -- 631 covered or armed with steel ~
884 the
888 external appearance , dress 8 8 2 a false name love of mankind - ~8 & never tiring, p!lrsevering -- 386 defending
the cause of another in combat.
9*
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the abuses practised in the unsupervised 387 private.
schools then existing: he ridiculed 888 the costliness 8811
and dilatoriness 840 of actions-at-law: he showed the
cruelty of the legal m treatment of debtors and, by
his bold outspokenness 342 , called public attention to
many crying evils, which have now long since ceased
to exist, largely owing to his efforts (,,Pickwick Papers",
"Oliver Twist", "Nicholas Nickleby", "Martin Chwnlewit", "David Copperfield", ,,A Christmas Carol" 848 ,
"The Oricket 844 on the Hearth" etc.). Dickens is
accused of exaggeration 345 in his character-drawing.
We must remember, however, that his remarkable
penetration 846 and imaginative power opened out to
him a far greater range than is possible to ordinary
people. There is no doubt that he truly described
persons as they appeared to him and, if his work
seems, in places, to be too highly coloured, it is a
small matter when we consider the great number of
the persons he sets before us, their vitality 347 and
distinctive individuality. If popularity is any criterion 348 of excellence, Dickens was facile princeps 849
in his time and he occupies still a place in public
esteem to which few authors have attained 350 • He
excelled in humour, but he wrote with a higher motive
than amusement and his name lives in the affections 851
of the English people. - His grrat contemporary
was W. Makepeace Thackeray, who was of better birth
and education than Dickens. His characters are, for the
greatu part, taken from the better classes of society
and he has a satirical touch 852 which was peculiar
to him. His best known book is "Vanity 868 Fair" 86 \
831 not inspected or superintended 88 to treat with contemptuous me1T1ment, to mock - 839 expensiveness - 8 40 slowness, tardiness - 841 according to law - u 2 boldness of speech
343 song 844 a chirping insect found about ovens and fireplaces (.peimdjen) - 346 telling more than the truth - 30 acuteness, shar~ discernment or insight - 341 power of life , animation - 34 a standard or rule by which a _judgment can be
formed - 349 by far the best, the acknowledged master - 8 ~0 to
come . to, to reach - 861 love, attachment - 862 a small quantity
intermixed - au empty pride inspired by an exaggerated opinion
ot one's own importance - 36 ' a market held at tated periods.
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but his historical novels of the period of Queen Anne
(''Esmond", "The Virgin1:ans" etc.) are considered his .
great masterpieces.
Both Dickens and Thackeray are ranked 355 with .
certain great novelists who are looked upon as
classics in their particular department of English
letters. Their names are Henry Fielding, Sir W.
Scott, Jane Austen, and George Eliot. It will be observed that the two last are women, and of contemporary novelists a large number belong to the
gentler sex 8 5 6 • It is also worthy of remark that the force
{If public opinion has tended 8117 to keep the English
novel free from certain impurities. It commonly deals
with studies of social, political, artistic and religious
1ife and the novelist has a wide field for his skill in
describing the lives and experiences, the passions and
emotions of his characters, but if he oversteps the
line of good taste, he does it at great risk, for public
opinion has no toleration for what it considers offensive 858. The conservative character of the English
has, moreover 859 , shown itself averse 860 to the influence of foreign authors of fiction. Taken as a
whole, the novels which are produced in England are
the work of cultured and gifted 861 writers who
depend, for their chief interest, upon characters and
events viewed from an English standpoint.
Jane Austen (1775-1817), in "Pride and Prejudice", "Sense and Sensibility" etc., was a powerful
authoress who exhibited 862 very great gifts and excelled in the analysis of Society chnracters and vivid
descriptions. The books of George Eliot (1820- 1880)
are distinguished for their finely executed characters
and their philosophical thoughts. In reading ,,Adam
Bede" , "The Mill on the Flos. ", "Silas Marner" etc.,
we are lifted 868 above the world of fiction and seem
8 ~ij to place abreast in a line or row, to include in a particular class - M 6 women in general - 8 ~7 to contribute , to be
directed to any end or purpose - 3 ~8 tending to cause _pain or
disgust, rude, msulting - 359 further, besides - ~60 dismclined
to, unfavourable to - 361 talented - 36 ~ to display, to show 368 to raise from the ground, to elevate.
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to be in the midst of real persons and scenes, so
natural , easy and convincing is the authoress's style.
Among later, and mostly contemporary, authors
of fiction, a few names may he mentioned , but
limited 86 ' space will not allow of anything more.
Social and historical novels of great interest am
.written by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, th e brother
Benson, Anthony Hop e, Sfonley W eyman , the Rev.
Baring Gould, Maurice Hewlet, Charles Kingsley,
Thomas Hardy, Hall Caine etc. Mr. Rider Haggarcl
has written many romances of South Africa anrl
has an excellent style. " John Ingl esant" by Shorthouse is a standard 36 ~ hook and so is " Lorna Doone"
by · Blackmore. Mrs. Humphry Ward made a namefor herself with her book " Robe-rt Ellesmere" , and
Owen Meredith stands in the front rank of novelists.
Rudyard K ipling is a poet anrl an imaginative writer
of the highest order. The works of most of these
authors have been published, in English, in German y.

XII. Art and Science.
Strictly speaking , science consists in know ing ~
art consists in doing. The arts are divid ed into
various classes. The useful , mechani cal or industrial
arts are tho15e in which the hands and body are concerned 1 more than the minrl. They are handicrafts 2 •
The term " Fine Arts" is applied to matters of imagination, taste etc., they have the beautiful for their
main 8 object. Poetry , music, painting, engraving"',
sculpture and architecture come under this head 5 •
During the middle ages, in England , the "Liberal Arts'·
included grammar, logi c, rh etoric 6, arithmetic, geo264

value.

restricted, narrow -

a6 ~ having a fixed and permanent.

, 1 to interest or affect, to be of importance ~ work performed by the hand - a chief, principal - 4 the art of cutting
figures or letters on metals, stones, etc, - 5 chief or principal
part,· title - 6 the art of speaking in public with elegance and
force.
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metry, musi c and astronomy. In modern times, they
comprise science, philosophy, history and the ot~.er
studies which go to make a collegiate 7 education.
Hence 8 we have the university degrees , Bachelor of
Arts 9 , Master of Arts etc. "Applied Science" is a
knowledge of facts explained by means of laws or
causes. "Pure Science" is the knowledge of these laws,
considered apart. The term "Arts and Sciences", in.
its common and broad 10 meaning in English 1 means
the theory and practice of all that is necessary, useful and beautiful in human life.
.
Literature (including poetry) need not be further
alluded to 11 in this chapter, as it is treated elsewhere 12• With regard to music , there is no great
"school" in England in the sense of those of Germany
and Italy, although this fine art is keenly 13 appreciated 14 by the English nation. Upon the subjects
of architecture, painting and sculpture, so mething more
than a passing word seems necessary.
Until the conquest of England by William , Duke
of Normandy, in 1066, the prevailing 1 ~ style of building
was that introduced by the Saxon , in which wood
was largely employed. The Normans brought with
them the Romanesque style and it was quickly
adopted 16 in England. It took, however, certain modifications 17 , due to earlier influence, and thus gradually 18 assumed 19 a character peculiar tu the country.
The Normans at home were accustomed to worship ~0
in churches havin g arched 21 roofs above the nave 22 ,
but in England flat timber 23 roofs were general.
7 pertaining to a college {::tn establishment appropriated for
purposes of study) - 8 from this source - ff one who has taken
the first degree in arts in a college or university - 10 wide 11 to refer to 12 in some other place 13 eager 14 to
esteem rightly - 1 ~ predominant, most common or general 17 a slight change in form
' 6 to take or receive as one's own 18 by degrees, step by step 10 to take 20 to perform
religious service - 2 1 formini an arch or circular part (gen,illbt)
~ 2 the middle :part or boay of a church extendin~ from the
choir to the principal entrance - n wood fit for building purp~~.
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For the rest , the main 93 0. features 24 of the Norman
style remained unchanged, such, for instance, as the
round columns 25 on each side of the nave, with their
severely plain 26 bases 27 and capitals 28 • Above the transept 2 ", we find almost al ways a four-sided tower. As a
general rule, the fa<;ade (or principal front) is provided
with two towers. A characteristic observable in almost
. all these English buildings is the tendency to extend
the construction in length. The general effect is massy
and impressive. A striking 80 monument of the churcharchitecture of the eleventh century is shown in the
cathedral 31 of Winchester. Of the same periorl are
the crypts 82 of the cathedrals of Worcester, Canterbury and Gloucester. The further rleveloped form , of
the twelfth century, is exemplifie<l 8 8 in the cathedrals
of Gloucester, Norwich and Peterborough. Numerous
other churches construct~d in the Anglo-Norman style
have been rebuilt at a later date.
The introduction into England of the Gothic
(or Ogival) 34 style occurred in the year 1174, when
a French architect was employed in the rebuilding
of Canterbury Cathedral, after its destruction by fire.
The style chosen was the one then prevailing in the
north of France, viz. 86 the "Early Gothic", with the
Romanesque influence still visible and the choir su
ending in a semicircular 37 line. We find the sanie
plan still prevailing , in the main, in Westminster
Abbey in London (dating, in its present form, from
the thirteenth century), where the choir is polygonal 8 8
with side-chapels. Very soon the new Gothic style
28 a = 3 25 a pillar or shaft
24 form, lineament, outline used to adorn or support a building - 26 without ornament, artless
27 the pedestal of a column (!BaiiiS, tfuii) 28 the ornamental
part of a col.umn placed at the to}! immediately over the shaft ~9 the cross portion of a church (OuetfdJiff) so impressive 31 tlie principal church in a diocese, containing the bishop's
official seat or throne - g 2 the part of a church underground,
~enerally for burial - 38 to show or illustrate by: example 4 with pointed arches crossing one another, with ribs and crossspringers (fl!ib'bol\ig, mit .R~eu3gc111iiloe) - 85 namely - 86 that
part of a church separated from the nave by a railing , and
appropriated to- the use of ,the officiating clergyman - 87 half
round - 38 having many angles and sides.
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became largely used in England. The English architects, however , chose to assert 89 their independence
by giving to the Gothic a distinct individuality. It
·presents, therefore , a marked difference to the continental style and it is known as "Early English".
The main building always comprised a nave and two
.aisles 4 0 and had, by reason of an extended choir, an
unusual length with comparatively little breadth and
hei ght. Above all, the ground-plan of the choir was
very simple. The ambulatory O and side chapels are,
.almost without exception, wanting, and the choir was
·shut in , usually, by rectangular 4 2 walls, as was the
a djoining 18 transept. The windows, as a general rule,
do not contain the gothic pierced H stone-work. The
-exterior- shows a similar simplicity. The roof is flat
.and is concealed 4 5 by a high battlement 4 6 • The
twin n towers over the fa<;ade are sometimes, but very
seldom , surmounted by slender 48 spires 4 9 • Usually
they are embattled 6 0 and have a turret 6 1 at each
corner. The four-sided tower , well proportioned in
size 52 , is retained above the transept. The lines of
the ground-plan are extremely simple in character.
This leading feature in the architecture of the thirteenth century is exemplified iu the cathedrals of
.Salisbury , B everley , Worcester, Wells, Ely, Lincoln
.and L ichfield. In the English buildings of the fourteenth century, we observe a tendency to more delicacy 611 of treatment of the original primitive 64 forms ,
which is in greater harmony with the continental
-development. This is known as the "Decorated Style".
-Of this period are the cathedral of E xeter, - with
89 to maintain 40 the side passages of a church, the
middle passage being called the nave - • 1 corridor intended for
-walking round the choir - 4 2 forming right an~les - 0 to be
close to - ' 4 (\!Ruflwetf) - ' ~ to hide, to disgmse - 46 a not•ched or indented wall, originally used on fortifications (,3inne) • 7 denoting one of two produced at a birth, very much resembling
48 slim , thin 49 a steeple , shooting up to a point in a
-conical or pyramidal form -- 50 furnished with battlements,
indented for ornament - ~1 a small tower - 5 2 magnitude,
largeness - 53 elegance, fineness, tenderness - ~• ancient, old.fashioned.
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its elaborately 65 pierced stone-carvings 56 in the
windows, its decorated vaultings 67 and ample 58-flying
huttresses 5 n - and the minster of York. - Towa rd s
the beginning of the fifteenth ce ntury, there is a
marked transition 60 from thi s style to the ,,Perpendicular 6 1 or Tudor Style", which , by a furth er
elaboration of th e pierced stone-work in the windows
and a sort of latticed 62 design 68 covering the vault
with a net-work of rich , fan 64 - shaped sculpture,
reached its fullest expression in Henry VII.' s Ch.apel
in Westminster Abbey (1502-1520). To this period
belong also the imposing 6 r; great ,hall at Westminster
(,, Westminster Hall" ) and most of the college-building
of the universities of Oxford and Cambridge.
Plastic decoration is far less remarkable in English churches than in those of the continent , but a.
striking exception to the rule is presented in the
main fror,t of the cath edral ::i,t Wells. English sculpture of that time is mostly illustrated in mortuary oGmonuments, for the greater part: having the recumbent 67 effigy 68 of th e deceased 69 • Many beautiful
specimens 1 0 of these tombs are to be seen in the
Temple Church in London , but perhaps the mo st
striking example is that of Duke Robert of Normandy,
the eldest son of William th e Conqueror, which is in
Gloucester Cathedral. Further, th e many fine monuments of cast-metal 71 call for our consideration. We
may cite 72 , as instances, those of K in_q Henry the ThirrJ
of England and Queen Eleanor, in Westminster Abbey
(end of thirteenth century), and, as a. specimen of th e
late Gothic styli:', th e monument of the Black Prince
56
55 highly finished culpture - 57 arched roof or
ceiling - 58 wide - 59 support for a wall , constructed of
open masonry (t5tte'&eµfeilet) - 00 passage from one state to
another - u vertical - 62 covered with interlaced framework
made by crossing bars or rods (gittetfiltmig) - 63 decorative
figure - 64 an instrument used by ladies in warm weather to cool
the face by agitating the air - 6 ~ commanding, suited to impress
forcibly - 66 pert. to the burial of the dead - 67 in a lying
fiosture - 68 the image or likeness of a per on - 69 dead 71 iron or other metal, melted from the
0 sample, instance ore, and run into moulds - 79 to call upon, to quote, to name.
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-in Canterbury Cn the<lral. The well-known tomb !of
.Richard Beauchamp (in the Beauchamp Chapel, Warlwick) shows already clear traces 73 of the later realistic
influence. Beautiful stainerl 74 glass is one of the
.features of York minster, but most of the English
cathedrals have fine examples of the art.
From the foregoing, it will be seen that artistic
development, during the middle ages, was mainly architectural and far more so in England than in Germany
or France. Sculpture and painting made no independent
progress, as ~hey did in Italy. This was due to the
influence of religious tradition and the weight 75 of
established consensus 76 , which crushed 77 all personal
initiative 78 • The church was paramount 79 , the laws
of the trade-guilds were stringent 80 , and a free
•development of individuality w3:s impossible: The
,general tendency of nrt was to represent certain
accepted symbolic forms of the church, first as applied
to architecture an<l secondly in the ubordinate field
of sculpture and painting. This tendency is observable
even after the severe Romanesque style of architecture - inspired by the antique - bad given place
to the freer and more expansive 81 Gothic.
In the fifteenth century, the degeneracy 82 of the
Jate Gothic gave rise to that powerful reaction 88 of
realism and the antique which was directly opposerl to
the micldle ages. Certain great events in the history
of Europe were chiefly answerable for this reaction.
The invention ot printing 84 , the revival of Greek
culture in the Renaissance movement, the discovery
of a new world, the awakening of religion through
the Reformation and the regeneration 85 of the Catholic
mark or visible af.pearance - 14 variously coloured • general agreement in opinion or sentiment, voluntarr accordance with what is proposed to be done 77 to beat or force down, to conquer 78 power of commencing,
the introductory step - 7 u superior to all others - 80 severe.
binding strongly - 81 having the power to dilate or spread out
8 ~ growing worse, decline in good qualities 88 an actio.n or
force arising in opposition to another which has preceded ~~ impressing figures or characters on paper, as for books, newspapers etc. - 86 forming into a new and better state, renewal.
73

n heaviness, pressure -
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church united in breaking the fetters 86 forged 81
during the middle ages. The human understanding
was freed from its long restraint 8 8 and the use of
animal forms in ornament was reduced to its proper
proportions, as the artisti c conception 89 was raised
towards a higher sphere 9 0 of inspiration. When a
really well-founded movement in art takes place, it
is not to be withstood 91 • Art in the middle. ages
had no independent significance. Its forms wer e only
symbols of the general ideas put forth by the church.
But now arose the imperious 02 mastery of individual
thought over the restricted ua field of mere 9 ~ tradition.
The artist gave himself up to the earnest study of
nature and the antique, and no longer produced works
with the object 96 of satisfying the traditional requirements 96 of the church. He strove rather to reach
his own ideals of beauty impelled 97 by an increased
power of conception. Ther e is an abiding 9 8 co venant 99
between idealisation and truth to nature. Architecture, harking back 100 to the simpler natural forms
of antiquity, seeks new laws for the expression of its
ideas, whilst painting , as the noblest imagery 101 of
individual perception , shows a striking and independent development.
England was later than the other European
nations in adopting the new Renaissance architecture.
Even in the sixteenth century, the Gothic survived
in the reflorescence 102 of the elaborate Tudor style.
In 1518 , an Italian sculptor produced, as the first
great Renaissance monument, the exceedingly beautiful
tomb of' Henry VIL , in Westminster Abbey , but did
87 to shape a piece of metal by
86 chains (for the fee t) heating and hammering - 88 abridgment of libert;, repression 89 sentiment, imagination - - 00 rank , circuit o action , knowledge, or influence - 91 to oppose, to resist - 9 2 overbearini .
not capable of being resisted - 98 to limit - 9 ' simple, this
only - 9 ~ that on which the mind is fixed , as the end of an
action or effort, ultimate purpose - 9 ij demand, claim - 97 to
drive forward, to excite to action - 98 to r ~main, to continue 99 a written agreement between parties, a solemn league Joo to
return - ioJ sensible representation - 10 ~ a blossoming or
flowering anew.
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not succeed in effecting a lasting influence. In the
second half of the sixteenth century, several palaces
were executed by John Thorpe in the heavy, but showy 108 ,
new "Elizabethan Style". During the following century,
Inigo Jones built the royal Palace at Whitehall, after
the strict laws of Palladio, and, finally, Sir Christopher
Wren, reminiscent 104 of St. Peter's at Rome, created
the noblest example of the English Renaissance in
his reconstruction of St. Paul's Cathedral (completed 1710).
When the rise in the art of painting took place
in Italy, the Nt>therlands and Germany, there was no
corresponding 105 movement in England. At that time,
England had no school of painting of its own. When
the English nobility chose to have their portraits
painted , they employed the most eminent foreign
masters, such as Holbein and', later, van Dyck. It
was only in the eighteenth century that English
artists, by their independent conception of national
subjects, assumed a greater importance. The first
impulse 106 to this improvement 107 in the national art
was given by a layman 108 , John Boydell, who instituted 100 a Shakespeare-Gallery of the best native
artists. A genre-painter of the first order worked
at that time. Thi was WilNam Hogarth, who, with
cutting satire and bitter irony, portrayed the depravity 110 of contemporary society and mercilessly 111
scourged 112 the sin anrl folly which lay below the
glittering surface of fashionable life (" The Rake's 118
Progress", "Mariage a la mode", etc.). Sir Joshua
Reynolds, followed by Thomas Lawrence (died 1836),
raised portrait-painting to a still higher pitch 114 of
excel1ence. Thomas Gainsborough was a painter of
genre as well as a renowned portrait and landscape
1 0 3 making a great show, ostentatiously fine 104 recollectinf, recalling to ·mind - 10~ to agree, to be proportionate 10 influence acting on the mind 1 07 progress 108 one not
of the profession - 109 to commence, to found - 110 corruption,
wickedness, destitution of moral princi_ples - 111 without pity,
unsparing - 112 to punish with seventy, to chastise - 118 a
loose, disorderly, idle fellow - 114 degree.
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artist. George Ramne'IJ and, later, Sir BenjaminWest admirably illustrated historical , military and .
general subjects. Thomas Stothard (knowu • as " the
English Chodowiecki" ) excelled in drawing an1l Williarn
Blake was another who attained great celebrity in
the same field. John Flaxman was a sculptor who
Jived about the same time.
The nineteenth century is marked by the absence of a prevailing style of architecture. Side by
side with the classical intluence, as shown in Covent
Garden Theatre, we find the ornate 115 features of the
French Renaissance and the showy m a Late Gothic,
which was preferably chosen for churches, schools, municipal 116 buildings etc. and is strikingly exemplified
by Barry in the Houses of Parliament. The best of
the later achievements 117 of English architecture are
to be found among the· numerous (large and small)
country-residences of the wealthy classes.
·. Modern English Painting has reached an eminently high point of excellence. Great historical
compositions or emblematical 118 productions, such as
we see in the canvasses 119 of George Frederick Watts
and Lord Leighton (the latter justly celebrated for his
treatment of Greek and Roman mythology and history),
are, however , not so frequent 120 as the works of
painters of genre, cattle 121 -pieces and especially of
portraits and landscapes. A characteristic of modern
English art is the preference shown for English subjects. Painting in water-colours is, equally with oilpainting, excellent in the highest degree. As a painter
of scenes from English and Scotch life, David Wilkie
( died 1841) stands pre-eminent 122 • The works of Sfr
John Everet Millais are in the front rank of genre
and portrait compositions. The world-renowned name
of Turner (died 1851) is associated 128 with the
115 splendidly adorned, beautiful - 11 ~a = 103 - 116 pert. to a
city or corporation - 117 something done by continued exertion, a
great work - 118 figurative, symbolical - 119 a coarse cloth made of
tlax ·or hemp, used for tents, sails, painting on, etc. - 120 often
seen - 121 domestic animals used for labour or for food 123 to join in company.
12 l superior in excellence '
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achievemP-nt of the mo, t remarkable atmospheric
effects and an unequalled control m of light and
shade. L eslie's pictures are of a vivacious and humorous nature. Both Coope1· and Landseer attained
celebrity as animal-painters. Si'r Hub ert Herkomer
is one of the most eminent portrait-painters of the
present day. Frith is- another leading artist who has
beautifully portrayed scenes from the works of Shakespeare, Goldsmith etc. Among man y other English
artists who have attained a wide pre-eminence in their
profession, are Sir Alma Tadema (chiefl y ancient Greek
and Roman subjects), Stanfield, th e landscape-painter,
M ac Oullock, Graham, L eader, F ord, Waterhouse and
the marine-painter Macbeth. - As sculptors, may be
mentioned Macdowell, Sir R ichard W estmacott, Wyatt ,
Gilbert and the classical Gibson. A legion of other
names great in art might be added. - Progress in
painting and sculpture is shown in the great Spring
A 1·t Exhibi'tion 125 held yearly in London at Burlington
H ouse , Piccadilly , which ig,_ the home of the Royal
A cademy of Arts. En glish medical 1 26 science has recently 1 2 7 extended. its inquiries 128, with the view 129 of successfully
treating so-called incurable diseases 180 , such as
cancer 131 , tuberculosis, sleeping sickness, the fevers
of foreign climates, plagues 182 in Eastern countries
and so on. The spher e 188 of English medical science
is large by reason of the varying climates of the
countries under . the English crown. In England, as
in other civilised countries, certain diseases (plague
and smallpox 184 for instance) which were due to the
general ignorance of sanitation 185 , have almost, if not
quite , disappeared , owing to the application 186 of
scientific. methods. o .n the other band, new maladies,
126 a public show 126 relating
12' power , command to, the study of medicine - 127 lately - 128 search for truth,
information, or knowledge - 129 aim- 1~0 sickness - 131 (.!heh!!)
18 ' (\l!oden)
182 pestilence - 188 circuit of action or influence 136 pe,rt. tp . health ·186 close study, great attention ,to,
employment.
.,
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some of thein of a nervous character, due to the
pressure and conditions of modern life, have appeared
and now claim the doctor's aid.
Coming to chemistry, physics and natural science,.
we find that the discovery of radium and it gas
helium has caused much inquiry among English professors. Professor Becquerel , of Paris, was the immediate 187 discoverer of the new element. Professors.
Ramsay and Soddy are credited 188 with the discovery of
the gas. Anthropology 189 and the study of prehistoric.
races have greatly advanced in England, lately, and
astronomers have been carefully examining the sun
and its eclipses 140 for the purpose of calculation 141 .
The study of earthquakes 142 has become a recognised
one under the name of "seismology". The arrangement of atom H 8 in the molecules 144 and the origin Ho
of living matter are also subjects which occupy the
minds of English scientists 146 • Among other matters
now engaging attention are the functions 147 of the
brain 148 , Darwin's theory, deep-sea investigation 149 ,
climate and disease , electrical measurements, atmosphere , the production of liquid 150 hydrogen ' 51 etc.
Wireless 152 telegraphy is being closely studied, with
the view of employing it for general telegraphic purposes. The use of electricity is widely extending, in
England, for all purposes. In London, a scheme 158
138 to do
1·'· without the intervention of another person honour to - 139 the natural history of the human species 140 the phenomenon of a celestial body disappearing from view
in whole or in part, in consequence of another celestial body
passing between it and the spectator - 141 the result of an operation in arithmetic - 142 a shaking or trembling of the earth 144 one
148 a particle of matter that cannot be made smaller of the elementary particles into which all bodies are supposed
to be resolvable - 1 ~ first existence or beginning, cause, source
146 one versed in, or having thought much on, science 148 a soft
141 the office of any bodily organ, power, faculty whitish mass inclosed in the skull, in which all the nerves terminate - 149 the action or process of searching carefully for
truth, facts etc., careful inquiry - 150 fluid, in the form of water
- m a gas, the lightest of all known bodies, producing water
when combined with oxygen - 1 ~ 2 wire = a thread of metal 153 plan, project.
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was recentl y proposed for supplying 104 electrical energy
in bulk m, at a cost of fli 0 250 000, and the cost of
the electrical tramways 156 of London is many millions
of pounds yearly. A short account 157 of some of the
more celebrated English scientists of the past is
adderl, to complete this chapter.
Sir Isaac Newton (1642-1727) was born in
Lincolnshire. As a boy, he amused himself by making
windmills, water-clocks , kites 15 8 etc. and is said to
have invented , during his youth, a four-wheeled 159
carriage which was moved by the rider 160 . His parents
intended him to be a farmer 161 , but he was so devoted
to his studies that he was allowed to continue them
and, subsequently 162, he was sent to Trinity College,
Cambridge. By Descartes' Geometry his mind was
led towards the higher mathematics. He st~died
optics and made so me discoveries in that branch of
science. About the year 1666, he began to investigate 162 •
the subject of gravitation 168 , with which his name is
immortally associated 164 • Voltaire is answerable for
the story of Newton's seeing an apple fall from a tree
and asking himself: " Why did it fall ?" His calculations 164 " were based principally on Kepler's measurements. Newton wrote his great book "Philosophiae
Naturalis Principia Mathematica" in 1685/86 : it causerl
a great sensation 165 in the minds of the scientists of
t he period.
Sir Humphry Davy (1778 -1829) was born in
Cornwall. He was remarkable, in his early youth, for
bis memory 166 and imagipation. He was appren154 to give or afford what is wanted, to provide, to furnish in the mass - 156 a kind of railwa; in the streets of a town
157 a narrative or statement 15 a light frame of wood
covered with paper, constructed by boys for flying in the air ' 59 wheel = a frame of wood or iron in the form of a circle,
being arranged to turn on an axis - 160 he who drives or guides
the carriage - 161 one who cultivates land - 162 at a later time
16 ~a = 149 168 the peculiar force by which all bodies are
dr wn to the surface of the earth or in the direction of its centre ;
the tendency of all bodies, at liberty, to approach each other - m to
j oin - 164 a = 141 - 165 impression, interest - 166 the faculty of
the mind by which it retains, and reproduces at will, past events.
Harnisch-Pickering , Views of English National L.ife.
10
1 ~5
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ticed 167 to a surgeon-apothecary 168 , but his natura l
gifts led him to the study of chemistry. Amon g his discoveries may be mentioned silica 1 ij 9 in the epidermis 170
of reeds 171 , corn and grasses, and the effect of
nitrous oxide 17 2 • He soon became a well-known
lecturer 178 on galvani sm ancl elec tricity and the
laws of electro-chemical phenomena 1 74 • He di scovered
magnesium and strontium and , extending his investigations m a, he published works on geology, agricultural chemistry etc. In 1815, he studied "firedamp" 175 , which causes explosions in coal-mines,. and
the " Miner's Safety L amp", which he inveutecl to
emit 176 light and yet to prevent contact of the firedamp with the fl ame, by means of a cooling protector ,
has undoubtedly saved hundreds of thousands of lives.
Davy was President of the Royal Society of Great
Britain. He is said to have expounded 177 the principle: "It is only by forming theories and then comparing them with facts, that we can hope to discover
the true system of Nature."
Michael Faraday (1791- 1867) was a chemist ,
electrician and natural philosopher. He was the son
of a London blacksmith 17 8 and was apprenticed to
a bookbinder. He spent all the time he could in
study and attracted the attention of Sir Humphry
Davy, who eventually 179 made him hi s assistant. Later,
he became director of the chemical laboratory and
professor of chemistry. He experimented on the
diffusion 18 0 of gases, alloys 18 1 of steel etc. His
167 to put under a master, to learn a trade or profession one who unites the practice of surgery (curing diseases or injuries of the body by manual operation) with that of the apothecary - 160 (.!?iefe!etbe) - 170 the outer coating or skin of a
plant - 171 a large family of aquatic plants, being chiefly large
grasses, with hollow, jointed stems, of which musical instruments,
rustic or pastoral pipes can be made - 172 (@:iticfftoff<,D~~bu(,
ilad)gall) - 173 one who reads discourses on any- subject - 174 an
appearance of nature , the cause of which 1s no t immediately
obvious - m a= 149 - 116 the inflammable gas which gathers
in coal-mines - 176 to send forth - 117 to lay open - l1 8 one
who manufactures articles from iron - ' 79 finally - 180 s_preading,
as a fluid - 18 1 a mixture of two or more metals (ilegterung).
108
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-electrical di coveries were most important. He made
the first battery of zinc , copper and sea-water. He
-combined 18 2 the rotation 188 of magnets with wires 188 a
to conduct the current 184 • His crowning discovery
was that of the induction of electric currents, that
is, that one current will induce 185 another in a different circuit 186 • He discovered the effect of polarised
light and demonstrated 187 phenomena of diamagnetism.
He was the author of many scientific works.
Sir Richard Owen (1804_:....1892), a great bio1ogist 188 , was born in Lancaster and studied at Edinburgh University and Si. Bartholomew's Hospital,
London. He is celebrated for his anatomical research 189 •
He was an authority 190 on fossils 191, especially those
of fishes and reptiles, and wrote much about them.
He held many public offices and was superintendent 192
of the Natural History Museum at Kensington, with
the establishment 198 of which be had much to do.
He was a pioneer 194 in anatomical nomenclature 196 •
In one of his lectures may be found the essence 196
of the germ 197 -plasma theory, which was elaborated 198 ,
several years afterwards, with admirable skill, by
some other scientists.
Charles Darwin (1809-1882) was born at
Shrewsbury. He was, when quite a child, noted 199
for his love for natural history and animals. He
studied plants and their names and was fond of
fishing. He read Shakespeare and the best authors
182 to unite, to agree, to state relations between two different
facts - 163 the state of being whirled round - 183 a = 152 18 ' stream - 186 to influence 186 movina or passing round 187 to
show or prove to be certain - 188 one who treats of the phenomena
of life, whether vegetable or animal - 189 a laborious or continued examination - 190 man of influence and credit - 19 1 the
_remains of plants and animals imbedded in the earth's crust and
changed into a stony consistence - 192 one who has the oversiiht and charge of something with the power of direction 19 the act of founding rn 4 one who goes before to prepare
the way for another - 196 the words, terms, or language employed
in any science or art - 196 that which . constitutes the particular
nature of a being or substance - 19 7 that from which anything
S_{)rings, the seed-bud of a plant (.!?eim) - 198 to improve or
highly finish - 199 remarkable, celebrated. .
10*
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and, in 1824, we find him a student of chemistry.
At the university of Edinburgh, he studied medicine,
geology and zoology. He thought of becoming a clergyman 200 , but was appointerl 201 naturalist to the ship
"Beagle", which was bound 202 on a voyage of scientific
research, and that seems to have fixed Darwin's intentions, as to his career. Geography, entomology 20 a.
and natural philosophy also engaged his attention, and
it was not long before he began to collect facts for
his great work "The Origin of Species", which occupied him for twenty years. Besides this, he wrote, in
a masterly way, on Coral•reefs 204 , "Earth-worms 205
rtnd Mould" 206 , Earthquakes 206 ", Boulders 201 , Glaciers 208 , Orchids 209 , "The Descent 210 of Man", "The
Expression of the Emotions", etc. When in London,
he mixed much in scientific and literary society and
among his friends were Carlyle, Lord Macaulay, Lord
Stanhope, Sydney Smith, Babbage, Humbolrlt, Sir
J. Herschel, Motley, Grote etc. His chief enjoyment 211
and sole 212 employment, through after-life, was
scientific work. Speaking of his career, he said:
"My success, as a man of" science, has been determined
. . . . by the love of science-, unbounded 218 patience in
long refiecting over any subject, industry 214 in observing
and collecting facts, and a fair 215 share 216 of invention
as well as of common sense." 217 Besides the works
mentioned, be published careful accounts ~18 of his
various voyages as naturalist.
200 a minister of a Christian church 201 to assign , to
designate - 202 destined, ready to go to - 208 that branch of
natural science which treats of the history and habits of insects
20• a chain of rocks lying at or near the surface of the water,
or projecting but a little way above it, at full tide - 205 a worm
that lives in the ground 1!Regenroutm) - 206 fine, soft earth, such as
constitutes soil, garden-soil - 200 a = 142 - 207 the rounded or waterworn stones found on the surface of the earth, or on the sea-shore
(@efdJiebe) - 208 vast fields or accumulations of ice, which collect in
the valleys of snow-capped mountains like the Alps - 209 (DtdJibeen)
910 birth; lineage; derivation, as from an ancestor; procedure
by generation - 211 pleasure, satisfaction - 212 sinrrle, alone 218 having no limit 214 habitual diligence ~16 favourable,
prosperous, just - 216 :part or portion - 217 native practical
intelligence - 218 narrative.
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John Ruskin (1819-1900) was born in London.
He was a literary man and an nrtist, with great gifts
and scholarly 219 tastes. He was not only a great
critic of art, but laid down certain laws respecting
art in its relation to human' existence. On account
of the philosophical character of his work, his name
is included in these brief 220 notes on English scientists, instead of in the chapter on literary men. He
studied at Oxford University, but distinguished him1,elf there more as a poet than as a classical scholar. In
1843, he created a great sensation, in the literary and
.artistic world, by publishing his "Modern Painters".
He devoted special attention to the various Italian
.schools of art and, in 1849, he produced "The Seven
Lamps of Architecture" , illustrated with his own
titchings 221 , and this work greatly enhanced 222 his
reputation. In "The Stones of Venir,e", puhlished two
years later, be expanded 228 the ideas of "The Seven
Lamps of A." , showing that the art and buildings of
a people are the expression of their religion, morality,
national aspirations 224 and social habits. After
publishing further works on architecture, he began,
in 1853, courses of lectures on artistic and other subjects. From 1860 onward, his time was almost entirely
given up to expounding 225 his views, or rather hi
doctrines 226 , on social and industrial problems, education, morals and religion, wherein art becomes an
incidental 227 and instrumental means to a higher and
more spiritual life. He wrote more than thirty volumes
-0n these subjects. In 1860, be propounded 228 a new
social scheme 220 of political economy 280 • Later, in
Manchest.er, he delivered 281 lectures on reading, educa219 learned, given to learning 2 20 short, concise 221 a
picture produced on a metal plate by the eating power of an acid ;
the impression from the plate - "22 to raise, as in value or
esteem; to increase - 1128 to spread out, to extend, to dilate 2 2 • an ardent wish or desire to attain ~2r, to make clear, to
explain, to Jay open - 226 whatever is taught - 221 occasional,
casual - 2118 to offer for consideration, to propose - 229 flan ,
project - 280 the judicious management and arrangement o the
affairs of a nation - 281 to utter, to pronounce.
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tion, woman's work and social morals. These appeared
under the ti tie of "Sesame 232 and Lilies". which book
had a great success. " The Crown of Wild Olive"
followed. The subject of it was work, traffic 28 \ war,
the future of England etc., and the work is admirable
for its beautiful style no less than for its elevated
thoughts. "Fors Clavigera" was the title of a small
book addressed by Ruskin to the working-men of
England. It contains social, moral and religiou s.
reflexions upon persons, events and art. The peculiar
title of the work is thus explained: " F ors" meansalternatively 284 fate, force or chance bearing the
"Clavis" (club 28 5 , key or nail), that is power, patience
and law. Ruskin spent flt 200 000 in founding schools,
museums and iurthering, in other practical ways, his.
ideas and theories. His last work, "Praeterita", contains some earl y recollections of the author and is.
marked by grace and simplicity.
John Tyndall (1820-1893) was the son of an
Irish landowner in poor circumstances. He was an
earnest student of science and natural phenomena.
He was a great teacher and most successful as a.
lecturer and author. After some years of varied and
strenuous 286 study, he went, while still a young man,
with his friend Frankland, to the university of Marhurg, where he obtained his "doctorat", after two years.
of work. He made investigations 286 .. in magnetism
and became a close 287 friend of Huxl ey. He was.
appointed Professor of Natural Philosophy at the
Royal Institution and wrote a memorial 288 volume on
"Faraday as a Discoverer". He especially distinguished
himself by his inquiries 2886 into the movements of
glaciers 288 b, that is , how, why and by what means
they flow. Lig-ht was thrown on th e matter hy Professor J ames Thomson. who di scovered that ice under
sufficient pressure melts without the supply 289 of any
(6efam) - 283 large trade - 23 ' by turns, in succession
a thick stick with one end heavier than the other, for beating
or defence - 286 energetic ; vigorous; eager and active - 2 ' 6 a = 149
237 very near, private 238 serving to preserve the memory
of _ _ 2asa = 128 _ 2ssb = 208 _ 2a9 help .
23 2

-
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heat and the water instantly freezes again on escaping
from the pressure. Tyndall's chief work was to investigate the transparency uo and opacity 241 of gases
for radiant 242 beat.
Thomas Henry Huxley (1825-1895), the great
biologist, was born in London. As a boy, he studied
geology, logic anrl metaphysics 243 , and he was only
seventeen years of age, when he commenced his regular
medical studies, at Charing Cross Hospital. He devoted special attention to anatomy and physiology.
His first scientific publication related to his rliscovery
of the inner sheath 2 .u in hair. He became a surgeon 246
in the navy ~46 and his reports on "Surface life" began
a revolution in zoological science. He wrote on
various subjects and laid down rules enabling m the
classification 248 of certain living forms. Later, he was
appointed to several high positions and was Lecturer
on Natural History at the university at Edinburgh.
Darwin's "Origin of Species" was published in 1859.
Owen was disposed to accept the new theory, but
Carlyle could not and Huxley accepted it, later, only
as a working-hypothesis. Huxley took a great interest in public matters, especinlly education, and, in
later life, did not closely follow his scientific researches.

XIII. Greater Britain and the Empire.
The area 1 of Great Britain is 121 000 square
miles, and its total population is 43 660 000. Its actual 2
sphere of influence has, however, a far wider range 8
2 • 0 that property of bodies which permits light to pass
through them so freely that the forms of objects can be distinctly
seen on the other side - 2 i 1 want of transparency - f 12 emitting
rays of Qight or) heat - 248 the science of mind or intelligence,
as distinguished from the science of natural bodies or matter ~." a case for a sword or suchlike instrument (15dJcibe, .pilUeJ -·
c, 5 one who cures injuries and diseases of the body by manual
operations - 216 the whole of the ships of war belonging to a
country - 247 to make possible - 248 arranging into classes.
1 open surface, the superficial contents (of a figure) 2 real 3 compass, extent.
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than this and concerns 4 a far larger number of people.
There is no seaport in the world where you will not
find English ships , and there is no country where
you will not see English manufactures 5 of one sort or
another. The total area of the British Empire is
nearly 11400 000 square miles, with a total population
of about 410 000 000. The total trade of this vast 6
territory is over fB 1600 000 000. It contains 90 000
miles of railway, and nearly 265 000 000 tons of shipping
enter and leave British ports in a year. This result
has been the slow growth of centuries. It has arisen
from various causes, and it is due largely to human
necessity backed 7 by human effort.
At a very early period of its history, England
realised 8 the advantage of support beyond its own
coast. Long hefore colonies became a necessity , it
eagerly 9 sought intercourse 10 with foreigners, for the
sake of trade and of the learning which were to be
gained from friendly communication with foreign
powers. Two instances 11 may be cited to illustrate
this. Alfred the Great had travelled in his youth,
and, during his reign, he did all he could to foster 12
trade with continental countries, and he gave every
encouragement to learned men of other nations to go
to England and to instruct his subjects in the higher
learning. In this way, he succeeded in obtaining results
which were highly beneficial 18 , of permanent 14 good
and far reaching in their effects. Even before Alfred's
time, however, the spirit of foreign enterprise inspired 15 Offa, the christianised pagan 16 king of Mercia
(or the midlands of England), who lived early in the
seventh century. He sent ambassadors to the Pope
of Rome and also to Charlemagne and made a com' • to relate to, to affect ~ 6 articles for the use of man,
made from raw materials by the hand or bl machinery- - 6 of
great extent, immense - 7 to support to bring mto being or act, to feel vividly and strongly - 9 ardently desirous, earnest
10 connection by friendly dealings 11 example 12 to
nourish, to forward or promote, to encourage - 13 useful, profitable - 1• of long continuance, durable - 16 to animate , to
influence - 16 heathenish, worshipping idols or fal se gods.
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mercial treaty 17 with the latter, but, for obvious 18
reasons, his efforts were not so lasting nor so beneficial as Alfred's were.
This active desire for relations or British trading
interests, beyond the limits of the country, continued
through the centuries, bas led, by slow degrees, to the
building up of the Empire, which, in principle, is
really very old and is modern only in its latter- day
form of lmp~rialism. Mr. Gooch, an authority on
the subject, says: "The influence of W. E. Foster and
-Sir Charles Dilke among politicians, of Seeley among
historians, the lofty 19 exhortations 20 of Tennyson,
iollowed by the declaration of the principle by the
leaders in the late conservative government (19021905), the enthusiasm for the late 21 Queen Victoria
revealed 22 at the Jubilee, and the change in the
-Opinion of the colonies themselves, together with the
improvement 28 of communications, have made a
gulf 24 between the England of 1870 and the England
-of 1900."
The British Colonies are countries which have
been peopled either wholly or very largely by emigrants 25 from the United Kingdom. These colonies,
.although self-supporting 26 , are not independent 27 of
the mother-country. They have laws and deliberative 28
chambers, suited 29 to their different requirements, as
well as separate courts of law. A final appeal 80 from
the judgments of the colonial courts may be made
to the English High Courts of Justice. The Governors are appointed by the British Ministry (or Cabinet)
17 a formal agreement or contract 18 easily perceived,
plain, evident - 19 elevated in character, sentiment, or diction ;
dignified; proud ; sublime - 20 incitement to laudable deeds,
advice, persuasive discourse - 21 deceased - 22 to uncover, to
lay open, to make known - 23 progress - ,i, a bottomless depth,
.an abyss - 2 ~ one who leaves his native country, to settle in
a colony - 26 having sufficient means to support or to sustain
themselves - 27 exempt or free from control or influence 29 to fit,
~8 having a right or power to deliberate or discuss to adapt - 80 the removing of a cause from a lower to ~ higher
court, an application for justice.
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and must reside in the colony to which they are
appointed. They are the representatives of the Crown .
The colonies form important markets for British
manufactures and, in return, they ship largely of their
produce. They offer, moreover, a wide field for British
emigration and naturally enjoy the protection of the
British fleet. Common interests, common language
and common blood make the bond 81 between England
and its colonies a strong one. The liberty. they have
in the management and control of their local government fosters the same spirit of independence and freedom which marks the Englishman at home. The interests of the aboriginal 82 natives of the various
colonies are protected , this being always a part of
English policy.
There are various other countries which, without
being colonies in the strict sense of the word, are
dependent on Great Britain: India, Egypt, and the
West Indies are cases in point 88 • A very large export and import trade is carried on with these coun-tries as well as with the colonies. This trade
necessitates a great commercial fl eet, and, in order
to make the traffic possihle and to protect· the various.
commercial sea-routes, naval and coaling-stations and
fortified posts are established at different places.
Soon after the return of Columbus, after his discovery of America, John and Sebastian Cabot set out
from Bri . tol for the Gulf of S. Laurence, and, penetrating th e mists 84 , they chanced upon 85 the island
of Newfoundland, which thus came into British
possession , though it was not occupierl till 1583. The
place is minerall y rich and has extensive pine 86 forests. Its capitill, St. John's, is situated on a fine
bay 87 • The population of the whole island is about
31 anything that binds 32 first in order ---.- 83 illustratingthis - 34 the vapour of water hanging over sea or land , less.
dense than a fog - M to arrive at, without design or expectation - 86 an evergreen forest-tree of several species characterised
by its pin- or needle-shared leaves and furnishing timber of a
most va.luable kind - 3 an arm of the sea bending into the
land.
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220 000. There are large fisheries of cod 88 and herring ,
and seals 39 of an inferior 40 kind ,are killed on the
coast. The Government is a responsible one, anrl the
trade done with England is large.
Canada (now called "the Dominion 41 of Canada")
was discovered by the Cabots, in 1497. The whole
territory is nearly as large as Europe anrl contain s
5 766 600 inhabitants. It was obtained from France
by the treaty 42 of Paris, in 1763. A French colony
had been established in Quebec, in 1608. French is
still spoken by about 1500 000 of the inhabitants of
that province. In America's struggle against England
for independence , in ! 775-1783, in which the former
was successful, there were many persons whose sympathies were with the latter country and, at the close
of the conflict, 25 000 of them emigrated to Canada.
It is a grent whent 48-growing country, with other
commercial interests, such a!'- timber 44-cultivation, furniture 45 , manufacture. cattle, furs 4 6, fish, fruit, leather,
coal, gold, copper and iron. In the year 1905-1906,
the imports of Canada were of the value of 290 342 400
dollars 47 and its exports 256 586 600 dollars. Montreal
(pop. 250000) is the largest city, but Ottawa is the
ca pital, with a population of 60 000. Dawson Oity, on
the river Yukon, is the chief mining-camp of the Klondike gold-mining district.
Australasia in cludes New South Wales (settlement 4 8 1787). Victoria (s. 1787), Tasmania (s. 1803),
West Australia (s. 1829), South Australia (s. 1836),
New Z ealand (s. 1841), Queensland (s. 1859) , Fiji
Islands (cession 49 from natives, 1874), British New
Guinea (ann exed 50 1884). The two last are governed
by the crown; the others have responsibl e_governments.
88 (.Rnlielinu, IDotfcfJ) 39 an aquatic animal , chiefly inhabiting the sea-coasts of the higher latitudes, much sought after
for its skin and oil, sea-do~ - • 0 of second-rate quality, not the
best - ' 1 territory or district - 42 = 17 - 43 the finest species
of bread-corn - •• wood fit for building purposes - •6 the
movables of a house, whatever must be supplied to a house or
room to make it habitable - 46 a skin with fine hair, soft hair
41 1 dollar = 4,25 J6 ·48 the act of colonising 49 the
act of surrendering - 50 to add, as a smaller thing to a greater.
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Australia is the largest island in the world and
the smallest continent. Great rivers, lakes, mountains,
capes and natural seaports are features 51 of this
country, of which large tracts 62 , in certain parts, are
still uncultivated. The climate has an uncertain rainfall, but it is not unhealthy. In the South , where
the population is largest, the climate is temperate 58 .
The mineral productions are gold , lead 54 , copper,
silver and coal. The vegetable productions are gum 5 6 trees, tree-ferns 56 , palms, maize, sugar, wheat, European flowers and fruits. Western Australia produces
various valuable woods for furniture, building and
wood-paving 57 • The animals mostly peculiar to
Australia are "pouched" 68 , such as the kangaroo and
opossum.
This great island is divided into Victoria (capital
Melbourne), New South Wales (cap. Sidney), Queensland (cap. Brisbane), South Australia (cap. Adelaide 69 ) ,
Western Australia (cap. Perth). Australia is an agricultural and mining country. Its chief exports are
wool , . meat, hides 00 , butter, leather, gold, copper,
silver, lead, fruits, gums etc. Great Britain exports
all kinds of manufactured goods to this country. New
Zealand consists principally of three islands (North
Island, South Island and Stewart Island). The total
European population is 888 tiO0, the native population
being 47 700. These latter are intelligent and far
above the natives of Australia in physique 61 and
mental 62 capacity. The country has beautiful scenery,
a perfect 63 climate, and its seaports are busy with
51 characteristic - 69 a region of indefinite extent 53 moderate, not excessive - 5' a soft, heavy metal of a bluish-grey
colour - 55 a vegetable glue found thickened on the surface of
certain tropical trees - 56 an order of cryptogamous plants,
usually found in humid soil, sometimes growmg parasitically on
trees, and, in tropical climates, often attaining a gigantic size
(ffntn) - 57 to make a hard level surface by laying it with stones
or other solid material, as the streets of a town - 58 furnished
with a pouch or membranous sack in which the young are carried
59 fµt. a' delaid 60 the skin of a horse, ox, or other large
animal - 61 ii , natural constitution or physical structure 62 pert. to the mind , intellectual 6 3 without deficiency or
blemish, finished.

•
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ships sailing to and from Europe. The city of
IJunedin, which was founded by the Scotch, has an
iron and brass 64 founding 60 industry, and gold-mines
are worked in its vicinity 66 • Other important cities
are WelUngton, the capital (pop. 63 800), Auckland
(pop. 82100), Christchurch, etc. England's trade with
New Zealand is somewhat similar to the trade with
Australia. English exports to these vast colonies include clothes, arms, books, chemicals, cottons 67 , cycles,
leather, iron, linen 68 , machinery, musical instruments,
paper, ships, spirits 69 and woollen goods. The English
imports are made up of beef, butter, cheese, mutton,
rabbits 70 , skins, hemp 71 , gum, wheat,wool,timber 72 ,
various minerals etc. The value of New Zealand's
imports, for the year 1905/06, was ffj 12 828 900, and
the exports amounted to ffj 15 655 900, not including
gold, which was exported to the extent of f/l 20!:i3900.
The total exports of Australia, including Tasmania,
for 1904, were ffj 89 671800, the total imports being
Ill 73 342 600. This is without reckoning 78 t.he value
of the gold exported by the colony.
Other dominions 74 under British control include
Ceylon, The Straits 75 Settlements 76, Borneo, Honduras, The Bermudas, The West Indies, South and
East Africa, The Gold Coast, etc., all of which do
a trade with England. Among the naval and coalingstations and fortified posts necessary for this great
ocean-traffic, may be mentioned Gibraltar, Malta,
Aden , Colombo, Singapore, Hongkong, Sidney, Bermuda, Hali{ax, St. Helena, Ascension, etc.
6 ' a compound of copper and zinc of a yellow colour to form by melting a metal. and casting it into a mould
67 a soft downy substance resembling
66 neighbourhood fine wool, obtained from a plant grown m warm countries ; the
cloth made from it - 68 a cloth made of flax; underclothing 69 fluids containing more than half their bulk of absolute alcohol;
such alcoholic liquids as are intended for drinking - 70 an animal
resembling the hare, but smaller and with shorter legs and ears
(.!?anindjen) - 71 a plant from the fibres or threads of which
coarse cloth and ropes are made (.pant) - 72 = 44 - 73 to
number, to regard, to take into calculation - 74 = 41 - 75 a
narrow passage of water between two seas or oceans - 76 (.!?olo,
nien in .pintetinbien mit (Singa)lote).
65
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The Indian Empire is more than twenty-five times
the size 77 of England and Wales. Two thirds of it
are under the rule of the British sovereign and nearly
one third is governed hy native rulers. The whole
population is about 300 000 000. Vasco de Gama discovered the way to India round the Cape of Good
Hope, in 1497. In 1600, an English trading-company
(called the East India Company) was formed by a
group of English merchants and, from this beginning,
has been gradually 78 built up, during three centuries,
the English Empire in India. The high regard 79 in
which the British are held in India, bas been shown
on various occasions , notably 80 at Delhi on the
1 st January 1903, when King Edward VII. was proclaimed Emperor of India. There is a native free
press, education is encouraged, trade is fostered 81 .
Diseases 82 and political problems peculiar to the
country and climate are studied and ameliorated 88 •
.i: ative customs and religions are respected.
Native
rulers are supported and assisted. The government
consists of a viceroy, with a council under the direction of the Secretary o( State for India, who is always
a member of the British Parliament. A large army,
composed to a great extent of native troops, is maintained in India. Calcutta (on the Hugli) is the capital
of the Indian Empire and has a population of 1100 700.
Bombay, on the west coast, is the chief seaport. Its
population is 977 800. Madras, on the east coast, is the
third important city and contains 509 300 inhabitants.
The trade done in this immense country is commensurate 84 with its size. Space here will not allow of
details, but it may be stated that the imports, in
1905/06, amounted to Iii 95 831000, whilst the exports
were flt 118197 000. The former coni;ist chiefly of
manufactured goods from Europe and the latter of
Indian produce, such as cotton 85 , rice, jute 86 , hides 87 ,
extent - 78 by degrees, step by step - 79 respect, esteem
to a degree worthy of notice , remarkably - 8 1 = 12 sickness - 83 to make better , to improve - 84 proportional
8 6 the fibre of a plant u ed for making ropes,
85 = 67 coarse cloths, and the like - 81 = 60.
77

82

80
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seed 88 , opium, wheat, tea , lac 89 , wood , coffee,
fodder 90 , spices 91 , oils, indigo, silk 92 etc.
Egypt, since it came under English influence in
1882, has largely increased in prosperity 98 • England
has a preponderating 94 interest in the country, on
account of the trade done there and from the fact
that most of the ships passing through the Suez Canal
are English. Egypt's geographical position gives it
a certain importance, as regards Europe and European
politics. According to the census 95 of 1897, it contains 9 734 000 inhabitants, including Greeks, Italians,
British, French, Austrians, Russians and Germans,
the relative numbers of these different nations being
in the order given. Egypt exports cotton, cottonseed, beans 96 , wheat, sugar, maize, rice, gums, hides,
wool, barley 9 7 , cigarettes , ivory 98 and ostrich 99 feathers. The imports from Europe are coal, cottonstuffs, provisions 100 , woollens, coffee, tobacco, indigo,
hardware 10 1, timber, wine and spirits, and machinery.
The total imports, for 1905, were fll 21564100 and
the exports fll 20 360 300. Large undertakings, in the
form of railways and irrigation 102-works, are doing
much to help Egypt's prosperity.
British South Africa includes Cape Colony
(277 000 square miles) , Natal, including Zululand
(29 200 s. m.), Transvaal (111200 s. m.), Orange River
Colony (50 000 s. m.), Southern Rhodesia (143 800 s. m.),
88 that part of a plant which contains the rudiment or
embryo of the future plant , the reproductive substance the
growth of which gives origin to a new plant - 89 (ilncl) uo food for horses, etc., generally dry, as hay or corn - 91 aromatic vegetable substances used for se~soning and imparting an
agreeable taste to food - 92 a fine soft thread spun by silkworms; also the fabric made of it - 93 good fortune, thriving
condition - 0 • exceeding, uperior in wei~ht, power, or influence
9~ an authoritative enumeration of the mhabitants of a country
90 (!Boljnen) 9 7 a grain used chiefly for making malt, from
which are prepared beer, ale, etc. - us the substance forming
the tusks or long pointed teeth of the elephant - 9 " the largest
of known birds, swift-running, and with short wing and long
neck - 100 articles of food, victuals - 101 goods made of iron
or other metal, as pots, l?ans, knives, etc. ; ironmongery - 109 a
watering of lands by drams and channels .

.
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Basutoland (10300 s. m.), Bechuanatand (protectorate)
(275000 s. m.), Swaziland (6500 s. m.). Cape Colony,
Natal and the Transvaal are self-governing colonies
and the remainder will, no doubt, have the same privilege as -soon as they are fitted for it. The amount
of business done in this vast territory, during the
year 1904/05, is, approximately 103 , as follows:
Imports
. fB 48061100
Exports . . . iii 63 867 400.
The gr~ater part of the imports are shipped from
England and include all sorts of manufactured goods.
The exports include cattle , horses , feathers, wool,
hides, skins, grain, wine, wood, maize, arrow-root 104 ,
ginger 105 , sugar, tobacco, vegetables 106 , rubber 107 etc.
Gold and diamonds are also shipped to Europe. Africa
is being rapidly developed with rail ways, harbour 108 works, draining 109 and irrigation-works etc. and has
a splendid future, by reason of its mineral and agricultural wealth. It offers a wide and profitable field
for emigration and the many busy, thriving no towns,
the large and increasing farm-lands and the rapidly
growing means of inland communication testify m to
the goodness of the soil 112 and climate and the
generally prosperous condition of the inhabitants.
From the foregoing incomplete sketch 118 , some
idea may be gained of England's commercial and
political importance. It is the achievement 114 of
centuries and the chief causes of its slow and sure
development may be traced 115 to the restless activity
of a seafaring race, the want of markets for its
varied produce and the need of providing for an over104 a flour obtained
• 108 nearly approaching correctness from the root of an (Indian) _plant (5tnpiofn) - 105 the prepared
root of a plant (cultivated m the West Indies) (Jngnm) 106 plants or roots grown for the table 101 an elastic gum obtained from certl!,in trees, called also caoutchouc - 108 a port
or haven for ships -- 109 to make dry by drawin~ off the water
110 to prosper, to flourish 111 to prove, to g1ve evidence 112 the upper stratum or layer of the earth being particularly
adapted to nourish plants, ground, land - 113 a rough outline
or general figure, a slightly executed picture - 114 something
accomplished, exploit, result - m to mark out, to follow.
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flowing population. Trade is its chief aim. Its
merchant-fleets, protected by its armoured 116 fleets,
exist for no purpose but trade and intercourse 117 with
the whole world and this is the great source of its
wealth. In carrying out this object, British influence
has gradually assumed 118 wide proportions, and it has
a moral value as well as a physical one That influence is largely due, no doubt, to the many evidences of England's wealth and strength, but it is
due, in a large measure, also to its reputation for
fairness 119 in dealing, honesty of purpose and its
policy of toleration and, where needed, protection.
Oppression in any form is entirely opposed to the
national character. No nation, perhaps, has a higher
regard for social order, for progressive advance and
liberty of thought. The consequence of this is that
the English colonies as well as the natives of alien 120
lands which, in the course of time, have come into
possession of the crown, are not bound together by
mutual 121 interests alone. A strong sympathy, baserl .
on mutual respect , exists between them and unites
them. This, of late years, bas given rise to the active
spirit oflmperialism. The British Empire th us viewed 122
is a closely united federation 128 whose chief interests
can be best secured by the peaceful and uninterrupted
intercourse across the seas.

XIV. Miscellaneous.
(Nonconformity, Salvation Army, Works of
Charity, Social Progress, Tempe.ranee Movement.)

As far back as the time of Queen Elizabeth, there
was a certain class of persons who desired an alteration 1 in the church as it was then established in
to dress for war - 117 = IO - 118 to take (upon one's
freedom from disguise, honesty, frankness - ao foreign
121 given and received, reciprocal 122 to examine with the
eye, to consider - 128 a league, a union for purposes of government.
1 change.
116

self) -

119

Harnisch - Pickering , Views of English National Life.
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England. Some of these persons wished for a change
in its doctrines 2, whilst others desired a change in its
management and forms. This early effort of Puritanism was renewed with greater vigour 8 and effect,
nearly a hundred years later, under the Commonwealth 4 • During the last two centuries, religious freedom has been such that Nonconformity 6 has assumed
large proportions and branched out into many divisions.
This is a natural consequence, for there is no subject upon which men differ so widely and obstinately 6
as religion, and where perfect freedom of thought is
allowed, such differences are sure to find exi;ression
and active propagation 7 •
A branch of the first nonconfirmist called
themselves "Independents" and survive to-day under
the name of "Congreg.ationalists". They resemble the
"Baptists", though they do not practise the "total
immersion 8 of adults" 9 at initiation 10 , as the latter
rlo. Under the guidance of the brothers W esley, in
1739, many members of the English church seceded 11
from it and founded the sect called "Wesleyans" or
"Methodists". Besides these bodies, there are "Quakers"
("Society o( Friends"), having neither creed 12 ,
liturgy , priesthood nor sacrament, " Unitarians",
who appear not to arlmit the divinity 18 of Jesus
Christ, and various other religious sects of smaller
importance. - There are about 150 000 J ews in
the United Kingdom and about six million Roman
Catholics.
The most recent a religious denomination 15 and
one of the most successful is the "Salvation Army".
3 strength,
9 whatever is taught, a principle or dogma energy - 4 republic - 5 all those who refuse to unite with the
established church - 6 firmly adhering to an o~inion, inflexible,
unyielding - • the sfreading of anything plunging under
water till covered a person grown to maturity, from 15 years
of age upwards - 10 the act or process of introducing, formal
admission - 11 to separate one's self - 19 a brief summary of
the essential articles of religious belief (@fouoeneoetennlnis) 18 the divine or fiodlike nature u of late origin or existence,
modern, new - 5 s·ect.
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It is a religious philanthropic 16 organisation and was
founded, in 1878, by the Rev. 17 Wi"lliam Booth, who,
for some years previously 18 , had been preaching in
the streets. The reality of sin, and redemption 19 by
Faith seem to form the chief feature 20 of the belief.
Mr. Booth is the founder of an admirable scheme 21
for social relief 22 among the very poor. When he
first appealed 23 to the public for funds 2' for this, he
received f{j 100 000. He continues to be largely
supported and deservedly 25 so. He has provided help
for large numbers of unemployed, ex-criminal 26 anrl
other distressed 27 and hopeless persons. He bas established farms, factories 98 , rescue 29 -bomes for women
and children and various industrial undertakings. He
has also organised an emigration-scheme, in order to
help the very poorest to find homes in Canada. He
and bis well organised "army" of helpers are doing
a great and noble work of charity 30 among the poor.
This, however, is but one of the many Works of
Charity which are supported by the British public.
Ever-y year, a large sum is bequeathed 31 by charitable
persons in their wills. Thus, in 1906, the total sum
of iB 4 486 400 was acquired in this way for charitable purposes. Hospitals are ·nobly supported by the
public, and there are three great organised "Funds"
for the purpose, the chief one having been established
by King Edward VII. Education is largely helped
by the gift of books, the erection of lecture-halls,
18 loving, and seeking opportunities of doing good to, mankind,
possessing general benevolence or ~ood-will towards the whole
human race - 17 = reverend , a title of honour applied to a
clergyman - 1 8 before (in time) - 19 deliverance from sin and
misery - 20 characteristic - 21 plan, project - 22 removal of
any evil, grievance, or affliction ; help - 23 to address one's self
to the feelings or judgment of an audience - u a stock of money
or capital - 2~ according to desert or merit, justly - 26 having
formerly committed crimes or offences against law - 27 greatly
pained, oppressed with calamity, miserable - 28 a place where
goods are manufactured - 29 deliverance from danger or from
a state of exposure to evil (\Rettun~s~iiujet) - 30 that disposition
of heart which inclines men to thmk well of others, and do them
~ood; liberality in relieving the necessities of the poor; kindness
m words and action - 81 to give or leave by will, as a legacy.
11 *
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libraries etc. , and Mr. Carnegie, a Scotchman , ha
spent many thousands of pounds in providing free
libraries in many English towns. Another source of
charity is found in the generosity of the various City
trade-guilds of London, many of which are wealthy
institutions which have done much in the cause of
education. English churches of all denominations 82
are also very generous towards public works of
charity and contribute largely. It is impossible
here to mention all the channels through which
charity is distributed in England, but one or two
may be referred to, in addition to those alread y
cited. The Charity Organisation Society investigates 88
many cases and helps a large number of deserving 8 ~
persons. There are societies for assisting persons
who are unable to work and are too proud to beg :
most of this class have seen better days. Another
organisation is devoted to the cause of criminals and
helps them, when they come out of prison, to work
and live honest lives. At every police-court, there is
a "poor-box", so that the magistrates 8 5 often dispense 86
charity as well as justice to the persons appearing
before them. The mayorR of the large towns and
cities of England collect and distribute large sums
of money, annually, for various charitable objects and,
as regards London , you seldom read a daily newspaper which does not contain a notice addressed to
the public that a charitable fund of one sort or
another has been opened at the Mansion House.
During the last twenty-five years, Social Progress
has made great strides 87 • The rapid growth of
suburbs 88 , composed of comfortable dwelling-houses, is
one indication 8 9 of this. Building-statistics show
·also a large increase in the construction of houses
32 a name or appellation, a society or class of individuals
called by the same name - 33 to search or find out - 84 to be
worthy of or entitled to - 85 a public civil officer invested with
judicial authority, a justice of the peace - ~6 to deal out ; to
administer, as laws - 3 7 a long step - 38 the parts of a city
without the walls , the outlying parts of a town - 39 token,
symptom, sign.
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assessed •0 at a value exceeding ;€ 200 per annum.
Articles of dress are better and cheaper than they
were and people are clothed more comfortably and
with better taste than formerly. The teaching of
men like Ruskin is shown in the more artistic furnishing and decoration of houses. Wages 41 have in-creased. Unskilled 49 labour is now worth sixpence
per hour, whilst the wages of skilled artisans 43 have
grown more than 30 0/o. The savings'' of the people
have largely increased. In 1905, the Post Of'fice
Savings Bank held money from depositors 45 to the
extent of f(J 152111100, whilst other savings-banks
showed a total of IC 52 723 400. There are many
Friendly Societies and Building Societies, most of the
former being designed to help the subscribers 46 in
times of sickness; the latter enable their members to
purchase 47 the houses they live in by graduated
payments. Lif'e Assurance has increased very much,
of late years. In 1906, the total Life Assurance in
force in the United Kingdom amounted to fC 939 494100.
Better education, better health, better clothing and
an increase in the comforts of life have caused an
improvement in mann~rs and there is more courtesy
and consideration shown than formerly. Towns are
better lighted, cleansed ' 8 and managed. There is
less disease. There are more public parks, libraries,
and other opportunities for intellectual improvement.
There is more time for rest and enjoyment and better
public entertainments. The great increase and improvement in means of locomotion 49 has doubtless
done much to improve conditions of life. It has been
computed 50 by Sir J. Wolf Barry that one million
,o (to set or fix a tax to be paid), to value - 41 weekly,
fortnightly, or monthly sums paid to labourers and mechanics 42 wanting dexterity, destitute of practical knowledge and experience - ' 3 workman, mechanic - 44 money kept from being
wasted or expended unnecessarily, and laid by - 4 fi one who
lays down or lodges money in a bank - 46 one who contributes
to any object, or for any particular purpose, a member - ' 7 to
buy - 48 to make clean, to remove dirt or any foul matter ' 9 the act or power of moving from place to place fiO to estimate, to calculate.
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persons enter and leave London daily by railwayt.rains alone. Within the boundaries 61 of London,
there is a vast number of persons always travelling
in the various underground railways, tram-cars 52 ,
omnibuses etc. By this means and by !lhortened hours
of labuur , time is saved and so people have more
leisure 58 • The great increase of newspapers, novels 54
and instructive works, published in England at reduced prices, is another indication of social advance.
Side hy side with the increase of the comforts of
life, there has been a marked diminution 65 in drunkenness and crime, and recent 6 6 legislation has largely
assisted in this by the prevention of adulteration 57 in
food and rlrin1' and in other ways. Statistics show
a steadily 5 & increasing average r. 9 length of life, as a
consequence.
The ''Temperance Movement" 60 (or "Teetotalism"), so actively promoted 61 in England, appears to
date from 1785, when• Dr. Rush of Philadelphia
published an essay 62 on the subject and a temperance society was formed in America. The move-ment spread to Scotland and Ireland and, in 1830,
the first Temperance Society was founrled in England. In 1834, a committee was formed in the House
of Commons, to enquire 68 into drunkenness, and, since
then, the movement has increased and it is now a.
most powerful and widely spread organisation. In
1853, " The Un~ted Kingdom Alliance" was formed.
51 limit 5 ~ a kind of railwa; for the easy transit of
carriages in the streets of a city - 5 time free from occupation
or business - 5' a tale or narrative giving a picture of human
life in some of its aspects , particularly the natural workings of
the human heart; a prose tale illustrative of every-day life 57 cor56 abatement, making smaller , decrease 56 = 14 rupting or making impure by an admixture of baser materials 6 " the mean of a collection of
5 ~ constantly , regularl;r numbers or quantities, found by dividing the total by the number
of the quap.tities ~ 60 habitual moderation in the indulgence of
the natural appetites, chiefly in drin\ing - 61 to forward, to
advance, to encoura~e - 6 • a short written composition on a
practical subject - 6 to seek by discussion or investigation, as
for truth.
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It has for its object the suppression of the liquor 6 ~traffic by legislation. Much bas been clone, of late
years, but to attain 65 the suppression of all traffic
in wine, beer and spirits is an accomplishment 66 for
which we need not look at present. The principle
ha:s, however, deeply penetrated 67 into many departments of social life, and there are temperance hospi- .
tals, hotels, clubs, restaurants, etc., and "total abstainers" 68 are to be met with in every walk of life.
Many medical men have given their evidence 69 in
favour of " Teetotalism", and many public men have
advocated 70 its advantage:--. There are many temperance societies all over the kingdom, and children,
as well as adults 71 , become members. The process is
simple enough. All that one has to do is to go to
some clergyman or other authorised person and sign ,
in his presence, a solemn pledge or promise not to
partake of alcoholic drink. The church and all nonconformists have taken up this matter of temperance
very warmly and with the best results, and there can
be no doubt that it is acting as a powerful check 7 2
on a great social evil.

•

l,

6 ' an intoxicating liquid, generally applied to spirits 66 to
arrive at - 66 the obtaining of a desired object, result - 67 to
pass into the interior, to make way - 68 one who keeps from,
especially in the use of drink - 6 9 witness, testimony - 70 to
plead the cause, to defend - 71 = 9 - 72 stop, restraint.
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